News is a bit behind other sites, a lot seems copied rather than actual new news.

Reviews are normally high quality but sometimes the odd one drops below normal standard.

The forum is going downhill. I think it is time for some proper written rules. A better search functionality would be good. The ability to ignore people (so as not to see their posts or threads) would also be good. I guess this is the downside of the number of users growing. I'd also like to see the ability of new users to start threads curtailed a bit. There have been a number of incidents now where a new user joins and starts multiple threads within a day, all of which already exist.

I really like how much space you give to the Lego ideas items, but could there maybe be a little more space given to high quality MOC's to highlight the potential for the possibilities of Lego? Small suggestion, love the website!

unfortunately the site looks optimized only for smartphones not for classic browsers

Searchable news base on themes... ie, technic or star wars.. etc

I would love to see more high resolution images of sets (old and new).

I really hate the minifig collection graphs. The old minifig table display is much better.

More guest articles e.g. History of certain themes

Your job is just amazing, so just keep going.

Greetings from Italy

I would like to be able to see minifigures I own that did not come from sets, but rather are loose ones that I have purchased.

First of all, this is one of the best looking, most useful and well programmed webpages I know, not only for Lego.

A few suggestions:
Could you look into the price history on Amazon Germany? For example, 42043 does not yet show any prices in Germany except Lego.com.
I really enjoyed the introduction of user defined tags. I would like to see them included in the main "browse" functionality. So far, the only way to check these is to go over the "my sets" page.
Could you include the price from ACM to the set overview and statistics? If you could do this, I would be sooo happy.

Thank you so much for creating and maintaining this database.

Site Design still poor, layout poor. content excellent

Your site is excellent as it is. Keep up the good work.
First, excuse my English.
I enjoy the site, and I come every day to see the news about our hobby.
The site is excellent and I don't know how to get a better one.
Thank you.

I love this site, where can you find a bigger lego database than this? :) And it is really nice to help put my collection up to date and also find that little brick I need. But when you are inside a set, the "Want" /"I own" menu could be a little more visible, than scrolling down and click, I'm not lazy of course, but since I use the Android App a little more, when I'm in the website I have to look where that menu is.

Database parts lists are taken directly from LEGO however they are frequently incorrect. The link to Rebrickable is good as they have better inventories.

Wanted list linked to price alerts with email notification

More affiliate links on the buying tab (more options means more chance to support brickset)

Wider range of product reviews - generally the quality of reviews are good but often it seems like the choices of what gets reviewed are probably skewed by Huw and Chris's preferences (which is understandable)

Perhaps make the news updates more frequent. There is a large amount of news (such as leaks) that occur every day, and this site just ignores them. I'm not saying to put images up, but I am saying at least put up articles bringing to attention their existence. I'm aware of the policy not to discuss leaks, but I personally believe this policy should change. Leaks happen; we can't ignore them.

Just the loading speed when going to the sets database, everything else is excellent.

I don't know if it's possible but what would be really cool is that you can see the parts of all the sets you own in one table, so you can see how many of which part you own.

The database is very good (the best on the net for me) but the blog part is not as reactive as many other AFOL blogs...not enough news / day

need to change new user name & password.

Its just a great site, keep it going as it is.
Thank you

I love the site :) i love the design change and i have no suggestion .:p good job

I love the site :) i love the design change and i have no suggestion .:p good job

Sometimes I take time to look for a commonly used part - would be great to allow users to save their "favorite parts" list. It could help with acquiring of said parts on the internet as well, I assume.
A better search/database function for pieces. Like on Bricklink.

More specialised reviewers who have good knowledge of the themes & IP's. I say this as certain reviews and news articles basically read as "I don't have an interest in this theme/IP so I don't really get it/care for it" which sometimes comes across a little elitist and tends leave the articles lacking in the details the reader actually wants to read.

More Reviews and more info about set in different countries.

I would love to see more building competitions, like the Mixels one a few months back. Even if the prize is small or none at all, it gives me motivation and inspiration to build something new of different to my normal habits!

Honestly, I have no idea. I'm eager to know what you will come up with in the future - features I didn't miss so far but I don't want to miss from the time you published them. ;-)

More interesting lists would be good

The official set images should be in higher resolution.

Many reviews don't provide look at the set from all basic angles (front, side, rear, etc.)

Some of printed parts cannot be found under one common serial number (which would refer to a shape of part), but each has its own "category" due to its different printing (e.g. http://brickset.com/parts/design-18321 )

Nothing, it suits my needs at the moment

Email alerts for price drops at sellers such as Amazon, Toys R Us...

Option to hide/ turn off the 'buy at EBay' panels (sorry if it's there already)

KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK! The site is already very, very good and new features and responses to suggestions are always welcomed - really appreciate Brickset

I know that this is a "Lego" site, but some more information on clones, be they good or bad would be very helpful given the ever increasing price of Lego. Twice over the last few years you have highlighted the Clone brands review by Anthony Tomkins which, though limited in their scope, did an excellent job of highlighting that not all "communist lego" is garbage. One or two other articles have branded all alternatives to real Lego as junk, but I have found some manufacturers who complement the range produced by Lego, produce unique pieces produced by no one else and produce sets of quality ever bit the equal of our friends in Denmark (who now produce a significant proportion of their wares in China!).

Buying links become out of date so quickly with anything other than Amazon they are barely worth it, but the amazon part is great. (UK-based user, ymmv)

Suggestion for a new feature : when querying for "Byu Lego In [...]" - "Amazon", display the lowest price for a "Warehouse Deal" if there is one. I, for one, rely heavily on the Warehouse Deals ("Offres
Reconditionnées" in France) to buy New-but-Not-Sealed Lego sets with a great discount and the Amazon guarantee.

nothing needs improving I would say

Please post again more news when they turned up somewhere. Often you Are too late with news because Lego don't want you to publish etc.

Nothing to mention particularly

I really can't come up with any suggestions, what a great site.

After reading a review, sometimes I want to say something. If there is comment on review feature would be great.

It is already great.

I am very satisfied with the site as it is now. No ideas how to improve it.

to make a possibility for other markings for "Sets flagged" to share others. throw away peoples "review" about sets - they do not bare any helpful information, just text with loving the set.

Please gather more pictures of older sets. Maybe You could ask users to help? :)

Forum is sometimes tricky to navigate, may be a result of not being registered

In the parts section of the sets I would love it if the extra parts are shown and separate. There are in many cases double images of parts and thus not reflecting the correct parts count.

Perhaps making a more clear divide between new set news, reviews and other stuff on the home page.

more reviews of book about Lego.

- More opinion pieces.
- Less about Lego books.
- Create a format for reviews and stick to them.

In the Social part of the Brickset Forum there are connect buttons for Facebook and Twitter. But I'm missing a connect button for Google. Which is odd because (nearly) -everyone- with an Android phone or tablet has a Google account. And with that single Google account people use and access Google+, Google Photos, Hangouts, YouTube...

For example, look at this active LEGO Community on G+ with more than 41 thousand members: https://plus.google.com/communities/113060314109350532822
You could add like a timeline at the bottom of the home page that allows you to actually pick a date to go to rather than just hitting older posts.

I'm relatively new to the site, so I don't currently have any suggestions on new features. Love the site!

Everything's very nice, but I have one questions. Beneath all the LEGO sets (for instance in your "My Collection - owned" list), there's something called "Category" (and when you go to a specific set's page it's called "Set type" instead). For all the sets I have in my owned and wanted lists the category is set to "normal", but what does it mean?

In the model page, keep in memory the content of the tabs (parts/images/3d views, etc). I often switch between the tabs but the content is reloaded everytime.

The database and links are indispensible and excellent - I do feel that the reviews posted are often cursory and light on imagery and objectivity though. It's a minor gripe when everything else is so excellent.

Finding sets by designers

A lot of the discounts are really out of date, no stock when you click on them but they are still there months later.
I appreciate the site, but find it very hard to find my way around.

Further improvements on how the site reacts to a mobile device, including the option to zoom on a mobile device besides improving the database and allowing users to edit content after.

You are doing a great job, just keep it up!

I think you should do more reviews. I also think that you should introduce a feature where you can publicly like and comment on sets.

It would be useful to have a graded wanted list, that is in a similar fashion to how on the LEGO shop you can put a set as Nice to Have, Want to Have or Have to Have. Possibly also have an option to set if you want a set just for parts, display, play etc. Additionally it would be nice to be able to list if you own part of a set for example if you have bought a sub-build seperated out from the main set.

Nothing. The site is very excellent :)

In the reviews show some of your favourite mini builds.

keep the good work

Just keep up the good work! Can't actually say something that you need to improve or suggestions since it is so good as it is.
The main set page could have reviews instead of eBay links, now the site looks a bit too commercial.

Much more minifig data options

Nothing much to improve, but maybe some more images of sets/minifigures from all angles etc.

If possible a pricewatch site would be a great addition. For example, look at brickwatch.nl. A site which compares prices of a particular set for different stores.

It seems that I can't always find sets on your website. Maybe it's me, but some sets I can find on sites like brickpicker.com but not on yours.

... 

The forum is awful to navigate and use

Hello there
Same suggestion as all the previous years :) 

Have an option to share our collection only with our friends (by the way, the My Friends feature seems to be no more available). 
And have a way to known who among my friends wants a set in the page of this set. 

That's all :) 

Just stay this way :) 

Spoiler-free reviews for Star Wars TFA sets would have been nice! I don't want to hear rumours, I just want to see bricks.

I think the most significant improvement for me would be to just post more articles in general (news or otherwise) so that the front page changes a little bit more often.

I am happy with the site as it is

I guess it's be useful to also include the price in euros in the reviews as well as in dollars and pounds (some of the set prices are quite expensive in Europe)

There is the official price of each available set but only for a few big countries. Living in a small European country prices are often not the same as in France and Germany and I need to go on each version of S@H to know where it is the less expensive in order to plan in which LEGO store I should buy it. It would be great to have more countries included in the price list of the sets. At least for each country where there is an official LEGO store, if not in each country where S@H is available.
I think the website as is, is really cool, the only things i'd like to have is more videos. I mean, in the main page add a tag with "latest videos from Lego" (https://www.youtube.com/user/LEGO/videos) ...could be nice.

Anyway great job.
Regards

More reviews and news

I find the site to be great for news, reference and for my collection inventory.

Especially on iPad, the site is very slow. Furthermore the site seems to be increasingly US focussed (for example with manly news about US store promotions and about the availability of sets in the US). Didn't notice it this much in the past, but now sometimes starts to annoy me.

The filters when browsing the database could use a little more work. It would be nice if everything can be set by drop-down lists.

The only thing I can think of to improve the site is the possibility to find old article when using the search bar. For example, if I want to find an old article about Mixels (realise date, info, ect...) I instinctively go to the search bar at enter Mixels, this bring me to t list of all the mixels available but not the articles which mention Mixels. It would be interesting to have the option in the search bar to search for Lego sets or articles or both.

Apart from that, great web site!

I love the new stock level charts. I assume you get actual numbers and not just graphs, so I'd suggest mining the data in aggregate, because all sorts of really interesting information could be drawn from them. Which sets and themes sell fastest? How do sales compare to price, exactly, and does this depend on the theme? How does TLG's anticipated sales as suggested by initial stock levels compare to actual sales? Are standard numbers used for initial stock level? What factors are correlated to frequent increases in the stock level? At what point does TLG stop increasing stock and just let the remainder sell out? These are just examples off the top of my head.

Some tags are broken, for example, Wave 1 does nothing, Wave One shows all the Lego Dimensions wave one sets.

In sets owned, a fiction that shows where (in which country/city) they were bought.

In main menu on home page, my menu should be more relevant than shopping.- that really pisses me off.

Would be wonderful if there would be more MOC's on the site.

Not a lot. Only thing I'd have to say is that your price guide for Australia in terms of listing the value of sets is not all that accurate. Everything else is excellent

Forum does not keep me signed in.
This website has been the best LEGO based website I ever found. I love lots of things about the site and I don’t think you could do a better job making this site any better. But there is one thing I would like to just see if it would improve the Pictures on the site. I have seen that you guys have been able to use the Wayback Machine website to get your news articles from older dates one thing I would want to know is were you get your pictures that you use on the Website I am only asking this because If you get your Pictures from LEGO itself I found out that you can get clear white background Pictures from the years 2002-Now. Also it may improve the data shown on the site because when browsing the older LEGO website you can find sets that aren’t even listed on Brickset. But over all the website it the best and if my above statement doesn’t work its OK because all I am really trying to say is that this Website is great just the way it is.

Allow us to select/edit our country on our profile. Auckland is in New Zealand, not Australia!

Also allow upload of non-Gravatar profile images.

Show "all" our collection when we list it. For example, show individual Mixels and brick-based games (like 3861 LEGO Champion, rather than video games) which also count towards our total piece counts.

It would be nice to have the front page separated into news channel headings with a number next to it with the amount of new stories since either a particular time or last log on so that users can then chose a heading and have more on a page about what they are interested in (eg: events, sets, reviews etc.)

One feature that I would like to see implemented is expansion of the liking system. Maybe to have a collage of all the posts that you haved liked so that you can go back to those articles on a later date.

Thanks a lot for that amazing database!!!!

I would love to see more articles about the history of Lego or about older Lego sets.

The forum is hard to break into. I haven’t been on the site all that long, but haven't been brave enough to venture into the forum at all - I read, but haven't posted. I get the feeling I would be patronised and dismissed. Otherwise, the site is great. It does what is says it will, and is an absolute mine of information for me, a recent returnee to the world of Lego.

A place with information about sets that will be discontinued in the coming months. Not only in US.

Make a app or mobile site

Prompter reviews, the Force Awakens reviews took four weeks to come out. Maybe spread the reviewing around more people. Otherwise great stuff, you guys always make me want to buy so much more Lego.

I haven't been able to find a way to access homepage / site reviews from the set page - this would be very helpful. Otherwise an fantastic site, and a firm favourite.

The Site is perfect. But why is the Forum not integratet and user will be redirectet to another site?
I like the site, I use it very often to see which sets and minifigures I own. Maybe more news and facts about the upcoming sets.

Database performance can be improved, especially when showing 100+ items on a page the performance isn't optimal.

Simply the best.

I think that the set identifier is a great tool, as for the rest, I find it near flawless, aside from some of the image qualities.

My suggestion is an easier way to access the different databases.

Currently I'm using the site only for sets data list and news-reviews via RSS. In this two section I always find what I'm looking for, so don't have anything in mind right now to improve.

I would like to see a more and deeper integration with brickpicker and bricklink. Besides the retail price I would like to see the this month average second hand and after retirement prices.

Also the year and month a sets has been retired would be a nice addition.

Forum: Auto refresh when navigating around the Forum no longer functions. Manual refresh is now required. Would be great if this refresh issue could be solved.

Since Brickset knows what sets I have and for most sets what parts are in it, I would like to know how many of a specific part I have. Also, it would be nice to be able to correct incomplete Lego inventories (Rebrickable can of course be done at their site). Often Lego inventories are more than 100% complete or just 96%.

Keep up the good work, I almost live on Brickset :)

Also I replied (a few times) to an offer from Huw for volunteer maintenance work on the database and stuff but never got a reply. If still necessary or wanted, I would love to help out (d.arnolds@gmail.com).

Cheers,
Dries Arnolds

Have had a few cases where the instructions aren't available for some of my sets. Other than that, can't really think of anything.

- Better and more images for old sets
- Make old catalogues available in PDF in a repository

Selection for category

The pull down menus and interface are clunky. A detailed search tool wouldn't be bad either.
Having got back into LEGO a year ago I've found the site really great and helpful. The most obvious improvements I can think of at the moment involve the Inventory lists which I know come from Lego themselves and you have no additional control over them.

I would like to see more coverage given to LEGO's forays into the world of video games. More reviews of the latest LEGO games, any information on upcoming releases etc. would be welcome.

Forum search is really the only issue, though I understand this is largely out of your control.

????

Forum part could be improved towards user friendliness.

I can't think of anything.

It would be nice to include in our database the customs figures.

- Brickset marketplace: selling and buying by lego lovers (a bit like discogs)
-

I'm happy with how it is, I mostly use it to keep track of the sets I had when I was young.

I think the site is awesome! I love all The sets and parts on the database. But I do have a couple improvement suggestions. First, try to obtain better set pictures. Most of them are great already, but some need fixing. And second, try to put more parts into the database. I have tries looking up a lot of parts on Brickset. Most if them came up but some if them weren't on the database. Other than that, the website is awesome and good job to those who designed it!

The ACM is sometimes difficult to use.

Better Inventories of pieces (like bricklinks)

Wider coverage of Lego, including 'leaks' in exchange for loss of free products from TLG. Better moderation of forum.

everythink is ok

Good job!

Add all the 'special' sets back into the theme data for things like the SDCC items, etc, or add new categories for these items, preferably add them back in.

Better response when searching for a set.
For example, while browsing with the help of the tags "year", "theme", "collection", sometimes it takes a lot and it's a bit messy,
I love the site, keep on going as you see fit.

Thanks!

Better Quality images of some older sets

I think that the top bar "In the news", it isn't necessary. Only takes up space and repeats information that is a little bit down on the same page.

More reviews, some from a kids perspective.
More images on some sets

Really I have no idea, everything looks great.

I woudl appreciate a more collector driven view for the colectable minifigures series section

Maybe extending from the set info available - issue instruction downloads also. Save going to other sites.

The part list database is not complete and I need to check other websites for strange parts (look at the y-wing and tie fighter from 1999 - star wars set)

-seems a bit too focused on UK sometimes
-don't ignore the LEGO digital world (Lego Worlds, Dimensions). Just give me a shout if you need a hand (@brvandewalle on #Twitter, I also write for a Belgian tech blog)

-Keep up the good work!

In the section of the Bargain Watch I would like to have de Amazon and the Marketplace information separated from each other, because not even all the users are from the countries where Amazon has the store.

In fact, the mix of both confuses users because almost all of the stores that sell in the marketplaces don't ship to countries in Europe that is different from the Amazon.de, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.it, Amazon.fr or Amazon.es.

Give more coupons, discounts.

Please allow zoom of the page on mobile. Thank you!

European amazon shopper could use some improvement, I find some sets not listed, while amazon clearly sells them

The automate Ebay search doesn't always give all the available items on offer. Running the set name as well as the set number might help
More content for the Australian market would be good, even something as simple as including AUD prices when new sets are revealed (and on the database).

Personally I don't think there is much more you can add - maybe a few other shops when looking for discounts (tesco). Another idea could be to have the value of second hand sets as a guide when buying them.

I love the site, I only started collecting Lego 12 months ago and your site has been invaluable to me.

The browse menu does not include every theme that is currently available, such as Minecraft, Scooby Doo and Simpsons etc. To improve maybe add these links to the browse menu making it quicker to visit these pages, rather than having to manually search for each theme (this is no real hardship, I just couldn't think of anything else!)

Just add building instructions! :)

layout of forum is not too optimal

The questions I answered 5 to were because I hadn't used that option as yet.

Overall a great site and the links make searching for Lego online very easy!! Thank you. Looking forward to using it more all the time!!

I don't know

Put the minifigures series (1-14) in the minifigures section and not in the sets section.

There should be more variety of MSRP listed, perhaps a drop-down menu which can also be linked to region settings. I currently live in New Zealand and none of the prices make any sense to me.

I know MOC's aren't Brickset's focus, but the occasional 'Spotlight on MOC' feature would be good, to showcase the best of the best out there - gets peoples imaginations and inspirations running

More forum integration

no idea, it's good enough

I think you could improve your shopping area. If you are funded primarily by affiliate links, you could expand the list of companies and make it easier to compare

It works fine for me thanks.

Brickset is great! It'd be fantastic if you just continue like that.

Keep on going with the reviews: they are really helpful in deciding to buy or not.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Really happy with site please keep up with the work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some of the set pictures are poor, though most are good. Also, a lot of features have been added recently, but it takes some time to work out how to use them. For the most part though, the site is brilliant and I visit pretty much every day!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where has the 3 lego bricks gone from the logo? You need more reviews and more inclusive news more quickly to cater to more people. You need help files for people to learn how to do everything. The forum should look the same as the rest of the site and you should be able to use the same account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More news...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to stimulate more users to participate, making it as easy as possible for users to update set information and give clear credit on the user entering the information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know it is not a priority but still, because I use it: improve ACM like allow mass edit online, add user customized fields :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing more for me, Brickset is so great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be good if the design could be updated to be responsive so that it is easier to use on mobile devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I haven't ny idea, sorry :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think the page is cool like that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would recommend a collaboration with <a href="http://www.brickpicker.com">www.brickpicker.com</a>, so that you can show the current market price for every set, right after RRP :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hate you, Bitch Puddin'!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>none, that's good for now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brickset.com is a great site that I use everyday. I would like to see more retro reviews of older sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything is awesome!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sell merchandise! Love your site, just wish you'd sell merchandise directly. BL dominates the market but not always in a good way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personally for the brickset site and not the forum I would love to be able to zoom in onto the page as I use an ipad tablet and an iphone to access the site; I would prefer the option of zooming in due to ease of accessibility. -Kez</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I would like to see a search option in "my sets" in "details" which I have. For example, I want to build another model, I need specific detail, but I don't remember in which of my sets I have it, so I have to search in lots of sets to find my set that have the detail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>add feature to create sets not owned from bricks that you do own.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I can find everything quick and easy. No problems found using the site. Maybe some better images but hey, we can't have everything in life :-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **It's very good like this. Two propositions:** |
| - when I am in the forum, could you add a link to Brickset |
| - in "the set you own", is it possible to have a sort by "date acquired" (ACM) |
| Thanks and Good job !! |
| Virginie, a french user |

| **I can't think of anything** |
| Being a full user of the only since a couple of weeks, I would appreciate an additional sort/search button about the availability of sets. |
| Also it would be nice to see sets sold via Ebay to evaluate my collection (I do it manually at the moment). |
| But nevertheless, it's my favourite Lego site. |

| **More images of the same model in the database, i.e. similar to the multiple pictures that the Lego store has on their online store for each individual set.** |
| Being a designer I sometimes think that the only thing missing in Brickset's site is a different design. Don't get me wrong, the site's design and the colors are correct, the site structure is spot on and everything else works really, really well. I don't get tired of visiting Brickset and using your database for everything Lego, so I guess that that means something! The navigation is really good (although it sometimes takes some more steps than it should to find some news), I just think I would revamp the logo so it could make more sense in the overall site design and, why not, implement the same graphic style in the forum, that I think is a bit more simple in terms of style (I don't know how it behaves technically since I don't use it). |
| But my overall opinion is very positive, I found Brickset not long ago, just when I decided to make a comeback to this passion of Lego building and Brickset, alongside with its database is what I always wanted when I was a kid in the 80's and 90's. For me, Brickset is a reference and I surely hope that it can continue to evolve in the same exact path. |

| **I really like the site layout and how it works. I say don't mess with it!** |
| Personally I'd like more reviews of cheaper sets. Furthermore I just love your site and check it everyday :-) ! |
I liked that you added some custom flag options to the collection manager. It would be great if I could expand the current limit of custom flags. I collect old sets, some of them are incomplete, I would really love a tool in which I could enter every set inventory in my collection and mark parts that are missing. Currently I use bricklink wanted list but it isn't perfect (sometimes I forget which set needs which part).

Try to get more product news

The where to buy filters and sorting are more difficult than on most sites.

When I first go into the site, I would like to automatically be directed to the most current news feed. Otherwise, great job on everything. I use brickset for all my lego news.

I would like to see more European news

It would be great if there was a link/form for uploading new images or information for you to review, so you can post news that brickset members are posting you with some feedback.

No improvements.
Keep up the good work!

Especially love the link with rebrickable.

Your site is excellent, just keep up the good work. Some may not like it but I actually really like the way products are linked to online stores like Amazon, I can come to brickset, get a trusted review, then instantly go buy the set. Awesome!

I use many devices and I have found some availability problems.

I would love having a mobile app.

The Brickset Site is the best on net - so keep it running!

This is really the only thing that I could wish for, and that is replace the box photos with set photos where you can.

Add stuff quicker, this is obviously based on bricklink and out of your control.

If the same item is in 2 categories have it display in both. For examples Monster fighter Minifig/ghosts

Second hand value average addition

A last chance to buy section,
Disclose seniors projects in voting meet the LEGO Ideas. Some people like me do not have many contacts to publicize the project. I think it would be interesting, accept requests for disclosure, like mine ...

https://ideas.lego.com/projects/116557
thank you.
Mike

1. Less focus on minifigures in reviews
2. Show EUR prices

Add old sets and images to the db

This site is already good, it doesn't need much improving or suggestions.

For me, there isn't really anything left to improve - the site is very easy to navigate, fairly fast to load and the layout makes it easy to read, whether on a tablet or pc.

I just love it, my main Lego site these days, managing my collection and wanted list.

Maybe some improvements to ACM, make it more inline. the interface there could use some polish. there are too many transitions.

pictures of rare and hard to find sets can be missing , more gear items would be nice as well

My brick set is through an iPad and loading is a bit slower with bigger pages, could this be improved? Overall the site is well laid out and functional

it's great.

Nothing I can think ok.

I cannot fault the improvements, keep up the good work.

It would be nice if we could just "like" sets, without reviewing them.

--

It's great as it is.

Would like to see a MOC's page devoted to this side of building. Possibly showing modifications sent in from members of existing sets that makes them better, for example. I know your a guide and I know there are lots of these things out there (but tend to be poorly set up and spread over many websites), but I think going forward this would build into a really useful database for all sorts of categories, for example, Batman builds, Mech builds, Marvel builds, City builds etc. It would be really useful to see who's building what out here and get ideas to be creative yourself. I know that I search the internet for things like this and it would be great for it to be in one place with a search
engine that can pick out what you want to see from a tag system. Designers could also leave instruction on how they built their creations,

computer created photographs of the parts are the worst thing

More reviews, perhaps. And more critical, also.

Propose translation for french user!

For me it is already good enough, maybe a little more performance on searches.

A search facility where a photograph of a set or partial set which does not appear on your database could be explored.

I don't know if it already exists (I haven't found it anyway), but I'd love to have a public profile which states which sets we have and which we want. This because people sometimes want to buy us Lego but don't know what we want or already have ;)

On another note, I absolutely love the site ;)

kind regards

i cannot think of anything to improve the site - it is great

Nothing. It's a great website.

I would like to see more unofficial info in the news stream (local releases, availability, prices etc). Or the forum is the right place for that? :-)

The whole Bricks/Blocks magazine fiasco left a little bit of a bitter taste in my mouth.

While I appreciate the site is technically more of a blog, than a professional news service, sometimes some of the personal opinions given in articles, or responses to criticisms can come off as a bit patronising or elitist.

What would be brilliant is if there was an interactive 3d city map with a blank floor and road plan. And as you enter the sets you own, your city comes to life. It would give people a great idea of how to layout their city.

good layout and clear website very useful

I'd like to have an easy overview of all the pieces I own. Both from sets and pieces bought individually.

There doesn't seem to be any area to improve. Perhaps I don't look at things too deeply. But I am very satisfied with the site the way it is.
Overall the site is amazing and I particularly enjoy the set reviews. I think that the quality of a slim variety of the set images on the database could be better and there are often periods of no news throughout long periods but it doesn't seem overly easy to come across regular and eye-catching news as LEGO is rather secretive. So to sum it up good job!

Have the option of selecting own / want when looking up one specific set number. As of right now it's been hard for me to click the options of own/want by searching just the set I have. Instead I've had to go to them and narrow down by years or tags.

More currency options on sets could maybe be an idea

Make the forum login and comment login the same. I’d use the forum more if it was connected to the login I use for commenting on articles

Create a specific section for official Lego-related products, like books and games.

It might be handy to make multiple wanted lists at the same time possible. Personally I find it a hindrance that I can’t separate both my long-term wants and more pressing wants (e.g. items that will be gone from the shelves and only rise in price) from the list.

Would it be possible to make a function to sort on how much it is wanted, or to separate those altogether?

Some of the sets have missing parts in their listings, it is a shame that they are-not complete even for parts that are no longer available

Continue adding part lists for older sets. A difficult job, I know!

Not much needs improving, it works well and serves its purpose.

I view your site everyday but don't use the ACM frequently. I do however have all my sets in the database.

One thing i found very cumbersome in the "Sets You Own" section is to have to click the ACM button on the right of the set, then it brings up a dialog, then having to click the edit button to be able to change the details on every set.

What i might suggest is a grid style view option which lists each set you own along with check boxes or data entry points for value and such. This is the only thing i would suggest for future users wishing to add their sets into the ACM.

If you wish to know more of my thought please ask member Rodneyw_au

The homepage news feed can be a little frantic at times, but other than that the site and database are excellent. I love the my sets feature

It would be nice when there were a function to search for single parts and in which sets they are included. Like the search in peeron.com.

Maybe include videos, hi-res scans of instructions and also customizable avatars.
Nothing really, keep going in the same direction and I can't see it going wrong.

Please provide some pictures from the sets. Even if sets were released, important pictures are missing. Pictures from the box, the B-models (Technic-sets) and many more. Very often there is only one picture provided, although there are many more official pictures are available.

OSX notifications on new news postings?

Perhaps a quicker update of the minifigs in the sets :)

I can think of nothing to improve it :)

Just minor things comes to my mind. You could put some gifs in the reviews to make these more dynamic or playful (for example set features).
And another, when i click on a theme in the browse panel:
I think it would be better to place the theme to the first place and the year to the second by default so i can change it freely, otherwise changing the year resets the theme. Of course if i would like to search by year than that should be the priority and the theme could go to the second place next to the tag button.

I would like the possibility to register missing bricks inn my sets. Or maybe wanted bricks.

A better user experience on tablets! :) But the rest is great!

make the iPhone app compatible with the website..

Im a serious collector and you got a great database.
But as a serious collector, brickset has some poor section.
The alarm clock, keychain database is poor. (There are a lot style, variant, type)
I could help you to make it better

Sincerely
Krisztian

more picture of the sets

Well, I really like the site as it is now. Anyway it would be better with EUR prices for the sets instead of only USD. It would be great to have the two currencies.

It is good as it is. Thanks.

How about a official APP!
customise it for each user as in sets they can add pre 1965 for their collection and they can add their pics and info and make it available to others maybe. as i feel the responce of its to complicated and or it only gets added if lego shop sells it, is not good enough.

I would love to see an after market average price listed on items instead of just the original price. There could be an average price listed for mint in box and all the other conditions. Also it could say the average price for the different sites that lego is sold on ebay, bricklink

The site is great, and was an excellent tool to use when I worked through a huge, mixed-up lot of pieces (about 100 sets, all mixed together). When at the bottom of a page, I tend to hit the HOME key to go to the top, and that doesn't work well on the site. Having the ability to tag sets as OWNED or WANTED is good - I used them more like SORTED or IN-WORK. I didn't find the ACM to be that helpful. Overall, outstanding site!

Admit sets before 1965 and make 1960 as the staring point, you can see 1960 as the new Lego eara and numbering. And from 1960 to 1965 there are a lott of nice sets.

And all the samsonite sets have to sorted out they are different form bricklink and many have no part list because of the numbering differences, and without part list they are useless.

I feel the site serves it's purpose very well and does need improving other than general matenence which is evident takes place. Good job and thanks for providing us the site!

When you report sales at amazon & lego shop and the sort can there be ones for other countries other than Europe. Almost all the news is European only, and it's sort of annoying, cause where not from or currently live in Europe.

There should be a way to view two themes at once while in browse mode. Eg, I want to see LOTR and the Hobbit sets together, but can't.

boot out all the whiney people in the forum? ;)

More prompt instructions links. Maybe have an option to use Rebrickable's inventory by default, since it tends to be a bit more accurate for older sets.

some parts inventories need updated

new feature: I would love to see how many and which bricks I have in total. Sometimes you dropped some and want to do a quick count.

new feature: I have set A, B and C. Which bricks do I need to assemble set D from parts of set A, B and C and which bricks need to be bought to complete set D?

I'd like different color schemes :) Other than that, it's pretty much perfect.

search function for parts sometimes shows a lot of irrelevant stuf
Nothing to say

The search feature in the forum needs improvement, and more features in the collection view would be good.

More color, to white to boring

email or even txt alerts on discounts and notification of dates when products may be retiring.

In the database parts, please add also the stickers of the sets!

More Info on Architecture Sets and Pick a Brick.

I don’t really use the main site so much these days, but it certainly fulfills my needs. The only thing to mention is the search function, both on the main site and forum, could be more advanced.

more news/reviews

Re-introduce the user comment feature.
Update the set list feature.

a feature where sets are recommended based on the set you already have

Track ownership of certain lose elements, same way mini figs are done, things like horses and other animals or minifigure torsos etc

I really like the website and the concept.
I just think it’s oldfashion and can be difficult to find what i am looking for at times.

Upload pictures to newly released sets faster. Show whether a set is retired or not

Possibly more Mocs? Really can’t think of anything. Maybe a picture function on advanced collection manager

just keep doing what your are doing.

Everything on Brickset looks fine but My sets/ACM section may have some improvements. A quick example; I cannot choose from a calendar or predefined mm/dd/yyyy select box for acquire date. Instead of a plain text field this field should be date field for both ux and future improvements like sort by acquire date etc.

Cheers.

Maybe improve the database for sets older than 1995. Peeron is way more complete.

But thank you very much for the great job you do for us!
As a casual user who likes to keep abreast of the world of Lego, Brickset absolutely meets my needs. There is much functionality that I hope to be able to make time to use more of in the future.

The forum should be more integrated in normal webpage. e.g. a forum discussion for each set, available directly from the set as the reviews are.

The only issue I've had over the past days has been not being able to synchronise my collection with Brickpicker. If possible investigate.

More info on exclusive parts in new sets

You are doing an excellent job, it is a shame there are alternate photos missing from older sets but that is all

I own 2x http://brickset.com/sets/75010-1/B-Wing-Starfighter-Endor

but it don't show it in http://brickset.com/sets/mycollection-owned

Have a feature in the collection section to indicate the quantity of new and the quantity of used (built) of each set number in your personal collection.

The site meets my needs...I use it to look up information about past Lego sets and new news, sometimes I look up set inventories...

I would like to see a feature that allows you to search for user reviews that have photos in them. It would be also great to see more LEGO competitions, as it was in the past...

Also the more reviews on the frontpage the better IMO.

Horizontal integration with BrickLink and Rebrickable: e.g., giving the opportunity to add directly parts or sets to Wanted Lists on BL, and importing/managing My Parts/My Sets Lists from Rebrickable directly into BrickSet

Some part codes are also sometimes doubled in the inventories, so sometimes it's hard to understand the correct number of parts/codes

I feel that the forum can be organized a bit better.

The site is pretty good as is

I love the site. I am going there every day hoping to find some news content of a new review.

The quality of your reviews are excellent. However, I am sometimes under the impression that they are too positive. This is probably because you review only the sets you enjoy buying. But, in order to give some legitimacy to your reviews, it could be good reviewing bad sets.

The topics in the forum section seem to be a bit redundant and it looks like new forum post do not have the visibility they should.
I love the site and no changes needed the brick family.

Keep up the god work.

For some reason it seemed like there was a lack of news reporting this year. 2016 set information and the reveal of 2016 Mixels at Comic Con are examples of things that happened but were not reported (that I saw.) Normally you are on top of things so this surprised me.

I'd love to see this site report all new LEGO information. I am a Mixels fan, so knowing that the series 5 and 6 tribe names that were revealed at the February toy fair in July was disappointing.

I have thought this could be about being close with The LEGO Group, but other sites (Such as Brickimedia) are all over new information.

I could be missing something, but that's what I have noticed this year.

You could contact LEGO, if you have not already, in order to provide images for the sets that do not have one.

more accurate part lists for old sets

Huw, You're doing a great job with Brickset. Thanks for creating it and keeping it updated and relevant.

All pretty good

Hard to improve excellence.

Some of the set inventories are incomplete. I have to go to another site to get the inventories such as Rebrickable. An inconvenience, but not a major one. Everything else is great.

I am very happy with Brickset. One thing I would like is an official mobile app as the ones that exist aren't great.

The site is great, my go-to LEGO site for news and reviews. I would like to see more articles about building methods and collectors sets. Thanks for the beautiful site!

I mostly use the mobile version. I don't often look at the reviews on the home page but when I do they seem to be good. Just the lag sometimes when it comes to set prices be set on the pages could be better.

More prices (in old currencies (FRF, DM,...) for old sets) (prices shown in catalogs) . ACM statistics for collection, sorting sets by ACM. But thanks Brick set, without you, I would have a big book with everything recorded in it... Thanks again from France!
Be much clearer at the beginning of advertisorial articles where you expect to directly make money back (through referrals or other means), that this is what they are. I have zero problem with these existing, but an article written about a service or company that is one way or another going to pay for the coverage is going to have more bias than one that does not have that outcome.

You need to be able to cover costs on the site, and make some money, but these advertisorials should be clearly marked out as such.

you should make the "site updates" section bolder in the home page. It is a very important part of the website and it should be more visible and noticed.

In my impression, the site focuses too much on the US, more information about LEGO news in Europe would be great.
(However, maybe this is just because the US market is the most important...)

im pretty satisfied

Overall a fantastic site. I only miss being able to comment on reviews sometimes, but I understand why you don't have that feature, people should be able to post reviews without fear of repercussions, so perhaps a feature which allows people to turn on comments if they wish could be an idea? My two cents.

You guys have made a great website that i use about 3 times a day. I don't think you need to change anything but keep up the good work!!!

For now, i dont know.

The introduction of the added customisable checkboxes was great; however, I've already used them all! Is there any chance of having some more? Also, is it possible to share a list of sets that have been flagged in such a way (so, if one was customised as "Sell / Trade", a link to this could be posted on the Brickset Forum and everyone could see what was available, without having to manually pull together a list and then re-format it)?

The Amazon discount thread on the main news page is great, but would it be possible to have this refresh more often and / or send as e-mail updates (as I constantly miss items as they sell out or increase in price by the time I get there)?

There's a link on the main Brickset site to take us to the Forum, but not the other way 'round - this would be great as I have to keep manually typing in the website address or resorting to bookmarks).

With regard to the forums, maybe the mods could monitor / intervene in threads more often (I see some threads that become more and more bitchy, when they should have been stopped before it got to that point).

Maybe a different method of leaving feedback for people? The "Marketplace Feedback" thread is okay, but it's time-consuming to go back through all the pages trying to identify a certain person. Could we use their walls (or similar), so the feedback is all in one place?
New feature suggestion:
- Export the ACM database to Spreadsheet (.csv or .xls).

I enjoy Brickset, I visit daily. My one suggestion, can every article be tweeted out? Or maybe that's already the case and I'm missing it!

A slight suggestion for improving the database in the future:

Certain themes have multiple waves each year. During that year, it's easy to understand or remember the order of release - but after a few years (in example, looking back at sets from 2013 and earlier) it's hard to track when the set was released. It doesn't have to be the exact date of release (consider the availability between countries vary), but something like season/quarter or semester.

I think you should redesign the web page. I don't think a lot of people would like to see the background being so bright.

More images on the build sets, not just box pictures, as on many sets lately. Video reviews or small videos in a review that shows some interesting features of a set.

I think the categories section under browse needs some work...but overall the site is great!!

It would be cool to have a way to compare collections. For example in my state where do I rank? Am I in the top ten?

I'm not sure. I honestly love the site. Love the search appliance for typing in a set number and boom, there's the set I was looking for. Pictures are very high resolution. The site is colorful, but maybe a different background other than just white. I know you guys post the sales as you find them, but I come to the site a lot looking for sales.

Overall I love the new design, and think this site is great.

Thanks again.

I improve responsiveness of the site. Especially when changing browser window sizes and things like that.

Vulgarism?

New design definitely

Overall it's great and can't think of anything I'd want adding or changing. I don't use the forum, but I occasionally have a quick look. Keep up the good work!

Pretty new, but I noticed a minifig "missing" for example, don't know how to find it or who to contact/how to get it into the db

Nothing comes to mind.
I need other language.
And... a list of all of have bricks.
Sorry for my english

Make mobile site more 2015. Newsletter is not giving actual news

Split the superheroes minifig catagory into DC and Marvel

I think that you should have more sets on the website !

- images sometimes takes forever to enlarge while browsing database
- front page reviews are perhaps too positive

Apart from this twonitpicks, the site is excellent. It really has gone a long way in the five years I have been using it.

I love brisket, and I cannot think of any major things that could be improved. I guess maybe if the ads could be removed, that would be great, but I understand if they need to be there so the site can get some income.

Shopping frame sometimes blocks scrolling on mobile devices, if it is a very long list.

New Feature: With Amazon price fluctuations, I would love to receive an email notification when a particular set goes to a price below a threshold I set.

Information:
I keep up to date through Feedly and am happy with the updates/news I receive through that and visit the site when I want to read more, update my sets or get instructions.

Apart from that, I find that Brickset, alongside Bricklink and Basebrick provide all that I need for set details, instructions, catalogue/part, and part management.

Keep up the good work and thank you for being there!

Keep on like this

Everything is well done!

Official images that users find could be added sooner.
Other than that, the only other thing that I can think of is; A means that users could view an inventory of all the bricks in the sets they own.

I really like the site, everything is excellent.

The site is awesome! Maybe the iPhone/iPad UI could be easier? :)

beter navigation on the forum, rest the site is awesome and easy to use yet harder for older people like my mum
Great Site I love it, I stop in almost everyday :) what would be great is a system that can look at the set pieces you own and compare them to a piece list of another set. Example, I would like to try to build and exclusive set that is very expensive and difficult to find (ex CELEB2015-1: Tatooine mini build) but rather than go through each set one by one picking out each piece I need, to have a data base that can tell me what pieces I am missing/or have base on "my sets list" I think the possibilities could be endless in discovering "what sets you can Find In your current collection to build". Thanks!

I think the site is perfect! Good job!

I think it is absolutely fine as is.

A pleasure to use this site, so easy to find information.

Improve old set inventory, other aspect are excellent

Improve the buy on ebay section as sometimes the wrong set is shown.

When you add a set, all the minifigs are also added to your collection. I have some incomplete sets without the minifigs and I can't erase them from my collection.

I think there should be more flexibility with the "My Minifigures" section, and more reviews just in general. The minifigs section should not be interdependent on the sets section not quite as much as it is, and when you say there will be reviews of a full line of sets they don't all show up.

There isn't much to improve, perhaps updating images of certain sets, thats all I can think of, really

More news relevant/targeted to Australians

Brickset official reviews give more and more the impression that you are a marketing division of TLG. A little more of independence would be appreciated.

New category in my collection - my parts, list of all parts from my collection would be nice addition to your magnificent site! There also should be possible to check if I had some parts during browsing inventories of sets I dont have.

Do more with parts. Parts review, possibility to see what sets includes these two parts etc.

I would like to see a selling facility set up similar to what Brickpicker. Fees and risks on eBay and amazon are now too high.

Larger images of the sets and alternative pictures, provided by users could be helpful, especially if there are comparisons with other sets for size etc. It would be nice to be able to view the Advanced Collection Manager details easily from the Sets You Own section in a table or other easy to access option. I'm relatively new to the site and not active in the forums but it has been really easy to use and look for anything I'm interested in.
Site still doesn't work with Chrome and Win 10 at home. I have to open IE.

-When viewing the parts page of sets, when you click away (e.g. to see the sets that a particular part is in) and then go back in your browser it has moved away from the parts list (back to the main photo of the set). This can obviously be overcome by right-clicking 'open in new tab' but it would be nice if this was a bit smoother.

-When viewing parts in a set I'd like to be able to order them in a list of how many sets the part appears in (say, with 1 or few sets at the top and many sets at the bottom), so that rarer pieces can easily be identified.

Thanks and I love the site!

Would be nice to put the amount paid for a set instead of using the rrp to calculate how much money I've spent on Lego

I'm very like your site and really don't know what you can change for better.

Get a quality review service of the reviews published under the forum spot on the home page

i fucking love brickset and don't know what to do without
i use it in junction with brickpicker

All OK.

Please inform us about the difference(s) between the ID and the simple code. Also you can co-operate with bricklink.com, as they use some codes that differ from yours! Thanks! Good Luck, have fun!

maybe a "trade" section?

more news on the homepage

I think the site has improved massively over the last couple of years and am happy with the features offered. Can't think of anything else I would want that you don't already do.

- Add retail prices that are missing for most of the old lego sets

- In the list of sets I own, it would be great if the current estimated value of my sets could be retrieved automatically (from a site such as Bricklink or Brickpicker or elsewhere)

Focus on news seems to have shifted to Europe and especially UK relevant info. I would like Brickset to be my go-to site for all things Lego, but it seems that some info is not posted, or not in a timely fashion.

The release of Bricks and Blocks seems to have siphoned off some of the contributors and at times it feels that the site withholds information to prevent a conflict with those magazines.
So, overall, I would appreciate a re-focus on high quality articles, and timely posting of any relevant news stories.

There is nothing that you need to improve, you guys are amazing at what you do already.

Works perfect for me

you can not it is so so good already

It's a great site and a mine of information, but links to buying sites are often in $ instead of £. Site seems very USA centric and, as a British user, this can be frustrating at times. Maybe a separate UK Brickset site, with UK only links and reviews would be better?

Longer timer on edit buttons in forum.

Thank you for this excellent resource.

Keep modernizing the graphics but it's a great site already! Thanks

Brickset is a fantastic website with hardly any things I would like to see improved. Perhaps more frequent articles on popular Ideas would be nice to see. Additionally, it would be good to see more of the DK books and video games added to the database, as not all are present.

I honestly feel Brickset is a private all boy's club that anyone on the outside, male and mostly female (like me) are ignored and have no value. Like how story submitters totally ignore questions or ask for help in dealing with "Lego Ideas". Or how the forms worked only once and never since.. yet, no worry... we dont care. I start wondering if its that I'm a low level user or a girl or I'm in the USA. This private club being prime UK. Then news for US Lego com and products lack as well. Also, not that I see myself ever finding a local convention... I would love to. Most conventions are talked about with days away from the event? How do you plan for something 2 days away? Thats just a waste-o-time.

More articles about older/vintage sets and themes. I already offered such texts, but never got response

The dates of the sets are not related to the time of purchase but date of release.

When you order bricks it should be possible to change the number of bricks you need. Now it all adds up in a list and you must find the part added. When ordering a lot of loose parts it is very difficult finding the part again in the list. Also the remove all button must be somewhere else. It is very easy to delete all in stead of adding it to the part list.

Make it easier to search for groups (ex: Minifigs, related items, ecc).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You could add more leaked-kind informations, maybe highlighting the unofficial being of them. I'd really like the possibility to see all the sets I got together.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better integration with Lego Ideas. More on themes as a whole, eg a holistic view of the Ninjago theme. Some guide to current value of superseded sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally some dodgy adverts, but I know that's not necessarily down to brickset itself, and I should log in to get rid of them!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing I can think of, I like what I see. The design is simple and uncluttered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start selling pieces!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>when you go to the website you can see all the pictures when you are making a review and when i use the app its only showing 1 picture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like more consistent information on the sets, such as the size and weight of the total set. Not all sets have this information. This site is my favorite site for Lego news and is usually the first for anything I care about related to Lego. I also applaud your ethical behavior in not releasing watermarked images or releasing images early before embargos are up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I inherited five large garbage bags of dismantled Lego pieces, Bionicles and other toy manufacturers' play sets, I was on a mission to find out how to recreate sets because with the 88 minifigs I had there must somehow, somewhere directions on-line in the day and age to help me. I started out with the weirdest toys, not Lego, but when I finally came to Bionicles, WOW! I don't think you have to change a thing! Your site is comprehensive due to the cross referencing of design number to catalogue number, Your website is the best user friendly, I have come across...Be proud. No enhancements....Perfection!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think you are doing alright. I use this in conjunction with the myBrickset on android and it gives me a great idea of what Lego sets my kids have got when i am out and about.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of the inventories. I know they come form lego, but I currently need to go to Bricklink to be sure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowing what parts I have, and what sets they are in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricewatching of additional (local) retailers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I<code>m living in Europe and often had problems to reach the site. Sometimes navigation on the site is very slow as well, a problem I haven</code>t got with other sites. That could be improved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It needs to be clearer what is on the home page and the Amazon price checker gets in the way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better photos are always appreciated. I would also like to see a minifigure database; that would be very useful. When I try to search for news articles, it is very hard to find what I'm looking for.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maybe have a section where you can see how many pieces you have based on the sets you have.

- Improve forum for better, faster mobile use (too many clicks to see the latest post of any given discussion)
- Link sets/themes to corresponding forum topics (e.g. discussions inline with set/theme)
- Add Swiss prices (CHF)
- Do reviews of older sets and/or themes

May be a phone application with offline mode?

I haven't been on that long, and I mainly use it for the set database which is fantastic for all its info it tracks, and to receive new information. It's been great for me so far no need for any improvements from me.

Even though I know the ads disappear after logging in, I hate seeing them as I often use Brickset without logging in to do a quick lookup, I also realize this isn't likely to change.

Brickset's set reviews are very short, so I wish they could linger on one subject longer.

Also, I find it quite time consuming trying to find old sets in the database.

More images of sets. If sets are retired show current market price for new and used sets like what brickpicker does.

I use it from Germany, because it is the best site of Informations of Lego I know

I'd like to see more of a Lego feed for news stories around the web. Maybe not front and center but maybe just headlines in a section on the right side.

Add the possibility to record the max price user target for purchase on the wanted items (depends on VIP -5% price, Amazon history, etc.). This ease the purchase act when prices go down.

Thank you.

Pictures even if they are blurry.

To be honest I cannot think of any necessary improvements as the site works well as it is. It's always informative, up-to-date, and helpful (particularly when trying to keep track of Lego price changes on Amazon). It functions just as I would like it to.

Possibility to create own set categories under My Brickset eG. Create subset Lego starwars 2015

A way to remember your password cause every time I go on I have to change my password
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I know it's pretty hard to achieve, but I would like to see the prices in Euro for older set.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get back set menu as was before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only issue i have is when on mobile i typically switch to the desktop site, due to the additional information on sets. in particular the LEGO.com availability and pricing information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Forum needs better organisation and clarity for its topics/posts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be useful to fill in the pricing gaps although I appreciate that is easier said than done. Is this something that users can contribute to, if so, what's involved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try to get more detailed pictures. The current one are great, but sometimes I will wonder what this one piece does. Also, maybe add the set instructions somewhere per set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe categorize your news for different brands of lego. For example, I LOVE Creator and would love to access that sort of news quickly without having other articles in the way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The only thing that I could suggest improving is the image quality of the instructions and to possibly have them in a format that a iPad can view them easily (pdf format can sometimes be a pain). This is only a small problem, otherwise I love the cataloging ability, so I can keep my son's sets organized. Keep up the great work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The new design created a less intuitive page that requires more clicks to get the information I am looking for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make sure all minifigures are in the minifigure category. For instance, the agents theme is missing the civilian minifigures from Robo Attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love the brickset site and am a happy user. Also the feedback on questions/remarks is always ok. So keep up the good work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For some reason the type don't shows up as a light grey color which is hard to read on my iPhone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable : The issues which I had, have been resolved in previous reviewing / updating of the site. Keep up the excellent work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To be honest, I have never checked if there is a possibility to see the collection of someone else? It can be great if we can compare collections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfortunately I don't have anything to offer. The site does exactly what I want!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You could use the ACM better. Maybe a timeline or something.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enabling zooming for iPad using Safari would be really nice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can not think of any improvements needed. The site is very well done, thank-you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find instructions easier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't think of anything at the moment...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall a great site. I use the Android app more than the website, but I definitely enjoy the news and reviews on the front page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The only item that I can think of is that many sets that are retail exclusives in the US (Target, Walmart, etc.) do not state this on their information pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't improve it yet, just stay with this 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue to update minifigures images with Brickset's own pics and stop relying on BL. The CMF that have already been done are fantastic and i miss seeing them updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall I think you should continue to a focus on what you do well and on the core 'my sets' which is the unique selling point for returning to the site. The upcoming events feature is very helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>there seem to be lots of generic images that are part of many sets. Like an image for a set that's just a random lego, or the Lego logo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be amazing if you could have a little video of each minifigure in the set database that shows the whole figure as it spins, like a 360 turn for each on.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By reviewing more sets, comparing different versions of similar sets, introducing building techniques...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It seems like in the past there would be periodic reviews of an old theme, like 5 old space sets, or 5 old vehicles, something like that. I always enjoyed having those mixed in with current reviews and news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't seen anything out of usual to add, but a calendar with the events that will happen was a interesting feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great job! Keep it up :)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Easier to show how to buy after market at non inflated costs. I get resellers lobby Lego and capitalize on speculative buying but let's not condone it.

ACM use is not very friendly, you can improve it! :-) thank's for this website!!

Add a multi language possibility ...

Nothing in particular, Brickset is a great website! The only improvement I could think of would be to allow you to look at set information and the Brickset review side by side.

maybe some sort of alert process that sends an email when an item on wanted list goes on sale/discounted

A better set search engine.

App for smartphone.

I dont know about any improvement needed ;)

I think it is the best database out the there for cataloging a Lego collection. The only other useful might be to enable a per piece inventory of all sets in someone's collection.

More image in 3D!

The news stream could be more structured, i.e. more entries per page. Also, there are many news that seem less relevant than others (e.g. special offers). I think it was easier to navigate sets and years in the old website design.

Nothing comes to mind.

Nothing major, only small details

Some short podcasts around the topic LEGO, made by you, would be nice from time to time. In that way you could geek-out more concerning something special that is within your expertise.

The only thing I can think of is another bit of information on sets that would tell you how much the set is currently worth on eBay.

More images for sets

Love it! No suggestions at this time!

The parts list are almost always incomplete when I am trying to figure out what part I may be missing for a set. This is kind of unbelievable with the availability on other sites like BrickLink and ReBrickable.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Lately site doesn't scale well on an iphone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>More sets reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>In reviews - more photos from building process would be nice, details from interesting techniques etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>Well this point could be actually hard to achieve, but I would like to more images attached to older sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>More stuff related to lego-ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other than that, you guys are doing amazing job.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nothing as far as I am concerned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Include more instructions and maybe a PDF viewer for them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | 1. The inventory lists are not always accurate. This is the main thing to improve I would say, the other points below are just minor points. |
| | 2. I like reviews, but I would love if you every time could state explicitly if there are any new parts, parts in new colors or rare parts and discuss your opinion about their potential in MOCS. |
| | 3. More pictures of the sets from different angles |

| | Brickset is without a doubt the best LEGO site out there for detailing past, current, and future sets. Keep up the great work! |
| | One place where I think it could improve immensely is on the forum side of things. I rarely use the forums now - instead relying on Eurobricks. You may want to consider upgrading to different forum software with better capabilities. |
| | There have been a few times I haven't been able to find a piece in the piece lookup. Please continue adding pieces to the database. |
| | a database for stickers so you know from which set a sticker comes |
| | Great site overall and it works great for my needs. I can't offer much input on what to improve. |
| | n/a |
| | I've noticed a considerable delay with refresh when browsing set collections. This may be due to my own collection getting bigger but I think the introduction of the tags has decreased refresh speed more than anything else. |
| | Do not change anything, it looks perfect |
| | Hello. It would be nice to add a more detailed list for incompleted sets or, at least, for the minifigures. For example: adding for each minifigure a sub menu in case your minifigure is missing a head or an arm and you need to replace it. This would consequentially lead to another tab in the collection analysis. Something nice like "Missing pieces" with the minifigure indicated and the missing part. This would be a nice add in my opinion and it would be very useful and. Sorry for my |
**english. I am italian.**
Thanks for your work anyway. The site is fantastic.

Tell what pieces we own

Better pictures would be nice.

Not sure if this is already available, I can't find it at the moment, but the ability to see what parts I already have to build a different model. Let's say I want to build the Bat-pod if I pull up that inventory could the database tell what parts I already have and highlight what I am missing.

Buying offers / deals is often out of date.

First off, the site is awesome. Thank you very much! My only comment would be the workings of the Mobile App. It seems you are unable to access minifigure information (only CMF) on the App and it would be great to access all of the "wanted" and "owned" lists. Much appreciated.

Better for use on mobile devices

I really miss the top of page images that scrolled. I can't visit the site as often/or as long as I used to so I don't read all the articles. Seeing the the simple collection of newly released sets at the top of the page let me browse and go to directly what I'm interested in. I love the site and it's purpose. Just miss the summary view.

remove irrelevant advertisement/links to strange websites in the bottom of the site

Provide alternate images of sets

I wish that you guys wouldn't leave set images blank, if you don't have the image, don't post the set

More reviews. Better quality of images, especially for the old sets. Maybe a special subpage for the classic Lego sets (form 80's nad 90's). A lot of todays AFOLs have been childrens in that years. It will be a nice back to the roots. A lot of them have classic sets - use this potencial!

More reviews would be nice, especially in the $40+ range of sets, as those tend to be ones I waffle on most. I'd love it if the minifigure database could be sorted by gender and/or yellow/non-yellow. My collection is big enough that sorting through which female faces I already own and should be able to find for builds can be a chore.

I wouldn't change anything. The site is great as is and it always drives me nuts when sites I regularly visit change just for the sake of change.

Current value of sets would be swell. Possible integration to brickpicker to save some labor?

Set reviews must be very time consuming, however I often base my purchases off your opinions so more would always be appreciated.
Nothing specific, I just preferred the pre-current version.

Only thing I can think of is you need to advertise the next Mixels completion more, bigger and more often. Last time it wasn't mentioned many times, so there were only a few entries.

Get rid of the Amazon sale "articles". Get rid of the "we use cookies - got it?" pop-up.

more hands on articles

Allow members to add "tags" to the sets. To keep this to a reasonable amount, limit it to 10 tags per £50 set, 15 tags per £100 set, 20 tags per £200 set? Or specify an administrator for adding or editing tags?

For me would be useful a release calendar for sets in smaller countries. I know it's a lot of work, but it could be great.

To be honest, have no idea. You are the go to platform for relevant news, managing one's collection and browsing through all the stuff TLG has released throughout the years. Keep up the good work!

Mobile app. Mobile app. Mobile app.

world wide contests from time to time, I live in Venezuela and here we don't have any chance of getting LEGO in polybags

some models are impossible to build.

Personally, there's not much wrong with the site, though the quality of some of the older product images aren't as good with comparison to the new ones, which is highly understandable. You'll still the only site I use when it comes to Lego news.

I think you should have stacked search bars for each category (sets, parts, etc.) because it's not immediately obvious.

The Weighting on the initial search return results could be improved to included either filters (oldest/newest etc.) or greater relevance weighting to place a result higher up the order (Number of uses of the search string within an article etc.)

regarding the description, maybe more pics etc..

some bugs appeared with pics of some set..(Lighthouse, 5770 or others)

Just one thing regarding the search. Maybe need some more key words.

For example if want to see boat.. need to type "ferry, ship, boat "to see all of them. Maybe need something more general .. know not easy to find it.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It's already so good that I can't come up with any improvements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make it easier to go from page to page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find the website chews through battery life on ipad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really like the building contests. More than 1 or 2 per year would be welcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have all my sets in the database. It would be nice if I could also see a list of the pieces I own, or how many of a particular piece, using the database. If this is already possible, it's not clear to me how.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The policy of no public watermarked imagen due to the fear of losing the sets TLG send you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More info, news and information about the sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow to search reviews by set name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love your site, I don't see anywhere for improvement. Keep it up!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would it be possible to do further analysis graphs etc for the europe stock levels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't think of anything negative on the top of my head. I think it's great that you guys include several different countries in your prices and location of different LEGO sales going on. I read your articles everyday, especially the product reviews. They are very detailed and thorough, which is well needed in deciding the right LEGO set to buy. Thanks for creating such a great LEGO website!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More images of the sets, if possible. I don't know whether there is a &quot;community&quot; function allowing users to upload images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to see more information on events and sales for the US. It seems (at least to me) that a lot of the content is UK/Europe based.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes the images for the list of parts in a set will never load. I tried multiple times one day on my computer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use it quite a. I'm not tech-no savvy bit and love all the features your program offers. I apologize for not being able to contribute suggests on how to make it better. I'm not tech-no savvy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve the ability to print out my list of sets that I own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved mobile design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't really have any suggestions. Something that could be kind of neat but might be hard to do is have a place where you say the average current price of old sets (through alternative sellers) or a place where it shows what the estimated retail cost of those sets would be today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You guys do an awesome job!!! I love the database and also look to you to bring me the latest Lego news!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes, comments are closed too early, while relevant discussion is still ongoing. I noticed access to the mobile version with low wi-fi speeds is a nightmare (maybe a light version would sort that?).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some more exact region related news, e.g. we are interested in discounts in our countries, maybe in neighbouring countries, if refering to retail store. Or regional on-line shops which ships to me. I'm particularly not interested in discounts in US.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I absolutely love the site. It's wonderful. So, this is just total nitpicking. When you are viewing a list of sets and have several filters applied, (e.g. <a href="http://brickset.com/sets/mycollection-owned/theme-Star-Wars/subtheme-Rebels">http://brickset.com/sets/mycollection-owned/theme-Star-Wars/subtheme-Rebels</a>) it would be great if the selected filters were dropdowns instead of buttons that remove the selected filter. I find i am often wanting to change a given filter (such as theme, sub theme, or year, etc) to another of its options. So, as it is, i have to remove the filter, wait for the page to reload, then select my new desired filter. Would be cool if, for example, if once i have the Star Wars Rebels subtheme selected, i could switch to microfighters or clone wars in a single action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It should be very nice if all sets appear in the &quot;Comparator list&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maybe lego giveaways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would like to see dimensions (LxWxH) of finished TECHNIC items. This would help a lot if you want to put them on shelves, so you know the space needed related to the sizes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More reviews! They're great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So I think it's already very good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone app could use some work! and if that ones not official, and app would be great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep up posting lego news. Especially news about what is coming!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better accessible from windows mobile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep up the good work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a new feature: you could publish the best MOCs, articles with advices, tricks and so on concerning Lego construction. And maybe some custom building instructions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Not sure I can think of anything at the moment, it's 6 am right now so i just woke up.

I would highly recommend doing some form of sweepstakes or prize winning, once a month maybe. So just every month or so give away a cheap set.

I think you should include either a section for the figs like dinosaurs, Smaug, scooby-doo, santas little helper. I would consider putting them with the minifigures as they are listed on the box as being a figure and not just an accessory to the set.

It's perfect for what I use it for.
I don't know if you already have this feature (if you do I haven't found it) but if there was a way to see a list of all the Lego pieces and then when you find the one you're looking for see what colors it comes in (I hope that makes sense).

In the reviews, better allocate time and pictures to new parts. 99% of all LEGO sets are mere part packs for me, so I like to know what's in the pack either NEW, in a DIFFERENT colour, or making a comeback after (quite) a few years...

feature suggestion: It would be nice to be able to remove individual minifigs from our collections. Would it be possible to use a negative modifier in the Loose Minifig box in order to subtract from the number from sets?

An album of the images of a set review would be nice next to the review itself (i.e. on the same page), to have an overview of all images in one quick look. Better integration of building instructions perhaps?

Add more pictures of the sets

quite difficult to sort sets by year of release - I always spent relative big amount of minutes to find out how to do it

more detailed information where the polybags/promo sets are to get is also welcomed

For the sets overview it would be nice to be able to get the percentage owned of a theme with a different criterion. At the moment there's some themes where I'm missed a few polybags but because the percentage owned is based on the number of sets it looks like I'm missing a lot. Perhaps it would be possible to say get the percentage based on the number of pieces so the smaller sets have less influence.

Similarly for some of the big themes like space it would be nice to be able to get the information by subtheme.

Nothing, love the site, please keep going!

Sometimes the information seems a bit dated compared to other sites. Just a little bit, though, and I really respect that you choose to take weekends off!

Some times photos from old sets can be low quality, I understand they can be hard to find. Also localizing instructions and using high quality scans would be great.
I love Brickset. I view it almost everyday. I've read reviews and then based on the info bought the sets. I have kept a tally of all my own sets and enjoy knowing how many I own, how many pieces, value, etc. I look to you guys to tell me what is new and interesting with Lego, like What is the next modular set to be released? Any news on that yet? Keep up the awesome work!

I only use Brickset for Star Wars Lego (I only own Star Wars Lego). Star Wars Lego has become a very large segment in the Lego universe and can be roughly divided in different sections, like episodes 1/2/3, 4/5/6, rebels and expanded universe. It would perhaps be a great addition to label the star wars sets according to the different categories they belong to. A better localized news feed would be great too. Now you only report sale at stores in the UK or USA, but I reside in The Netherlands. I'm very interested which stores provide sales or supply free polybags etc.

Thanks very much for your site and the information you have. Rudy

Not much needs improving in my opinion. I think that the reviews are not very good, but I like that you include links to external reviews for the sets, so it's not that big a problem.

Over all speed seems to be slow, but I understand the amount of info loading takes time.

It's really impressive already.

Amazon Canada pricing is often wrong

I get that the site is geared towards collectors, and can put up with the rather large amount of space given up to describing the box the LEGO comes in. But I think the MoC / army building / animation shorts worlds can overlap with the collectors and would like to see more stuff like that.

The new Millennium Falcon is crying out for a rebuild. I'd love a forum I could display my effort and have others rate it. Maybe not complete MoCs but a section for 'improved' and alternate builds'

I don't really use the Brickiest Forums as they were quite specific towards collecting.

By keeping doing a great job as you're doing so far! Keep us informed as always

Be more well informed and tracking leak info would be nice

It might be neat if you could set an option to be notified if an item on your wishlist goes on sale either X dollars below cost and/or X percent below cost.

The site is ok, but the iOS app (which I use more than the site) has issues - particularly the search function. Can't search by set number and searching by name doesn't always yield any results.

The site works pretty well for me, maybe if there was a category for just loose mini figs and loose parts, ( maybe already there I just haven't found or used),that was separate from sets, some of us own hundreds of pounds of loose parts.

I can' think of anything that needs to be updated or fixed. I think the site is lovely as is.
The Weakest Link on your Site is future releases do not have an expected release Date. It is helpful to have an idea when they are coming out to make decisions on acquiring the models.

Each set needs to have more pics available. Also, an option to see each minifig picture per set and ways to cross-reference if you have or are missing certain minifigs from each set. That should all be included in the Sets area instead of having to go to the Minifigs area. Also, some of the Amazon and EBay links dont search correctly or are broken.

I would love to see articles with interviews of lego artists as well as building techniques.

Pretty much perfect

Speed: to be the definitive lego site news needs to be updated faster - often hours (or days) behind other sites

I am not sure how possible this is, but being able to see a list of the parts I have would be nice.

The website is fantastic. I essentially treat it as the factual base and starting point for any research on a specific set.

The only small issue I can think of is with the parts inventory. It is almost perfect. Compared to Bricklink, it is much prettier, easier to navigate and has more information. The problem is that there is duplication of parts in the inventory. It seems to be if there are two similar versions of the same part it will show both instead of combining the information into one entry. So if I'm using the inventory to check if my set, or a used set I bought, has all the pieces it can cause confusion when it says the same part twice. As stated this is a very small issue. The website is brilliant and is clearly the definitive word on Lego and the history of sets released.

I wish there was easier access to people's wish list. When I log in, I would like to have links to "X" number of wishlist in mt account page, so I could quickly find out what family members need or edit my wishlist. Within my account settings, I could then change which wishlists are shown. I don't know what would be a good number, given I don't know what would be involved on the server side of things to have links available, but 5 seems like a decent number.

More collection management tools

I think books like DK and others that come with Lego (not all Lego books) should be added as a theme and not just be under 'gear' some of the newer book of this kind are missing.

A better and more fun way to rate sets and see what are the highest rated sets of all time and for it to be meaningful because there is a larger number rating sets.

The forum is something that needs looking into, I would suggest doing a survey on the main site just for the forum. Asking people who use it there thoughts on a number of issues and asking those that don't why they don't, if they have used it in the past and so on.

I've mentioned before that I liked what Huw had started 3-4 years ago by taking standard images of minifigs and would like to see this continue. I realize that Brickset crawls the Bricklink site to get the list of minifigs and images but these images are usually poor. Taking images of all minifigs would be a massive undertaking but perhaps Huw could start with (Vincent) who has 100s of minifig images;
though you'd probably should get is permission (https://www.flickr.com/photos/studio68fr/albums). This is really a nitpick though as the information is not missing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It would be nice to have an inventory list for each bag included in the set.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

You could improve by maybe showing the set minifigures head because when I see the review I can't see the minifigures head which made me wondering how does the face looks like.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>for me nothing really i like the site very well and use it everyday.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The "My Sets" feature doesn't seem to let you split your sets into various sub-collections. Rebrickable does, and so I set up collections there for may main sets, my spare (unopened) sets, my son's sets, and my daughter's sets. However, when I imported this list here, it merged them all together, making it difficult to keep track of everything. I'd prefer to keep my set collection here, and mirror to rebrickable, because Brickset seems to have a better representation of the oddball sets, such as make-and-take or monthly-mini-models. But without the multi-collection feature I can't really do this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I find the mobile experience quite cumbersome, which is partly my phones fault but I think could also be made better. I mostly use brickset on my phone when I am physically in the lego store and want to see my wanted items - a most useful search would be sets you want that are available at retail - IE not unreleased and not retired. May not always be accurate but that is a large part of my filtering. Also would be cool to have the list sent via a button to email or text in a simple list format. CSV is handy for other things but just.... make my shopping easier haha.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

A lot of reviews are too much about the minifigs and too little about the build and the bricks. Almost every set turns out to be good in the final comment. I have the sense that they are not objective enough. I do not like the blue background of the picture. I think a neutral grey would be better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I wouldn't mind to add my collection to My Sets. Is it possible to upload all the set numbers by Excell?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Cover news and and **events** in the US.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Add the weight of a set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Love the site, but the accuracy of the set inventories is a slight issue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honestly, Brickset has been very functional. When the look of the site changed it only became better, and the additional functions that have been added through the year (likes, minifigs graphs, summary of activities, etc) are very useful.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The only suggestion I have, is to find a way to improve the interaction of the users, for example what you did with the "like" button is a great start. Maybe there are other things that could be added in the near future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thank you for the constant and marvelous work you do, and for maintaining this website as the best between the LEGO fan sites.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Adding more stats to the 'My Sets' and 'My Minifigures'.

The site works great, IMO, and I can't think of much else. :)

The only qualm I've had has been some minifigs not showing up in my collection (e.g. series 14 figs that I marked as "owned" as sets, but they didn't show up in my "minifigs you own" list.) I wrote in about it, and you guys have already fixed it. The quick response and solving of the problem was awesome, so thank you for that.

I like that some of the sets have 3D renders available, I'd like to see more of those if at all possible. Thanks!

I think you've improved a lot from 2014 regarding providing news that is equally timely, relevant, and unique; however, I feel this can be further improved and strengthened. Considering you have several contributors, I expect continuous news stories and/or reviews, but I have noticed times when news updates are slow - usually when Huw is away at a convention (and I hardly see any reviews/news updates from those conventions, which is disappointing). I know it's certainly not required of you to increase your efforts, and as I said earlier they are already a great improvement from the previous year, but I think it's important to stay on top of LEGO news in order to maintain your leadership role in the AFOL world.

Keep your promises. Once you said you guys were going to do some Marvel superheroes reviews but I never saw them. They still haven't come up yet! But other than that, best LEGO site yet!

A way to connect to other brickset members. It would be awesome to be connected to friends and see what new sets they got and what they own.

I would really like to have an API I can hook into to manage my own lists. I am interested in writing a good application for the site but don't want to be stuck with no data access.

just keep on rockin'

Honestly the website itself is not bad, what I would suggest is just post pictures of future sets as soon as possible before it comes out. Additionally more news stories should be posted

Most of the news and reviews are from Europe, more USA articles would be nice

I kiterally cant think of anything. This site is fantastic as it, i love using it

when you search for stuff and if we dont get the set name exactly the ame it doesnt show ap ,capish

Site is great

Main gripe is the parts lists are not complete or they have too many parts in them. If the instructions are available the part lists should all be 100% complete

I need to use it more to fully comment.
I'm pretty happy with the site. I like the reviews and wouldn't mind seeing more of them

I think that everything you are trying to do, you are doing fine job at. But there are a few new features I think you should add. Such as a price sorter for both US and UK and whatnot. It might be a bit much to ask, but I would be great if discounts on amazon could also be tracked in the US. There could also be a place where regular users can suggest ideas to the brickset owners. I also think there should be more special content for brickset users with accounts, but not to the point that users without accounts can't do much.

For me the site is perfect as it is.

It's already a marvelous website. The only thing I can think of, right now, is perhaps keep some current news articles on the main page a little longer. Sometimes, when I become extra busy, I don't get to brickset.com for a few days, and I miss some of the newsworthy articles because they've been bumped to the next page.

If space is an issue, and that's why older articles get bumped off, perhaps reconfigure the headlines and first few lines/paragraphs of each article to be smaller somehow, but still be clear to the reader so he/she can decide whether to click on it.

(Of course, this is very minor, compared to the many other things that are done so well on this website. Keep it up!)

Perhaps expand the reviews to include more of the new sets

ttyhjhgfhjghgfhf

I've noticed some older sets parts lists aren't accurate, by that I mean they are missing some older pieces that Lego doesn't make anymore. Usually Bricklink or Rebrickable will have a more complete list, so it is nice that you have links to those sites. It would be great if the default part list for each set was the one that is the most complete.

While the quality of the posts is usually high, there seems to be a time lag vs other sources.

Would be nice if clicking on "more stories" at the bottom of the page simply uncovered the stories instead of reloading the page.

I'm not sure on the design of the forum. It makes it hard to find information... I'd recommend a design à la skullbrain.org, another forum I use.

Otherwise, great site!

Not much just make it a little easier to navigate the sets

Increase mobile compatibility, especially in browsing sets & minifigures. Add function that allows users to receive emails when some watched sets are discounted.

I really enjoy the site how it is, however, I love in depth reviews so more of those would be greatly appreciated.
Crisper pictures of ALL sets.

I am still a fan of more integration between the forum and the rest of the site. I know there are a number of challenges with the age restriction, but it would be awesome if there were ways to link discussions directly from sets, news stories, reviews, etc. I think this would make forum participation sky-rocket for what its worth.

Also, the filtering in set list views is almost perfect now days. It's really a great tool. The one thing I still don't like: to change a filter value, say, to go from year 2015 to 2016, for example, I still have to click the X on the 2015 box to remove it and then select 2016 from the dropdown. It would be awesome if the existing filter box were itself a drop down instead, so that you could change it directly instead of having to remove the existing value first.

That all being said, Brickset is still far and away the best Lego website on the web.

Sometimes, there are a few new articles on the home page, so I click one, read it, then go back to the home page, but all of the other new articles aren't there anymore.

I love it, my #1 go to site.

Suggestion would be to create a mini eBay type experience where members can sell or buy directly thru brick set (outside of the forum postings),

Would be great if you included new parts or parts in new colours when doing reviews.

The forum needs to be more standard format or interface.

Seems good to me so far.

There's nothing to improve.

I feel that oftentimes, set reviews focus too much on the minifigures and accuracy of the set, but not enough on the actual design of the set.

But I guess some readers are obsessed with accuracy and minifigures, so you can't please everyone...

The page is often running very, very slowly making it hard to use. The tags in browsing are also still causing some trouble because you can only alter one tag at a time. If you could alter all the tags and then press a button like "filter", it would make browsing a lot faster and easier.

More old lego sets

NO JUST KEEP DOING WHAT YOU ARE DOING

I would enjoy a feature which lists all elements in an individual's collection.
Seems good to me, though a slight niggle on mobile device if you click on an image to view its really difficult to close the pop-up it produces so you can't get to the details of the set with out refreshshing page or navigating way and back to the page.

The search options could be expanded.

I only feel it would be nice to get rid of the "load more stories" button at the bottom of the page when you scroll down. I would like it if you could just keep scrolling.

I can't think of anything major. On the whole I think your site is excellent and I use it almost everyday as a point of reference and fir seeing what is new.

You are doing great but you could be more diligent in adding a separate section for Videogames, that way we can have an easier time sea hung rose items be it physical or digital offerings.

I really like the site. It's pretty intuitive and it's been good to keep track of all the pieces and sets I have. Don't know what could be improved. I suppose more reviews and better pictures. 3D rotations of completed sets could be nice.

I would personally appreciate more direct rebrickable integration

More timely news reporting.

Should include more news on LEGO-related 3rd party products.

Don't change much. Keep ad free if possible. I just noticed you have links that I can use to buy stuff through Amazon. I will do so in the future, as I really despise ads.

I'd love to see a "build/cannot build" kind of cross reference for sets not in my collection based on the sets/bricks in my collection, preferably even by colour of bricks, but definitely by brick type.

For my use is perfect
Very good job.
Thank you :)
(sorry for my bad english)

Love the site and since retuning to lego after many years in the wilderness, it's been a great resource to catch up and get excited about all the sets I've missed. I've used the shopping price comparison most and I love amazon, but some of the best deals recently have been on Tesco.com which it would be good to include (until 4th Oct, you can get 1500 club card points which can be worth 30 or even £60) and the base pricing on some sets is the same as amazon - I bought 42009 for exactly the same price and will have the vouchers as a bonus. Keep up the good work!

I really can't think of anything, this is a top notch site. Thank you for all your hard work on it.
I'd really like some easier instructions for how to get more out of the site. Brickset is capable of lots but I'm not really sure how to unpack it all. For example, I've created a custom tag for sets in my collection that are still boxed. I'd love to be able to view minifigs in my collection that I have in boxed sets. I'm sure it could do this but I don't have the know how.
Above all, the site is awesome. This is mainly because it gets the balance right between extreme detail and accessibility. Please keep it up!!

More reviews. Much more reviews.

Would be nice to see set database images for new sets even if "official" high res images are not yet available. For example for this year's holiday sets put up the scans that are already available.

Brickset is pretty perfect.

The constant shameless plugging of various UK based magazines needs to stop. It should not be my responsibility to adjust settings to avoid these.

Tweak the mobile site so that you do not have to scroll down through dozens of eBay auctions to get to relevant set data (piece count, price, availability etc)
Also we realize that the admins are very busy people. But if possible please recruit a few more people to monitor and submit more content on the feed. Or at least spread out the content. There seems to be days on end with nothing new and then several feed times pop up all it once

I don't have a lot to say in terms of what needs to change as I am very happy with Brickset. I appreciate Huw's sensibility in what news he chooses to publish, the excellent reviews written by the staff, and the amazing database itself. Thank you for your hard work—it is difficult to appreciate how much goes into something like this. It's like watching a duck swimming—gliding smoothly on the top but paddling like crazy below the surface! Have a great day!

More Profile customization with the Info.

There are a few pictures that could be updated, as in less blurry. Overall I love Brickset! It is a useful tool to see information on old sets and get news on new sets way ahead of time. The reviews are excellent. I go on Brickset everyday to check new stuff out. Thank you so much!

Like it pretty much the way it is! Bigger pictures maybe! Set reviews are excellent.

Recommendations of sets that you might like based on what you've already bought.

Search function for news could be improved with better search indexing and keyword look ups.

I've always thought update wanted minifigs based on wanted sets was a good idea.

Make more informative set reviews.
When you review a set, ADD THE STICKERS! It's how the completed model should look according to the makers.  
Btw, you usually get the model for free from TLG, so it's to review as a whole and is technically owned by all who work for Brickset, not just the one reviewer (that happens to hate stickers)....

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It's wonderful! Thank you! It's a musthave for Lego-Collectors!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think there have been great improvements made to the site, navigation is much better, entering sets into my database tracking has been better. Thank-you for providing a great website and robust experience. Now if only Lego.com could get their site running as smoothly as yours...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>you need to improve part lists.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy the set reviews, but often the reviewer will talk about certain specific aspects of the set, but there is no picture illustrating it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think the site and the forums should be tied in better to increase interactivity. Sets and other items should be the &quot;landing&quot; page for discussion topics to better group them instead of spread out over who knows where in the forum. There should still be high level discussion areas, and news topics, but there's already the comment system there.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I rate Brickset very highly, so - no complaints.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I'd quite like it if there could be a strand of articles given over to, say, techniques, or noteworthy MOCs with some actual commentary on them, even though it's basically a news site. The occasional pieces on &quot;good things seen in Ideas&quot; are always interesting, to me, at least.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes I miss prices of Lego set in Euros.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loading on mobile devices seems to be a bit slower, But on the pc it loads fine in Firefox, Chrome, IE and Edge. Not sure there is anything you can do to improve the site on a mobile device, but everything else seems fine :)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think you do an outstanding job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make it easier to add sets to your collection in mobile.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More mobile friendly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>i don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would love to be able to buy sell rarer Lego.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>you could create a list of parts we have</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add a search feature that allows you to search for sets by name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you could create a database for Mega Bloks pieces as well, that would be great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...kidding, of course! I can't think of a way to improve the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love Brickset just the way it is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would personally add a &quot;note on set&quot; section that we could edit to put our thoughts on certain sets. Or even better a tickbox which would be named &quot;I had X&quot; (X meaning the numbers of copies that I had). I know that this last improvement requires a lot of work but that would be something nice for people that are selling certain sets of their beloved collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd like to see some additional pictures of sets and Minifigs, but that's just a minor issue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I need Brickset and Bricklink features to be combined (I know you don't control the Bricklink site). A place to track inventory and buy and sell sets and bricks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter control on non-admin forum members taking it upon themselves to treat verbally assault newbies instead of being polite and respectful. There is NO reason for people to act like that. TheLoneTensor is a prime example. Since the day he got to Brickset, he has gone out of his way to be caustic to everyone. Brickset is slowly getting out of control. I've wondered if there are more underaged users lying about their age to use Brickset and causing more problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not that the same friendly environment it was when I started four plus years ago.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything is pretty straightforward with the site. I've been using for 2-3 years now and it's been a great way to keep track of my collection. Keep up the great work, guys!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The forum needs to be completely revamped, look at other sites and forums and steal from them. Brickset itself is about as good as it can be, maybe add some additional options on how to tag sets. Maybe an explanation of what qualifies as &quot;gear&quot; would be helpful for new users as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love the site - you clearly have a lot of love for lego and your site. The only new feature suggestion I have might be some sort of automatic deal alert for items on your want list? This might actually exist as far as I know, so don't feel like it's a must have :-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't help with suggestions, but have to say that if something changes, it is always better!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A - I enjoy the site. :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing at this moment in time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that more people should be able to do home page reviews, because we get more opinions and they will become quicker to come out.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nothing comes to mind.

The 3 toggles for Site Updates (just below the site affiliates on the homepage) are a bit annoying. If these could be separated out (I think they were on the previous iteration of Brickset), then that’s about my only complaint. Sometimes I forget to click between them and miss out on important updates that are not on the news feed.

I don't know what can be improved. The site is great and I visit it multiple times a day.

I had a hard time navigating the site to purchase something I could not tell if it was out of stock or not.

When I use the browse I cant find the bionicle sets, I always have to google it or use the search engine from the website.

With the site change (Look and navigation), it is not as easy to find what I am looking for as it was. Having said that, it is still the best LEGO site I've found.

Mobile, Mobile, Mobile.....I think there are a few apps that use your apis, you guys should do one as well.

Design of the Set pages could be better, I know you got a lot of information to deal with. Actually Bricklink’s new page for a set is pretty well put together, something along those lines so you don’t have to scroll a mile.

Would be great to have some additional integration with Bricklink for parts or prices as well as Brickpicker. But I know that can be difficult because of relationships and how you fund you site.

When I order the sets by "year listed" I wish they would be in the order the set released. For example, I'll see a set released March 2015 before a set released Jan 2015 and before one on Dec 2015. It should go Jan, March, Dec (or the other way around depending on sort order) instead of just treating all of 2015 as one group.

I looked on the site and I didn't see any way I could share my "wanted" or "owned" set list. I wish there was a link I could share with family/friends to show them which sets I own/want. That way they don't need to ask me "do you already own this set" before buying one. If this feature already exists it should be easier to find.

Home page "articles" are too often just promotional plugs for products and too fanboish.

The site is also far too UK-oriented. While this may be due to the location of much of the staff, the relative insignificance of the UK population in the whole of Lego fandom makes far too much of the information posted irrelevant to most site users.

The forum has degenerated into too much childish posting. Age limits need to be raised and strictly enforced and perhaps what was once a good forum can be again.

Nothing that I can think of at this time.

Everything's good, some products are missing images but it's nothing major.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cannot think of anything !</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The website is excellent overall and is my go to site as a casual user. My only suggestion would be to perhaps include more stories on the front page and increase the rate of content production. Not by a huge amount but something interesting everyday would be great. also official site reviews of sets seem to be really hard to find when you look at a set and you can only find user reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database: box sizes, box pics missing for many sets. Most available at BL so the data does exist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I believe there should be more articles that aren't just reviews and news. Though those are both necessary, they often aren't that interesting. Articles like the Classic LEGO Sets that was run last year were interesting. Reviews could also be livened up a bit. Perhaps get new people to submit reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop a database of high quality decal images for each building set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tough question. The site is great, but sometimes I find it difficult to switch from one set to another. Especially the sets that I don't own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently very happy with the site, love that I can find everything I need to know at this site, it even links to other sites when the info isn't directly on this website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You guys are doing great! Please keep up the good work!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know you have links to instructions but I'd love for set instructions to be on this site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's annoying that I can't zoom in on pages on my iPad - the site is a fixed size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific part searches could be improved slightly. Perhaps a feature could be added to the main drop down menu to access this feature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A page expanding on the new sets site updates so I can see a bit more info easily for any news sets that are coming along soon. I am sure there is some way of filtering this list, but a quick button above the site updates section to take me there would be great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include actual pics of the product and a possible count of unique pieces or large pieces with the brick count. As a reader I no longer rely in peice count but instead look for matching color bricks or bricks in a rare shape or size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't know! This is a great site already.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i would appriciate it if you let your users choose thier own user name (this might be possible and i have figured it out yet, but thats just me) also i would like an option in the database so that i can turn off bonus/value packs and/or promotional items, so i can just view all regular sets released for a specific theme. outside of these two things brickset is an amazing website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just keep up the good work with upcoming news, promotions, etc.!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would it be possible to add comment space to each set in personal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collections? The &quot;In storage&quot; box was a great addition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instead of the &quot;see more news&quot; infinite scroll type button I would</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rather load more news on a new page. Also I’d like to see more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>official reviews of new sets rather than so many fan reviews that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vary in quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the speed on the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wish it were possible to use the quick links (for example, &quot;this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>year's sets&quot; under &quot;browse&quot;) on mobile. That's one of favorite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>features on the browser version and it's a huge time saver; I don't</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>like having to go through an extra three or four web pages just to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>find one set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know this is a huge time commitment but it would be awesome to see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some custom builds, maybe from Lego Ideas. Otherwise, great site with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very helpful information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>multiple images for sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It seems like news/articles have been slowing down lately. I believe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some of the authors have been traveling lately and that has impacted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the frequency of the homepage being updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be great if more Historical articles could be posted during</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow news times (like the articles that were posted related to Pirates,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bionicle, and Classic LEGO sets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additionally, I'm not sure how valuable the Amazon discounts posts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are at the top of the home page. I’d rather see these moved into the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sidebar.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirm that sets have been including in my inventory. Allow entering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of loose parts purchased via PaB in my inventory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's great, not perfect, but nothing is. Who am I to tell you how to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve your site?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything is just fine easy to use and find what you are looking for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can't think of anything!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Additional Requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BETTER IMAGES, MORE IMAGES, REVIEWS PER SEGMENT: (NEW PARTS, NEW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOURS, PLAYABILITY, MODIFICATION, MONEY VALUE,...), BEST PRICES(?),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOORE MEETINGS IN EUROPE AND EVERYTHING ABOUT TICKETS, MONEY, WHAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO VISIT, WHERE TO FIND OLDER SETS, (MINIFIGURES), MORE ABOUT AFOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEETINGS AND THEIR INVENTIONS,...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really like the redesign of the main site. Looks friendly and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inviting. I can't think of anything to improve. Maybe to be able to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>favorite my favorite articles and find them all in one place. That</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>would be nice. I'm still not entirely comfortable with the forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>platform, but getting used to how to use it. I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
would say though that it is the friendliest LEGO community and I regularly recommend both the main site and the forum to others. Very happy with Brickset.

There are missing sets (example: a 3 levels house, white, with red roof, on a green plate around 1986) and after several years, these are still missing. It will be a good thing to complete the missing sets.

Organization by 'theme' as in the Lego.com site might be useful to narrow the return of searches. I honestly find little that could be improved.

Post more reviews of sets. Browsing through sets is complicated – too many choices

less promotion of various products: magazines, books, sets. Less Lego cheerleading.

I don't know any way of improving it, it's nearly perfect.

Enrich DB with international sets: could not find gifts of French magazine for example

NA

In my opinion, the site works beautifully and I visit it at least once a day.

Improve relevance of Amazon watch; I'm sure there's not many people that care if a $20 Duplo set is on a 10% sale. :)

Instead of using a drop-down menu for Set Themes list them all on one page similar to the set-up on Bricklink.

I think more could be could be done with bricklists, they seem a bit hidden away at the moment, and I think they could be really useful (especially to people who maybe aren't aware of them) - the newspaper polybag spring immediately to mind as a good use, as does the recently compiled Lego designer ones.
Maybe you could add a feature to 'review' a bricklist - so you could do a review comparing trains, say (or the multitude of Sith infiltrators!). Some of these reviews may be a bit useless ('this set is better than that because I hate blue bricks' etc) but reviews like the pirate ship one on the front page a few months back could be a useful output.
I also have sets flagged, specifically as pre or post dark ages - is it possible to show piece counts for these? (I wouldn't be fussed about prices)

Able to pinch and expand. The font is so small you have to have it close to your head. That stupid cookie pop up needs to go away.
Awesome site. I use it for all my Lego news. Love having my Lego set list. Easy to use and add sets.

It's fine as it is

I would like to see more frequent updates.
The one thing that I would recommend is if more rumors were posted on the homepage. For instance, the 2016 Ninjago set names and the names of the Nexo Knights sets have been rumored. The sets are even in the Brickset Database. I would suggest posting an article on the home page about upcoming set names if the source is somewhat reliable. Also, it would be great if at least one article was posted per-12 hours. Thank you! I hope that these comments help improve this already amazing site!

I don't have any suggestions to improve the website. I like it the way it is and I appriciate the hard work. I suggested the website also for other people.

Faster news and better pics

The only thing would be if there could be more images of a set, like some of the extra images Lego display on their website. Not that this is a big thing. I love the site and the mobile app.

There is always room I guess, but I'm pretty happy as it is. I think there are some messy options in the handling of the "sets I have" but I use the simpler version. What about a synchronisation with a Google Doc?

Would be great to be able to subscribe to themes and have email updates about sets in that theme - so I do not miss any great news.

Same for a set, if I am a fan of a particular set, say in my want list, to send me the link (and affiliate link) of the set if it is up for promotion somewhere.

For set releases, such as Thanksgiving, that is on my want list and has just been released, so an email about that would have been awesome.

Overall very happy with Brickset, the advances on the site, integrations etc. Thank you for such a great service and resource.

Honestly, it's perfectly fine as is - easy to use, comfortable and nicely designed!

Creation of mobile application for smart phone use

Use better sources for the database that can better complete older sets (by this I even mean sets from 5 years ago or so) as LEGO themselves and rebrickable seem to 'forget' out of production parts and colors or complete inventories for sets that are older then the last three years. Other than this, I can think of nothing.

When viewing site on mobile, scrolling is interrupted by list of offers from eBay. Would be helpful include on top of the page button 'page bottom'.

Considering you can't please all of the people all of the time, I think you do an excellent job. The only thing I can suggest as an improvement would be to review even more sets than you currently do!

Don't waste your time adding endless features that will bloat your site. Try focusing on removing unused, unpopular, or duplicate features (like reviews, which already exist on Amazon). Instead,
spend time improving integration with other sites, such as Peeron, and maintaining the features you already have.

I'm very happy with the site. Don't really know any improvements on the view of the catalog. However, the part where you can see your own collection; it might help to totalize some of the categories. (F.i. total amount, or total parts...)

How about featuring some education sets, if you haven't already done so?

forum is not accessible you should consider to migrate it to another platform

 Its a great site. Can consider adding links to youtube set reviews too

May be having it a bit more compact, so we can see more on a single page.

Please remove non Lego links!!

This site is perfect!! Thanks guys! Maybe allow personal pictures so that viewers see all sides of the product

Make the categories you use for narrowing down your search (year, theme etc.) much easier to use.

There are no major issues that I see.

improved filters; for example instead of "year", use "after year" or "before year"

Sometimes a bit more pictures of minifigs (like for example sw636 in the set 75093-1: Death Star Final Due), especially about the improvements compared to earlier versions would be welcome.

Part lists. They have improved a lot since last year, but if the part lists aren't complete they are almost useless (atleast I think so). Still waiting for the day I always can rely on brickset instead of bricklink for parts.

Adding more gear, like books, non-brick-built toys, and other media related items would increase the quality of the site greatly. As it is, bricklink features a much wider variety of sets, and a much more accurate parts list.

Need EV3 category to include cables, motors, brick etc.

Some more MOC reviews on the home page wouldn't go amiss. (like on brothers brick). As a reference site though, brickset is perfect.

Better tags for articles. I sometimes like to look back at old posts, especially set reviews, but they are just tagged as Set Review. If you could have an extra tag like "Set Review" "Star Wars" it could narrow down searches. But really this is a minor complaint. I like the site pretty well as it is.
A little bit more criticism in the reviews (most of the time they end they are excellent) would be nice. But hey, it's LEGO, I understand it's hard to be critical on the most beautiful product in the World.

Really like the site can't think of any obvious improvements

Alternative builds for technic

I can't really think of anything - my only issue with the database is the part inventories which I know are drawn from elsewhere, and a couple of times (literally that few) news has taken a day or so to be published - but you can't be expected to be logged in 24/7!

The one feature that bothers me a bit is how the catalogue keywords reset when we change one of them (for example, if I am looking at the 2015 city sets and change the year to 2014, it shows me all sets of 2014 and I have to select City again). I would also enjoy if the 'official' Brickset reviews were in a separate category than the user reviews.

Love the site! Thanks

Further the original RRP database. There are numerous sets that have available original prices, via other websites, that aren't catalogued.

I've loved the site ever since I stumbled across it a few years ago, and it's only improved since then. I haven't got any brilliant ideas for new features; I'm just grateful for the existence of this quality site!

Please add more news.

I'd love, love, love to see more reviews of a wider range of sets. Currently I notice that it's pretty much restricted to Star Wars or Lego's periodical exclusives like Ideas or modulars. Which is fine, Star Wars is my favourite theme, and it's better than no reviews at all :)

If themes such as City are not as popular, perhaps it might be nice to do one big super review of all the sets in one sub-theme (like the recent space port and submarine lines) when they come out, instead of just doing a review of the biggest set.

Also if I'm being cheeky with my suggestions, I really enjoy the longer articles that are put up on Brickset, for example the series of retrospectives that happened last year. That was quality Lego coverage. It may not have been new news but it was very interesting. I hope good articles like that are not being lost to Blocks (or is it Bricks) magazine.

There should be a way to document Lego pieces you want to buy or that you already have.

several languages (Fr)

there's not much you can do to improve apart from maybe trying to get all the sets with part count as there is a number of sets that I own that don't have part count

Brickset is fantastic for me. You can keep tracks all your sets and review it anywhere I want. It will be better it has certain field/column to indicate the item I want to sell and how many I want to buy.
I’d love, love, love to see more reviews of a wider range of sets. Currently I notice that it’s pretty much restricted to Star Wars or Lego’s periodical exclusives like Ideas or modulars. Which is fine, Star Wars is my favourite theme, and it’s better than no reviews at all :) 

If themes such as City are not as popular, perhaps it might be nice to do one big super review of all the sets in one sub-theme (like the recent space port and submarine lines) when they come out, instead of just doing a review of the biggest set.

Also if I'm being cheeky with my suggestions, I really enjoy the longer articles that are put up on Brickset, for example the series of retrospectives that happened last year. That was quality Lego coverage. It may not have been new news but it was very interesting. I hope good articles like that are not being lost to Blocks (or is it Bricks) magazine.

I really like the featured reviews, so more of those is always welcome.

I love your site! The only gripe that I have is about the amount of reviews that you put out. I love your reviews, and I would like to see you do more of them about more sets! Thanks :)

I don't think I've got anything to add!

Nothing, keep up the good work.

I would work on improving the forum. In fact, I would look into installing some of the more common forum software that you would see on eurobricks.com, for example. It's difficult to navigate through all the posts, plus all of your users will be able to see more topics on one page.

Otherwise, it's a great website with excellent, timely information and I am glad you have put this resource up for all Lego fans to enjoy!

I would like to see the set reviews returned to the individual set page instead of listing the auction for them on ebay.

Don't have any ideas, but I think you've done splendid so far!!!

The limitations of the set database continue to be an issue and I will continue to mention it. The minimum end date should clearly be 1958. Most other major sites with set database go back as far. While I would personally like to see the set database the back to 1949, I realize that this this time period is far too confusing and poorly documented to be reasonably added to any database. While the time period between 1958 to 1972 is complicated, it is not unreasonably difficult to add to the existing database.

A feature I would like to see added is an open-ended option in the Advanced Collection Manager. In lieu of Brick Set adding pre-1965 sets to its database this option would allow users to do this on their own. I envision is open ended option is simply being a list that the user generates. The list allows the user to enter in the same information as the Owned Set list and ACM. There would be no unique page or image support for items on this list. In addition to official sets not in the database, users could add their own creations or those creations purchased from others.

Give us a bit more hi-resolution Images.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It would be nice to have a list of all the reviews done by brickset as I find that after they have been shown on the homepage they are hard to locate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some set inventories are missing quite a few pieces. This has probably come from the source of inventory upload from another site but where the total parts count does not tally with Bricklink and the LEGO website the inventory should be checked. In some cases it may have been either new or discontinued parts that did not appear; one set was missing 20-30 parts. Could check this year's Technic inventories as it might have been one of those but I can't remember the set number.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You should add &quot;I own&quot; and &quot;I want&quot; buttons on the single bricks too. Make the site in more different languages could be a good improvement. P.S. do more contests about MOC of more themes and not only Mixels, I'd like to join them! :-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The SEARCH feature needs to be smarter. If I type &quot;Naida spa&quot; or &quot;secret spa&quot;, Naida's Spa Secret should auto-fill. The SEARCH requires precision. Rough if you don't know the exact name of a set.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leaked images seem to go unmentioned unless LEGO says it's ok.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mmm, difficult one. I will take some time to ponder over this, if I come up with something I'll let you know.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sometimes, parts in a set are not listed as being in the set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The site is great and meets my expectations 100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nothing comes to mind</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Although I understand why the cables are made to fit snuggly in the adapters, it ended up making me worried that I will break/tear a wire when I remove them. My suggestion would be to use a type of &quot;quick connect,&quot; like using small magnets to connect the wires, or else have an &quot; easy release&quot; mechanism on the adapters.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairly new use to the site, no suggestions so far. Keep up the good work.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not every set in the data base has a known price and piece count, that's a bit of a shame. It would also be nice if building instruction are added to the data base.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Translate it in german... Haha, no all fine.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think the site itself is very well put together. The only suggestion that I would have would be to add a 'how-to' section or FAQ section. I think that there are some site features that never get used by newer members because they don't know they exist or don't know how to access them. For example, I've seen suggestions on how to filter the news on the main page in comments on articles, but I don't know anywhere on the site itself where I can get that info (I know how to do it, but new users would not have the benefit of having that info, not everyone explores every tab, etc).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ok, I do have another suggestion. Is there a way that LEGO books could have their own category? I'm talking about the ones that come with bricks/minifigures, not every LEGO book in existence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are some books that come with exclusive figures or pieces and I pull my hair out every time I try to look for them. But maybe a FAQ section would solve that too!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pictures should be at least at 1920x1080.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not much has to be done the only thing I would change is sometimes the images are not large enough and I would like an option to zoom in but still overall great site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't think of any way to improve your site. You do an excellent job of meeting the needs of your diverse global audience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Web browsing the set, it should be possible to reset the subtheme without having the year resetted and so on, if possible.  
I'd like very much if was possible to list in the site not only the sets owned, but also single pieces (I know this is hardly possible)  
And more naked female minifigs (just joking ) |
| I think this is a really well done website. I visit it pretty much every day. It is the easiest LEGO information website out there. |
| I would love if the inventory pages included a column that showed weather or not I owned a particular element based on the sets I own. This is a major factor for me when buying new sets. I know that there are other sties with this sort of functionality such as ReBrickable but I highly prefer the BrickSet interface and am here first anyways.  
Keep up the great work! |
| Easier use of the set browser, especially on the mobile site. |
| no idea |
| Your site is outstanding in every way. I use it on a daily basis. I don't know how you can make it better!! |
| I like the layout and how things flow. |
| An ofcial android/ios app would be wonderful, with access to the database and a barcode scanner to look for set prices o usefull data. |
| The only thing that could make this site better is more news, more reviews, and just more artcles. I love this website! |
I think you should include either a section for the figs like dinosaurs, Smaug, scooby-doo, santas little helper. I would consider putting them with the minifigures as they are listed on the box as being a figure and not just an accessory to the set.

I believe the forum needs a facelift. In my opinion, I think it is a little difficult to navigate. The search option could may need new filters as sometimes I can not find threads I have previously visited when they are searched for.

I have one other thing though. I enjoy collecting sets and not using any stickers that came with the set. I think it would be really resourceful if you could include images of sets prior to applying the stickers in your reviews, as this would really help me visualise what my model will look like without the stickers. I think many others would find this useful also.

Other than this, I think Brickset as a whole is fantastic. Keep up the high standard of content!

once a picture is open….you can only go 'next' I can't seem to make it go away to scroll down the page some more….maybe it is just me?

Nothing! It perfect!

In the My Sets overview the amount of data regarding retail value and parts counts is not as high as I would like. I imagine these are my older sets for which the information in the database is incomplete. Could you perhaps get part counts at least from users who have the sets?

how often is the database updated on the sets done?

I see nothing wrong with your site, no need for changes.

I wouldn't criticize the site at all overall, but seeing as you asked.

I think the reviews are not nearly objective enough. While I accept that they will never be scathing (because it just wouldn't do to bite the hand that feeds you), I think they could be a little more critical e.g. the pointlessness of multiples of SW sets, dubious new elements and colours, why? is there really a need for all of these? TLG cynically spreading minifigs over different sets in certain themes making the purchasing of all the sets in a theme to get a complete set of minifigs etc.

Reading this, I see that it comes across as very negative, but I'm just trying to make the point that not everything is as awesome with TLG, as some reviewers might suggest.

On the positive side, everything else is good. I use this site quite a lot and find it user friendly and interesting. Well done all around.

I like the reference to what is going on in the UK regarding Lego events and promotions as it makes it possible to plan purchases. A lot of information on the internet is about promotions in the USA and to find info regarding the UK market is most welcome.

Its very good overall, i think maybe something like a quick link for broken links to get them cleared out most notabily inthe discount section when theyve gone would be good to flag it.

Maybe a feature within the database for when a set gets retired by lego that it could be noted int he details of the set. Just an idea
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improve the quality of instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think it is not bad at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It'd be neat if you had the 360 degree rotation on the set images like lego.com has.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Show more original designs by Lego enthusiast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightbox is a bit annoying when zooming images. Escape key and clicking outside the image should shrink it back (standard for good usability is the Bootstrap modal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More technic coverage please!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes the homepage seems a bit bland - maybe add some colour? Easier said than done, or course, but you did ask!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quite happy with the site. Everyday worth to visit!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesterday I tried to post a comment on the nexo Knights news and it didn't work. I clicked post and it just erased my whole comment. later, I tried again and it worked. when you go to the page for a particular set, it can be irritating to scroll past the eBay listings that show up because they fill the whole page. maybe you hide them as default and have a drop down button there instead.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some of the search features are not accurate. For example if you search for sets containing a specific part, the database sort the results in a weird order, although it says the order is in &quot;year released&quot;. Looks at this real example:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://brickset.com/sets/containing-part-6075075">http://brickset.com/sets/containing-part-6075075</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If you look at the example above, the search engine says it is ordered by &quot;year released&quot;, but it is not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I also think it will useful to add a sort option using a specific piece. I mean, if you are looking for sets containing a specific piece, the odds are that you need that piece. So, it will be useful to order the sets from the one with the highest specific piece count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorry if I'm not clear, my English is poor, I'm writing you from Mexico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanks in advance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would love a way for users to be able to suggest updates to set pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The only thing I have noticed is that occasionally the site is quite slow bringing up search results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other than that it's one of my favorite lego resources on the web.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I am fairly new but the layout, information, and the effectiveness of this site has made Brickset.com my go-to lego website. There's really not much that needs improvement.

It's perfect, though some of the images should be clearer on the set pages.

It's a fantastic site. Exactly what I had been looking for. Maybe if you had pictures of the actual box of the set would be nice. Also maybe an instant messaging application so you be able to communicate with fellow AFOL's in your area.

It would be great if you add the Canadian price when it was on sale, in stores when the set was available.

Take out the multi pack bundles (like for the % complete in the sets)
You may have all the sets of a genre but it is annoying when it says incomplete

Doing a great job

Honestly its hard to think of something that needs changed. The website is great!

Add: List of new instructions somewhere on the homepage.

There are no glaring issues that I feel need to be improved. I visit the site two or three times a day and feel it's great. It gives me all the news and info I need regarding Lego Products. Thanks

Some very old sets have no pictures in the database & some newish sets have surprisingly few pictures. So more pictures would be useful. Some part lists are incomplete so the missing inventory would be useful but it is understandable where new parts are included in the set.

Since we have a like button, why dont have a dislike button. Secondly, perhaps we can have a rating of the best lego online, everyday. Perhaps have it on the top or corner top.

The site has really come a long way in a relatively short time. I started using Brickset to track my large collection when sites like Peeron and LUGNET started to see a slide in general maintenance and updates. I have not regretted it. Brickset has demonstrated a dedication to quality and continuous improvement.

The only suggestion I have for improvement is that the relatively new "Bricklists" feature seems to be a little problematic when it comes to sorting, at least in recent versions of Chrome. Attempts to arrange list items in a particular order fail and the items do not retain their new sort order.

Tell us the ebay prices we pay by following your links there.

The features that have been added over the course of the year have been fantastic. Really my only complaint is that trying to filter out the items/sets/categories you're not interested in is very tedious right now because you can only select one thing at a time for a long scrolling list. If there was a way to show the entire filter list at once with checkboxes to turn items on and off it would make things so much easier and save a ton of time.
I can't think of anything I would change.

Sorry, I can't think of anything. :P

I like this website a lot and it has helped me part out sets. It has also helped me sort my collection of Lego sets. Thanks.

The only improvement I can think of would be historical after market prices for sets.

More accurate value in euros and usd For My Collection

Would like the forum to be categorized by theme (Star Wars, Town, Castle... etc.) where each sub-forum contains all related subjects to that specific theme, like MOCs, reviews, general discussions, rumors and so on, more filter options might help but people don't use a clear title for their threads and it becomes very hard to follow a certain topic unless a sub-forum gathers all related threads in one place.

The forum design also is outdated and needs to be redesigned to look like the Brickset.com home page which has an excellent and modern design, bigger avatars and signature area to post links to MOCs would be awesome too.

I really have no reservations regarding brickset site. All design, features and content is excellent. If only I recall one thing that is not 100% convinient to use than it's comment section. There is quite great number of comments under most articles and it soon starts being uncomprehensive. People often want to 'reply' to other comment but there's no feature for it. Also it would make sense to set up some pagination, since sometimes to scroll down just to access comment box is really boring :)

Regarding forum, I'd point out outdated design - it really looks odd next to the website. Not really comprehensive and pleasant to use.

My only suggestion would be to stop using blue backdrops for set reviews; the bounce light creates a really odd color-cast on many of the more reflective brick surfaces (minifigures in particular). White or a neutral mid-gray would be much preferable.

Make a guide to using bricklink as I find it difficult to use

I would like to be able to search pieces by colors and not only by design. :)

I recently activated the ACM feature, and while I love being able to add all the extra information to my collection database, editing the content is a very tedious task. After I click on the ACM link for a given set, I wish there wasn't an additional click to begin 'edit'ing, and that I could edit multiples at the same time (for sets where I own more than one copy).

User friendly mobile site :)
I would to have a tool to enter sets I am interested in purchasing. If a sale is identified by the current brickset sale checker, I would like an alert or display on the home page if possible.

It's close to perfect. I don't have any ideas on how to improve the site

It's already almost perfect for me. The only thing I'd look at is tightening the product price feeds from places like Argos. Quite often the item is still listed in Brickset, but has been taken off the Argos site, which can be a bit frustrating when you think you've found a bargain!

The parts list are not always accurate. Sometimes parts are counted twice under different part numbers or are missing.

I realise the parts list are usually referencing a different site and therefore is not exactly Brickset's issue.....but can it still be frustrating when using your site.

Some other sites I look at have more up-to-date info on deals happening, so having more of that might be nice. Because most of what this site has is just comparing the major retailers and sometimes deals pop up suddenly and there's not really a way to see that on Brickset

Because Brickset is one of the most useful user websites around, it would be nice if from time to time (like monthly?) you featured an article on general builder, shopper, or collector concerns. Things like optional set storage approaches, box & instruction storage, managing polybag collections, bricklinking for MOCs or set reconstruction, want list management, shopping approaches & issues, etc. I realize these things are covered to a great extent in forum threads, but that's a maelstrom I hesitate to dive into, because I'm not sure I'd ever get out again.

Pretty good, but i would like to see the search bar being improved. When I type in a piece design ID it comes up as a set. Otherwise everything else is great :D

N/A

Ever since the update of the new site, very few features need improving if any!

I good start would be to add other languages support, so people could see info in their native language.

More and better images for some sets.
More specific information for lots of sets (about price in every country etc.)

More reviews

May be you could add other languages to the site. I'm sure you would get some free translators.

A great addition would be to have some 3D view of the sets. I know it's a bit crazy but it could help people to make their choices.
Under "My Collection" the option "Clear your collection" needs to have a second prompt such as "Are you sure you want to clear your collection"? Maybe even a 3rd prompt "Are you absolutely positively sure you want to clear your collection?"

I accidentally hit the button one time and had to reinventory my entire collection again:(

Otherwise I love the functions of the site!

I'm not a overly aggressive user of the site, but I think it's a spectacular tool, offering people a way to inventory their collections. Keep up the great work.

Put the minifig fastest into the database and not waiting for bricklink
Brickset is a collection site but series 14 minifig sets is on the DB but not on minifig DB

To be honest: I don't use the site tons, but every time I do, it's a pleasure. Love the ajax updates for input, seems pretty intuitive UX/UI, etc. I guess the only thing I would comment is to add features as other people request, to make it more fully featured (not that it isn't for me, personally)!

Update the minifigure parts for sets in a more timely fashion.

Italian Language :-)

I would like to see more photos of the sets in the DB.

I think your site is awesome...in my opinion your site is fine!

The site is really fine! Sets, Parts fast to find, nice pictures, very good detailed database! Absolutely ok!

Keep up what you're doing, thanks.

Keep up what you're doing, thanks.

More photos of ancient sets.
And please, please stop that horrible robot flood (a.k.a "This week's top news articles").

More articles/pictures on how people with large collections display or store the legos.

I really like what Brickset has been doing in the past few years to build out the library of available information. It's coming along very nicely! Just keep plugging away at it I say :)

Wait - new features. Is it too late to add a Taco Bar? :-P

the alternate buildings/construction pictures found on boxes of various sets could be added (with the help of the members) to existing set descriptions
More up-to-date news (I find myself checking thebrickfan more nowadays). Also more focus on the collecting/history side of things (e.g. look back at older themes/sets)

Would like to be able to subscribe to set list changes (e.g. for designer lists). More interaction/insight from the lego design group itself would be nice, although I realize it is unlikely to happen.

Cannot think of anything, everything is fantastic.

More set pictures.

Sorry, not a lot of suggestions, I love using the site as it is.

Honestly, this is the best Lego site out there and I have no complaints. If I must give a suggestion, I like the increase in guest reviews and would like to see that continue. Don't get me wrong I love Rex, Huw, and the other original reviewers but I like the added variety of opinion.

Better Facebook integration.

Maybe it should be a little easier to switch around between viewing subthemes/years/other categories while visiting the database. I'm kinda messing around with it a lot, but maybe it's just me.

Also, the secondary images of a set aren't as big, quality wise, as the main set image. Some sets are lacking secondary images, though this is not all entirely your fault (sometimes they aren't available or they are only available in bad quality, but there are still a few nice official pictures missing on a few set pages).

There has to be a better way of logging set parts than relying on some very suspect info directly from Lego. I don't think I've ever seen a complete breakdown of any set. It always says something like '96% of parts listed'.

I can get those breakdowns elsewhere including the Lego site itself; by going into Customer Service and downloading a pdf booklet which DOES have a complete parts breakdown.

It's the webpage what I was looking for all my live. Thanks. No needs to improve I think. The only thing what you can do is complete the photographies taht you don't have, but I know that is very difficult. I think I sent you the photo of 3040, but you didn't use it.

More high resolution images for LEGO® sets!

When searching for e.g. a set, I have to search for exactly what I want and anything slightly out will result in either no results or something unwanted. Overall though this site is great!

Maybe a price guide tracker of the secondary market?

Maybe a price guide tracker of the secondary market?
I'd like to see the forums have a larger role on the site itself with a more modern and robust interface. The main site though is very good and I visit daily.

I know it's difficult but it would be nice to read some news in Spanish.

It's good as it is.

Good site, no excellent, used it for years Hue, but I have to say I still preferred the old layout. I am finding it more difficult to data mine. Thanks for all the hard work.

My browser at work is really old so the pictures do not always render on my pc if that could be fixed then great otherwise brilliant site.

The site is great. But I wouldn't mind getting a newsletter more often.

I love the site. Great way to stay up to date on anything new in Lego.

Overall, I give this site HIGH PRAISE. These are a few of my issues, nothing major, but maybe they will help with your site decisions:

Sometimes I dislike seeing reviews for sets I can't own yet. Some reviews are posted for sets not available in stores (yet). This is my own "gripe" because overall I really do like the reviews.

I don't use the upcoming events types of things because I'm in MA and don't see a whole lot for Boston (maybe there is, but scrolling through tons in EU make me lose interest in locating ones specific to Boston).

Keep up the great work and I can't say thank you enough. You guys do a great job!

Keep up what your doing. How about an Android App?

not much a fairly good site

Sometimes pieces that DO exist aren't in the database.

Container testing more optional feeds intro frontpage. Like the events and most read boxes, let me set frequency and placement.

Nag Lego for more and consistent referral links, so you get credit/blame for spending across all markets

Make eBay listing optional on new sets info pages, or region based (increase load time)

For RRP, it would be nice to show CAD, US, and UK regardless if the information is available. Sometimes there is a price but no currency so we don't know if the price is in CAD or US.
I strongly prefer a more traditional forum application rather than what is running now.

Make more reviews!

The only issue I have with Brickset is it can be slow to update with new information about new sets.

Happy as is

No suggestions, the site provides everything I need.

When owning partial sets say without mini figures it would be nice to have option to exclude the minifigs from showing in the My Minifigures collection.

More images for sets? Otherwise, all is good!

Everything is perfect.

A "keyword" search feature would be nice

I want to search the partnumbers, like I can search the setnumber. Something like this:
Find all partnumbers between 3000-3999

I think the site is really good now.

The only thing I've had trouble finding was the link to forward my collection to brick picker to see what sets I could build with what I already have. Brickset is a huge site providing so much information and tools to get things done, it's my favorite place for keeping my collection organized.

Though I have nothing to complain about the PC homepage, it'd be nice to have a more user-friendly mobile site.

You should be able to make more accounts from one email account.

Maybe add the new 'like' feature to individual comments on news articles?!
The amount of negativity in the comments on news articles seems to have increased from my point of view (to the point where I now sometimes don't read comments because they're becoming boring and repetitive) and allowing the 'like' function for other members to leave an opinion gauge of what everyone else feels about the type of comments that are being left would let others know what the general consensus is.

Improve forum options, design

Mabey do cometitions for teenagers so we have more of a chance!!!
I love the "upcoming events" news. If that can be filtered to my country/region/city, that would be awesome, as there’s often a lot of scrolling involved for nothing of value.

It could be a little easier to find old news articles. Otherwise, the site's fantastic!

Some cleanup of the site might help (I basically never use anything on the sidebar, either on the home page or the article page).

Vanilla forums lack quality on mobile devices. Suggest improvement to editing posts and mobile usage. Brickset website is perfect.

I love the site, the mobile site is easy to use, the only complaint I can think of is that the forum community seems very, perhaps elitist? I have seen, from time to time, new people come to join in the conversation and usually the first comment made to their post when asking something is that there is already a thread for it. I can understand not wanting the forum to get cluttered with the same topic over and over again, but come on, not everyone is as versed in forum etiquette. I think it detracts from the conversation in that new people who aren't as serious about "the rules" may be put off by the, again it just feels like elitism is the only term that fits.

I do not like the current trend in web design of the infinite scrolling home page. I would rather have it fully paginated rather than the ability to infinitely load more content to append to the page.

Most of the functionality is great, but for some reason I cannot control what events show up in my feed, even after changing it to show only US events.

More suggested link

its great - take a pat on the back and leave it

Hi. Pleasure for me it's be reading about old stuff, like space or town. Maybe some reviews limited edition old sets. Sometimes I can't find parts in database, it's look like not complete. Sorry for my English. Thanks.

I find it frequently very cumbersome to browse through certain information which i am looking for. I am a Lego minifigure collector now, since lego ceased the original Lego Bionicle story line and I have decided not to collect them anymore, even though that they have reappeared. I got an almost complete Lego Bionicle collection and a very nice population of Lego minifigurines. However your forums are an un-sorted mess, which i find, it seems to be a maze to get anything there. So I have stopped to actually sign into Brickset and still use it as a Lego database, even though that I find that Brickset and Bricklink are sharing some figurine pictures and details/information about sets and inventory. Lego sets inventories are on either sites are very inconsistened, as I really frequently looking through both sites. Accuracy in Lego minifigurines is sometimes confusing as I do not just collect the figurine, but also the accessory for the figurine, which is even harder, as none of both sites are accurate at all. Though I found a page for the instruction booklets and Lego is actually in some pictures on manuals, set boxes and advertising pictures inconsistent by itself. So it is not easy to look through of thousands of listed Lego minifigurine pictures and find the one what I need, as there are so many variables in them, which is great, but makes collecting them a forever job. I would wish you could improve your Lego inventory of collectable Lego minifigurines, I mean all of ever Lego produced figurines or even assembled ones.
On the other hand, I find this website very informative about the news and other details I can gather. However it is pitty, that the continent Australia doesn't get as much recognition for Lego fans at all. It is fine that Lego exhibitions are mentioned, but Lego sets availability or where to buy certain specials or limited editions for Australians is really hard to find out as I have to look on the american market or in europe to get some Lego sets which do not even get sold here. An example, the Lego Ant-man set, I have not been able to locate this in any store here, especially in Western Australia, a total under-developed Lego shopping experience. Here is not even a Lego store, a Lego park or anything else to find despite the efforts Lego does for the american market. So please find also an attraction for the australian clientele.
Thanks for reading this.

I think the way ACM works would be better improved with an edit button and confirm button and a way to easily delete and add rows.

The site does feel slower nowadays that previously. I would like more reviews and articles on the home page as I really enjoy these. If it would ever be possible I would like to be able to see how many bricks I own of a specific brick (based on my set collection).

Find better quality images for old sets and more than one picture per set. Reviews are sometimes a bit too subjective in my opinion.

Can't think of anything, sorry. :)

Just keep up the good work. Thank you for all your effort. I check this site several times a day for news and really appreciate the service it provides.

I would really like if there was a way to track your individual pieces, perhaps with a cost per brick (or an estimate/average cost).

That said, if the functionality is already present, maybe an easier to find menu would work.

No Suggestions

I am actually see new to Brickset but from what I have seen, Just keep things up to date & you will do well

The forums aren't inclusive. I feel like I am walking into someone's private conversations sometimes. Maybe have a section for people that don't spend all their time thinking and buying lego and looking down upon others who may not know as much.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think you guys do a great job! I can't think of any ways to make this better! It suits all my ideas.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'm happy with the site as it is at the moment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site is pretty brilliant and easy to use, forum however, could use a bit improved design maybe? While i love simplistic design of the main page i think forum looks almost too simplistic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easier to join</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really like the site as is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know that you don't do reviews of Lego video games but I think a lot of people would like it if there was someone (who is also a gamer otherwise it wouldn't work) who could. Video game review sites are fine but to read a review of the games coming from an afol's perspective would be quite interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great work, guys! I would like to see more high resolution photos of older sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find it very hard to add single bricks to my collection I only added a few before I gave up because the sorting on the page was so random.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You need add all old set's also :-))))))))))))))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I wouldn't have noticed if it wasn't for the fact that I own sets/gear/media that aren't on the database but some of the info isn't accurate e.g DVD info listed only when there's a Blu-ray available (with exclusive minifigure). It's hard to get the balance right - you do a great job on the whole and filtering allows me to only see what I'm interested in - but the homepage can sometime focus too much on 'peripheral' news rather than official Lego information - too much emphasis at times on Ideas contenders that appeal to the editors which comes across as less than impartial. A more balanced review selection would be helpful - I know you've got to address mass appeal but I for one am not a Star Wars fan so felt there was way too much coverage of that theme and not enough on Architecture, Creator etc (I admit though that there's a heck of a lot more Star Wars sets than Architecture so the balance is tricky).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankly, I like brickset the way it is, I use it every week, it keeps my collection up to date and is very accurate imo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the filters more flexible. I miss the possibility to change a filter setting once chosen. Currently you have to delete the filter entry and then select the value you want. A drop-down list of possible filter alternatives would be more practical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You could post things quicker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have some 'history' articles ala this day or this month 10 (or 20, 5, whatever) years ago this particular set was released, provide some info and statistics from brickset database (how many people own it etc). I think it'd be a great way for introducing sets to new fans and/or a trip to memory lane for those who actually own it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would love more reviews of even non themed sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More frequent competitions would be nice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You're doing great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To be honest, the site it's now quite perfect :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beter adapter to tablets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher quality set images and set suggestions would both be great improvements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As tricky as it is, more set reviews across a broader range of themes would be great! Not to take anything away from the awesome reviews/work already done on the site!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile experience is less satisfying. The database is not always complete so searches not always complete. (One recent example: the tags of sub genres for Minifigure series has not been maintained consistently over time and as a site member could not easily figure out how to submit updates.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have an idea, not totally sure if it is practical... We could maybe use a friend system of some sort. People could add other people, the add would need to be authorized and the functions between these linked people could be - option to limit viewing of collection only to friends - have an feed of new additions or actions of friends.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I look at this site daily and use the parts and set database to help maintain and reference my own. I really love the Lego news you share, not just for the quality of the reviews and pictures, but also for the restraint shown (choosing not to show 'leaked' pictures of new sets is a plus to me). Honestly I have no criticisms, I just wanted to say thank you for a beautifully run and professional looking site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None really, I didn't give perfect scores for some questions, as a lot of the time if a set image isn't there, it's because it's not available yet to anyone. I always come to Brickset for news of new sets, and what's going on in the AFOL world, and you're always very up to date and accurate. Keep up the great work!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the user interface of recent forum posts on the iPhone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can't think of any improvements to your web site. Thank you for your hard work maintain the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time :)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Could you host instructions that are no longer available on the Lego site? Might not be possible due to copyright though.

Provide copies of old catalogues and other hard to find promotional material or dioramas as PDFs - can these be found in the Lego Vault too and scanned for us all to enjoy?

Include prices of sets from other stores

Custom fonts are slow to load. Layout (with mandatory sidebar) is cramped on iPad. "Forthcoming events" is too long to above the "continue reading" link.

Provide copies of old catalogues and other hard to find promotional material or dioramas as PDFs - can these be found in the Lego Vault too and scanned for us all to enjoy?

Make a mobile friendly version. Sometimes when navigating with a phone and pressing the back button it will take you yo the home screen, only occurs when item is in a pop up page.

More set pictures

Maybe we could have more personalization for theme filters when browsing sets, so I can set that I want to see multiple themes (City, Super Heroes, and Exclusives, etc) instead of just one theme.

Not a lot!
I like your site design much better than the new brick fanatics.
The simplicity of a clean list is much nicer than many sections.

Forum seems difficult to navigate had negative experiences with first few posts so stopped using and have no plans to return, a bit elitist and cliquey for me doesn't seem to fit with the brickset ethos.

If possible, include high quality photos from reviews into the photos section to demonstrate other parts of the sets.

More reviews would be great. A spotlight on classic sets, along with reviews of them, would be cool to read. It would also be nice to see a second review to offer a counterpoint to the first reviewer for new sets. (I know that user comments and reviews cover some of this.) I think the site needs more than 2 principal content producers.

More pieces to buy them.

When You get a new image of a set post a picture in the timeline thingy.

Making set lists publicly available for non-bricklink members. How can otherwise the non-techy aunt know what LEGO sets to buy for my children? There needs to be URL without login where she can click and see a list of all sets that they already have. I have done this atm by exporting their set lists and putting them on my own homepage, but it's not dynamically updated...
Some of the links for the instructions (especially in older sets) seem to be down, maybe you could replace them or simply erase the broken links.

More building competitions on the home/news page, maybe a monthly one with a theme.

I'm from the Netherlands. Sometimes I use Brickset to see if I have a specific brick that I am looking for in one of my sets. But I don't know the names of all bricks so it's very hard to find the list of all sets that contain that brick. That is something I'd like to see improved.

Collect more data such as prices for Germany or the UK or the piece and minifigure count - they are there in some places but its very incomplete. Some settings such as making your wanted list public are hidden in weird places.

Overall great site, no changes needed from my perspective. Thanks.

Put the forum on the foreground

- fill in the gaps for parts, especially for older sets, and filter out doubly entered parts (i.e. many sets having just 70% or less of parts shown, and many also strangely show 105% or so of parts - which means some are entered twice or more, I don't get it)

- bigger / more pictures for older sets, if possible.

- the option to mark single parts as "OWNED", for example if you just own the cockpit of the Millennium Falcon, but not the set

- show parts for CMF sets (the figures come with parts, but... which ones are they?)

- a "PREVIOUSLY OWNED" option for sets would also be nice to have.

- as well as an optional photo only gallery of sets you OWN / WANT, organized like the little pictures of parts when you browse them, not as it is now

- perhaps ratings for sets / figures? just a thought...

- merge with bricklink! *gg*

I think this site is great. Just wanted to let you know that.

I like it just the way it is.

It's all good. A bit faster on some breaking news, perhaps. I know you're bound by TLG community terms or whatever, but I do like set rumours and end up going elsewhere to hear them.

Translation to spanish

It's awesome. Keep it like that. I only see a little tiny problem - sometimes the response is not fast enough, but hey, it is not slow either.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stop pandering to kickstarters and other startup groups. I perceive your website brand as less reputable when you advertise for other such groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love all the new features from the last year. Can't think of any other ones at this moment!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love getting updates for discounts on Amazon. But, I'd love to turn off discount announcements that I'm just not interested in (like those little zip Chima sets).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More accurate parts lists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An easy option to add information to the database for missing data. Especially useful for the sets I own page e.g. see which sets miss a piece count.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would improve the menu of browse button. In the menu I would be able to directly choose the (most clicked) themes of the sets: I think the items &quot;new this years&quot; are less important.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think the comments have got to much completeness, i mean whensomething or a set is not really good (poor design, to many stickers...) you have to say it clearly. The rest of your reviews are excellent! And to be clear i consult many times a day your website which the best for me with Hothbricks. Congratulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set tag coverage needs improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd love more set reviews as new sets come out - maybe that involves finding a wider pool of writers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe Change the design of the site to make it a little bit more futuristic and brighter colors, other than that 🙃🙃🙃🙃🙃🙃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More content and contests!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would love to be able to filter by promotional sets and sets found outside the LEGO store like those polybags from Target or the Bricktober sets from Toys R Us. This information is in the notes, it would just be nice to have it as a tag and sortable. This is not a big deal, I love the site. Just a feature that would be nice. Also, an official Android and Windows app would be nice if you get around to it someday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easier use of forum, &quot;anniversary&quot; reviews of past sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The site is good enough, maybe you can put some chat features.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No suggestions. The site is a wonderful source of LEGO knowledge!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is a very good site. Need probably more accuracy in some pieces counts in some sets. Need also some more ease of use for the forum, that's why I don't use it. It seems difficult to follow some discussion in the forum and it is not so beautiful as the rest of the website, so makes me staying away of it. But by th way, you did a good job. Congrats'

You have a trade button the ACM. Maybe having a trade page where you could extra sets you have for sale or where people can swap lego for projects they doing. This might be like "I have 30 Yellow 2X4 bricks but need 30 Red ones would anyone swap or something like that.

better images and descriptions of each individual piece, more up to date new pieces.

Brickset is my first stop for figuring out what sets I have acquired. Over 90% of the LEGO I have bought since getting back into it a couple of years ago have been second-hand purchases from thrift stores, so there is always a bit of mystery when I get home and start checking out my purchases. I rummage through the pieces looking for parts that are not in very many sets, and usually am able to identify newer parts that indicate a specific set, or at least narrow things down a bit. If I cannot find a specific part I use Peeron as a backup, and usually I can find a set containing the part there and come back to Brickset for more info (an example being part x149, the weighted boat keel in set 709-1 Police boat).

As for improvements, my biggest "wish list" item would be the ability to export a parts list for a set so I can check off inventory, similar to the export options at Rebrickable.

Expand promo sets (eg TRU make and take), reviews should include stickers if provided by Lego

I find the adds in the "You May Like - Sponsored Links by Taboola" so vulgar that I use an add blocker when I visit brickset.

show how many people gave the sets 5 stars in the info area

Currently not much I can think of to improve the site. Currently meets my needs. Thank you for the work you do with it.

Really, there's not much to say. The site is great! If I were to say something, I would like to see some posts that explore some of the quality control issues that have come up the past year as a whole. There have been quite a few high profile cases this year already (Ant-Man, Wall-E) and some examination of these trends would be interesting. Sometimes the posts seem very regulated or controlled by TLG and while working with them is great, we shouldn't be afraid to call them out on things.

Also, it would be cool to see BrickLists featured or integrated more.

For me everything is ok, i don't know how to do better. Meaby you can do some aplication for the phones :)

It's Fine as it is. Well done! Keep it up. Thanks.

Bigger pics of sets/minifigs needed in some cases. It'd be awesome to have an overall "pieces owned" inventory, pulled together from all sets you own.
Perhaps have a better parts catalog that can cross reference all of the Lego parts sites throughout the web.

How come BrinkLink isn't included in the "Buy" section? It really should be there, don't you think?

More Reviews

Add more images of older sets and do more contests.

You might want to have direct interviews with Lego on why past sets were cancelled, upcoming Lego sets, early access promotions (etc.)

Improve the forums; they are very old compared to the website.

I vary much enjoy the lego construction themes if you could add knights kindom and bionicle to the tag construction I would vary much appreciate that thank you.

More free give away :)

More official reviews if possible

Just my personal opinion but I have used much better forums both in design and layout, I can't quite put my finger on it but I find both the Gtplanet and gtaforums are better and easier to use, Other than that I love Brickset and would change nothing else about it.

It seems to be fine to me!

The site could use video reviews for each set in its database.

N/A

I think the site is perfect.

I really enjoy the reviews of sets that are included on the main page. However, it would be nice if reviewers could add photos to the reviews that they add to the set database. It would provide a lot of information, as a picture is worth a thousand words.

tagging system - hard to find older news articles

Ease and access to the forums. Shouldn't need a separate login. I love that I track my inventory on the site but am frustrated about getting into forums. My initial login should be enough.

introduce categories in the 'sets owned' section, much like 'tags' but with terms you can choose for yourself.
Nothing. I am completely satisfied with all of the content on the website, except for a few sets. I've noticed that people like to put set numbers on the website with no proof of them even ever existing. I know how to find proof to see if the so-to-be released sets are real. And some are not. Please take more time in researching sets rather than just putting a set number on the site without any research of them even existing. Thank you!

None that I can think of. Keep up the good work!

Make the pieces survey easier.

Better information of periferical countries such as Portugal (My home). Exemple: absence of the information about the Lego Shop Calendar of October from Europe stores

Nothing that I can think of. You guys run a great site!

Email the email database with price watch and when special edition sets are available

Just keep doing what you're doing.

I find the "news" is becoming more and more "timid". It is as though you are becoming too close to LEGO the company to objectively and aggressively report on what is happening in their world. I realize that a close association with them grants you "privileges" from LEGO but on some level also binds your hands and dare I say turns you into a "corporate mouthpiece" conveying only "party line approved" messages. I find myself visiting other sites more often recently who dare to share "unofficial" and breaking news. Unfortunatley, much of what I see on brickset now I have already read about on other sites previously.

For the forum, I think you should improve the search feature and add searching in different categories of thread (For example, to be able to search for something in the marketplace category.)

The only improvement I can think of is perhaps making the cookie popup less obtrusive, or stay away after you click OK. Otherwise the site is fantastic and has really gotten better over the past year.

ensure that after dropmenu selection, searching doesnt start directly. gives performance problems while i can only later do a subselection

no need to review very small sets (e.g., a fiends polybag), anyone can see whats in it

just small point, i enjoy the site, ty!

The speed of the site could be slightly improved (although that could just be my internet connection).

Some improvements to the pictures of the older sets (about 1966 - 1999) and maybe some more pictures of some of the older sets would go a long way.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suggestion</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve the UI. I don't know how, but the latest build is not good. The buttons are obnoxiously large and the navigation is poor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe this is not the place, but I would like to see ways to displays the legos, i have probably 50 sets that i can't assemble cause i don't have a way to display them. It could be nice stands, or ideas from time to time to display the legos that you guys review.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The site is awesome for information. The forums are pretty basic, but they do the job.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Really hard to say something. You're definitely the best thematic site on the internets:-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review section with just links on home page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easier search by single tag words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replying would be a nice feature along with having a notification feature via email for people replying to your comment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like it as it is maybe there could be more competitions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm not using so much that I can make any comments. May be later on...next year....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good as is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More timely updates on new releases or rumors of upcoming sets.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews should be reached much easier. Standard for pictures: only front box images.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I cannot think of anything, everything is awesome on the site.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I personally think that the comments section should have a “reply” button instead of having to use @[insert person's name] to reply to someone. The reply would appear below the original comment, similar to YouTube and other pages. It'd be a lot easier to see if someone replied to you than having to scroll down the comment section, especially when it's a popular post.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directly open the ACM in edit mode when you select that you own a set. Perhaps make it possible to add fields to ACM that you want to use (f.e. if you give away a set to note that, or a missing parts field)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would prefer to see the table view rather than the graph view of my minifigs when I click the link.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More information about older sets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with a better way to browse the lists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compatibility with safari mobile

make it easier to find parts instead of going back to drop box all the time (sets, parts etc)

Do not change anything. Keep the job!
Thanks a lot for what you do !!!!

The availability of the Antikythera

include videos, 360 images

Nothing in my opinion, the set is perfect. :)

1. Only one small pedantic gripe. The only thing I don't really like is I have a widescreen laptop so when I use any of the beautiful big menu buttons, they all appear fine, but they are too long so there is always this fine balance of trying to get the whole menu to fit on my window but anytime you scroll down, the menu disappears.

I know I can resize my browser window so it will show the mobile menu instead... but it isn't as colourful and have the same ease of use.

2. You need more text feedback fields on your survey. You have a section on what needs to be improved, but no where for us to tell you how awesome you are. Where is the questions 'How often do you recommend Brickset to other?' Answer - nearly every day. Friends all think because I like lego, I know everything about every set. Brickset is my lego LMGTFY site. Keep on rockin' Brickset. You rule!

Honestly can't think of anything--I'm very happy with the site and its content as it stands (doing surveys, I regard 9 rather than 10 as my default reply so I have some way to acknowledge things that are super-pleasing to me!)

I can't say there's any problems. You could however make it possible to select more than one year/sub-theme/theme at once.

Re enable the notes box from search results. And link the ACM too. When updating my sets it is a bit cumbersome (too many clicks to get to the details).

good on whole

I haven't noticed this being historically true, but some of the reviews lately (the Star Wars ones specifically) have called out features or parts that are unique or flawed, and there aren't photos showing these features/issues. It'd be nice to have more photos that accompany the content of the text. Again, I haven't noticed this historically being a problem, it's just something I noted lately, and its probably a result of Huw providing the photos and Chris doing the text of the reviews.

The twitter could be better implemented, and There are a lot of sets without high quality pictures.

Sometimes there are duplicate elements listed in set inventories (presumably LEGO introduced a new mold or something similar). Not a huge deal though.
There are too many unhelpful comments on news items ("Meh" and "Fail" don't warrant any space; the whining could be done without).

I have no suggestions at this time. If I think of one I will contact site.

No improvements needed

Add manual, more pictures

I still miss the "random set" feature on the homepage, but I can certainly live without it. :-)

That aside, you're doing a grand job – keep it up!

There's only one thing I would like to see - a list of staff. There is/was one on the forum but it's out of date. Thanks!

I like the recent feature of up-and-coming events, but feel like it takes up a lot of space on the front page; perhaps this problem is magnified because I am an exclusively mobile user, but I would rather have a link to the full calendar.

To try and review more sets from each theme.

I'd like to see a mobile app for both site and forum.

I think brickset is good how it is

When viewing lists of sets containing a particular piece, it would be nice to actually see the number of pieces that each sets contain. Ideally, I would like Brickset to provide as much information as Bricklink does in terms of parts cataloging.

Also, if each product had a simple continued/discontinued label, it would be very very helpful.

The Ads on the right side that play video can really drag down the load time, especially on slower connections.

more surveys about new sets or other issues, so there would be more interesting statistics

Not sure if technically possible, but it would be useful to add to each set description links to dedicated topics on eurobricks forum.

It could be arranged in a way that users can add links, so there would be no need for moderators work.

Not much I can think of. The site is really, really useful and very informative.

Sorry I can't think of anything, it is my first port of call for checking out reviews, and searching for sets or parts. I love the way it I can tie in with rebrickable. Just GREAT! Well done. ✅✅
- Add availability at lego.com also on other regional markets (if its technically possible - for ex. Sweden/Czech Rep., many others...);
- all specific country "cover" prices (Its filled up for many sets, but not all - same, if its technically poss...)
- make set details customizable per user
- No.1 update, as its really "painful" feature now - disable the necessity of clicking in ACM on "Edit", when U want to fill something (at least for the first time done over the current set)
- the "lego sets per designer" which was brought up recently back to light by Huw - try to promote it even better or something, as this would be really nice addition to the current "Dtb"...

I find myself often switching between Brickset and Bricklink to look up details from there as well. It can be difficult to find the same
Would it be possible to get permission to link to the BL entry for a set? It might help BL as well with a graphical front end to search their database (through Brickset).

You should improve the quality of reviews, including the content and also the pictures. It would be nice to be faster publishing the news.

I would like to see Brickset as the primary source of LEGO related news and quality reviews - not just as an excellent database.

To me personally the site is already a fantastic platform, but I think it would be really great to sort sets by review average.... and in my collection graphs, it would be nice to have the yeara I have not purchased any set in blank, but visible, for me to keep track of my dark ages.

Anyhow, I still absolutely love this site. Keep up.

More important news.

On the "Browse" drop-down menu, a link to a list of years would be helpful.

During the slow periods, how about some reviews so older, classic set, from the 1970s or 1980s?

Maybe make the zoom a little bit more bigger

I like the themed reviews, like the Force Awakens ones or when Speed Champions came out. Quality reviews of the whole range done within a short time frame.

I would like to be able to download (maybe as a PDF) the inventories of sets, including the brick images.

easier search option for wildcards + set searching by name could be easier if not having to type it exactly in the right order.

Showing Bricklink price data on sets would be a fantastic improvement and shouldn't be difficult to implement.
I like using the Brickset site. I get a little confused/frustrated when changes are made with the format, but who doesn't. Brickset is a great resource for Lego fans. I enjoy going back through the years and looking at the sets in the database. Keep up the good work!

During the slow periods, how about some reviews so older, classic set, from the 1970s or 1980s?

Get better pictures of sets and update the sets as soon as possible after they are released.

You guys are doing a fantastic job. I love this website!

The Minifigure Section - I know there is a way to just view your LOOSE minifigure collection as well as those compiled in from the sets. But for the life of me, I can't work it out. There doesn't seem to be an obvious idiot-proof method? I'd like that more obvious as a drop-out option/button, etc. I also wish there was a non-minifig character option. UniKitty ISN'T a minifigure for example, often ghosts aren't included in the minifigure selection either. I collect Lego animals and would love a way to log/include this in using Brickset to help manage/keep track of my collection.

I have already mentioned this to HUW and he replied about linking this site to the bricklink database to easily add parts. So that is awesome.

I would like more timely news of sales in the U.S., but I know this is a U.K. Site.

Quicker response time when selecting between themes

This is a great site!

philipinder161@yahoo.com
I have nothing bad to say :)

Increase the amount of data related for each set

The site is pretty great the way it is, it does everything I need it to do :)

Maybe different theme categories, for example having all dinosaur oriented themes as one category or all agent oriented themes as one category.

Having a set review tab - as one of the main site tabs where all the official site set reviews are. Sectioned by theme so users can easily find them

Works fine for me. Always relevant and accurate

more honest and open reviews, reviews from a working class mans view of value for money. almost all your reviews and your personal comments are from a upper class person who thing its fine to spend £100++ on one set

the average working man who is on a basic wage would give a much different view.
The quantity of a set's pics is 7/10, but the quality is less. I see the effort to provide hi-res main image, but I'd like to see the same with the additional images as well.

Maybe one thing you could do is keep an eye on Amazon prices after you post discounts. Lately, no matter how quickly I get to the site after your post, the price has almost always gone back up. If that happens after you've made a post about a price drop, maybe you could go back and take the post down to keep people from getting frustrated.

Do include upcoming events too, particularly Asia events. I live in Malaysia and hardly I do read anything that's happening in my country.

Do you have a section on how to take care of the Lego sets? That would be a great idea and addition for many Lego collectors here.

For me, nothing really, everything is excellent. Just replace some old images.

I would like to see the Ebay section in the in the set description page go away. Most of the time it is inaccurate and does not provide listings that one would look for when searching for the set. In place of this, I would like to see a BrickLink listing section. This would provide much more accuracy to people looking to buy the set.

Pictures even if they are blurry.

I personally have sent in pictures to improve the site but they never get used.

No improvement needed! I absolutely love this site and it has helped me rekindle my love for Lego and helped me sort and organize my collection and also help me learn so much more about Lego that I never knew. Thank you all so much for such a wonderful site!

Show prices for sets on other sites, pictures in reviews and news reports

Update all minifigs and sets appropriately as some are missing from certain themes, e.g Star Wars. Also there is a glitch where for some if you say you want it and reload the page it says you own it

Sometimes a couple of days go by with no real news or reviews. It seems to have got worse over the last 6 months.

Site is great, just crashes way too often when viewing the database. Loading will time out and become unusable for a few minutes.

Track down piece counts for some sets that are missing them. Should be able to browse multiple specific set themes and/or years at at the same time (be able to select more than one theme or year). Faster loading time would be appreciated.

Not to improve, but to be able to see if anyone is looking for a set or has one to sell or trade, and a way to do so
You're doing a great job of running a very comprehensive website, so keep it up! I do find the ads at the bottom especially annoying, but that's a minor point and it's easy enough not to scroll down there.

Sometimes it's hard to find unique parts. More filters may help. Or perhaps a "looks like" feature

The site is quite cluttered with loads of sharing options and other stuff that I rarely use.

Post more homepage reviews, and please don't upload sets if you have no image or set name.

Generally great for what I want: news, occasional lookup of sets and instructions, and tracking my collection. I'd like a better way to track if I've taken a photo of a build, and perhaps even be able to link to it (even if hosted externally and it's just a URL). I like to have my own photos of builds, even though they are poorer quality than yours. Not expecting to share, just means Brickset becomes even more useful to me. Don't expect it to be that useful to others, but who knows!

I feel that some of the recent reviews, namely the new X-Wing set review, have been very standoffish and bad. Starting a review off with "However, whereas CapnRex101's excellent reviews of other sets have been full of interesting insight and speculation about the forthcoming film, you won't read anything like that in this one because I know very little about it." is a real turn off. If the reviewer has no interest in the product or franchise and refuses to even attempt speculation or fun with it, then how am I, the reader, supposed to take anything they say seriously?

Further to this, the outright refusal to use stickers, especially for a set that was (presumably) given to the reviewer for free, is an insult to LEGO and to the readers. I appreciate stickers aren't for everyone, they're a burden to me as well, but to outright refuse a part of the build is not in the spirit of reviewing a product. How can you claim something to be a fair review when you openly have no interest in the product and outright refuse to include a part of it? And then to be, in my opinion, rude to the people asking for sticker photos in the comments is just a kick in the teeth to your loyal readers. Yes, we can see what the set looks like without stickers in official photos. But what if we want to know how easy/hard they are to apply? Or we want to see real human sticker application rather than touched up and absolutely perfect placement?

I think you need to get over yourself and realise that when you're making a living out of this, your loyal audience deserves to get the full experience, not something you'll cut corners with.

Perhaps I'm just reading this all the wrong way, but I do feel that recently (and not exclusively to this review, that was just a particular issue for me), the quality of reviews and content has gone right down.

I also feel you would benefit well from a permanent reviewer who can deal with the LEGO video games/other areas you don't particularly focus on. It was kind of disappointing for me to find that you had to pull in a guest reviewer for Dimensions (although, the quality was just fine, perhaps you could consider bringing them on board to cover the gaming section?)

Include prices for sets that long got off the shelves.

Just keep doing what you're doing!
The ACM data is nice but it would be great to be able to load new entries directly from an import and have a few user defined text fields or checkboxes. I would also like the ability to manage multiple lists/collections under the same account. I use the user defined flags extensively, I would like to have more. It would also be great to be able to search the flags and acm data and generate a collection value based on the user entered current value field. Great job with the site. Keep up the good work.

It would be nice if users could send in fixes for pieces in a set, number of pieces etc. I know you get that from other sites but some of them are a ways off.

Also, I've gotten into trading pieces, sets, and minifigs on another forum site. It would be nice if we could contact other users who want a set we have available or if we could post sets we have. I've looked through the forums here but I haven't seen any trading threads. Maybe I missed them?

Everything is great except I feel like it takes a little longer than it should for a set to be listed in the database. It seems like it sometimes takes a long time for a new set to be added to the database. Even if an image isn't available, the you should still be able to find the set by searching the set number.

Keep up the good work

Personal statistics like how many pieces you own, or how much you spend on lego is a little bit too difficult to find, I had some trouble with that. Other than that, You should improve the mobile app, it's really hard to find a set, because it wants you to type the exact name of a set, instead of just typing fragments like on the main page search bar.

Ability to easily order spares and offer a more efficient way for printing pictures, instructions etc

I think that the accuracy of the parts list in the inventory of the sets should be improved. The "Amazon Shopper" is a really nice idea but needs improvement. Sometimes, it says that the lists have been updated but the prices are off or incorrect. There should be a clear way to see what's the cheapest (I think it's supposed to be bold but sometimes it doesn't work). When you check the option "Sets on my wanted list only" I think that the empty themes should not be displayed.

It's perfect

i think you need to improve the set detail section, because a lot of set doesn’t have some details that sometimes i find usefull, like set and box sizes or prices in euro

Make the data base easier to search by year or release.

An easier way to find sets by pieces (sometimes it's difficult to know what kind of piece is/ to find it in the database).

I really love the notice about availability of Lego Sets (old & new). Alas, publishing to such a large audience often leads to sell-outs, and no availability.

Yes!... This is not in your control...
Maybe separate news. I know personally I'd rather know about new sets rather than some of the other stuff shown in the front page.

Mobile / responsive should be improved.
I love browsing the page on my iPhone before going to sleep.

Cleanup of set information to universal standard

I had to search for a slightly old events calendar the other day & couldn't see an easy way to do it without just simply loading more articles at the bottom of the front page.
I tried the 'news' search function but could only find the latest one.

I would like to add location to my sets. I store them in bins (currently about 14 bins of just over a cubic foot each) on a shelving system and it would be nice to be able to quickly and easily note where they're at. I don't know what "ACM" is but I've tried using that for noting bin or location (or even whom I lent a set to) but it's cumbersome. Please add a quick edit option for this information.

Nothing to make it better at the moment. I love the site it has everything i need in it. I do like that I can go in and mark down my sets and know how much I have spent - although that I would rather not. Maybe if you know a sets release date that could be updated on its page to allow people to know when its due out. Would save having to go through news articles to find it.

I think a useful feature that could be added is actually made up of 3 parts:
1. Wanted part/brick- this feature could be made similarly to wanted minifigs/sets
2. Collection owned/wanted backup- In case of loss of account info, this would be a useful way to backup your collection to a Microsoft Excel or similar document.
3. Similar parts- some parts (for example the 1x1 plates) have a solid version and transparent version. It would be useful to find a way to group these together.

Just occasionally I feel that Brickset can be slower for news stories than some other sites - but you can't always be first!

More consistent review format. Also, if a set has stickers, add the stickers. Unfinished otherwise.

Some of the articles that are written by guest authors regarding the Ideas site have been disappointing and have felt like veiled self-promotion. The other articles are timely and wonderful. The database is immensely useful, and I absolutely love it. The forums are pretty good.

Overall I feel the site is pretty satisfactory, and does a good job of providing new features I hadn't even considered. The new like button has been especially nice, but so have many other features. The only things that would need improving would be set inventories, but I know these are not maintained by brickset and therefore cannot be altered.

Our own themes for homepage

The one time I would actually like an email notification is when an unreleased set in my wish list goes on sale at Amazon.
None to report. You got everything down.

I use this site all the time to update the inventory of my collection. A valued resource! Thank!

Currently the only way to rate a set is to write a review of it. I think it would be good to have a numerical rating system where people could rate a set 0-10 or something like that, without needing to write a review. We should still keep the review system though; the numerical ratings would just be an addition to what already exists.

More news / reviews.

Feature on current trends, most/least popular ebay trends etc

its good

Constant promotion of magazines (especially Bricks) is a little nepotistic. I feel it is important to remember Lego is a toy and not some elitist art form.

Parts lists

Try to find the best pictures for the sets.

better filtering of searches

More images from old sets

I would like to have an additional feature beyond "I own this set" and "I want this set". I'm a builder, not a collector. I like to buy new sets, build them once or twice, admire them for a while, play with them a little, but then disassemble them and re-sell the used set on ebay to make room for more sets. I'd like to track the sets I've built but no longer own. Right now I'm just using "I own" as my way of tracking.

Make the search function better

Wouldn't mind seeing Lego sales similar to toysnbricks.com
I felt that the reviews for the second half of the year have not covered as many themes as usual. Eg, New Ninjago sets (not including the Temple of Airjitzu), the last two Ultra Agents sets from third wave and new Star Wars sets (not including the Force Awakens which I know we're all reviewed). Despite this, all the reviews are always of top quality and excellence, ensuring we have the right information before making those sometimes difficult purchases (well, at least for myself). Keep up the great work in these reviews.

I'm not sure if this can be done already, but due to living in Australia some articles are slightly irrelevant. Is there a way that we can not see them? Also, is there a way to change prices into other countries currency, like Australia? As they are generally quite different to the ones you provide, which means we either have to check at Lego.com or an exchange rate website.

And final, I enjoy looking at the forum box on the main page to see if there is anything of interest, however it seems to cycle through some of the same topics regularly even though the topic was started (in some instances) a few years ago. It would be nice sometimes just to see some different topics come up.

Also, I don't know if it is possible but would there be a way to allow users to choose which way they could view a thread. Eg, earliest posts first or lasted post first. As I stated above when entering a thread and noticing that it started in 2012 makes me less likely to read through to the end.

However, the site has been and always will be my number one place for getting the latest on Lego news and reviews. Keep up the excellent work Team Brickset.

It feels as though the reviews from some of the TFA sets are a little belated in their release, but other than that no complaints.

n/a

Response time issues and hanging when attempting to access set database from mobile device.

Love your site. Fantastic tool.

Would love to see integration with bricklink - for set inventories, availability of parts etc.

I think the evolution of the site over the years has been great. Right now the site is very good in functions and design, I really can't point negative aspects. Keep up the good work!

No comment at this time

Quick-mark sets as dissassembled.

Make it easier to find pieces through you search function.

I love the Android app, having problems lately with favorites though.

I don't necessarily enjoy the layout of the forum. It's nicer, I guess. (Update the logo)

But other than that, I've been using the site for years, and I love it.
Love the ability to filter out front page items by category; wish there was a way to remind me to login when I'm on another computer other than wondering why all these UK events were showing up all of a sudden. Not sure of a good way to do that, though.

It would nice to have easier access to stats on sets, such as most desired of a theme or most owned, things of that nature.

i love this site i yous it everyday to check a set, look for price, research and the updated home page of all the latest news, reviews and events going on

when i need to look something up your my favorite place to go to look for what i need,

i like the lego set reviews But do you think you can take more pic, like close up to details part and more different angles, but other then that i love the site, keep up the good work.

More reviews of historic and Classic sets

Keep doing what you are doing.

I cannot think of any improvements to me everything seems to be covered

I am amazed with this lovely website of Lego sets and their info.
I believe you should do the wooden Lego era.

Overall, I love what this site manages to accomplish.

First, I think Brickset is one of the best overall Lego websites! The pricing data on Lego sets on sale are sometimes not right. I understand prices can change particularly for Amazon, but there are some long-standing prices that were always off.

Would be nice if My Sets reporting had a feature to look at stats on what I paid vs. the RRP or even market value. I know other sites like Brick Picker have a Lego investment view, maybe an improved way to integrate or build into Brickset would be awesome.

It was a shame that the mixels building competition stopped without even a mention.

Maybe a way to track multiple collections in one account

Nothing needs improving the site is already good.

Reviews are very uncritical and come off as a bit fanboy-ish, particularly Star Wars reviews. Also more could still be done to make clear when an article is sponsored / affiliated etc. See also the Blocks / Bricks magazine mess.

You're doing great! I can't think of anything rm that the site needs!
I personally prefer the more square design the old site had. It felt more organized. Aside from that, a cool feature would be the ability to review themes overall for story/sets. Other than that you guys are doing a great job and I love the site! :)

One thing that I think could be improved is the LEGO Ideas aspect of the site. Glenbricker does highlight some sets that are close to expiring, or are close to a major milestone, but I feel like LEGO Ideas is becoming a bigger avenue for how LEGO sets are designed and made. It would be nice to do a once a week highlight of a LEGO Ideas project. Now, I do understand that this could open up a can of worms with people asking for you to highlight their project, but you might be able to minimize this be establishing some rule/guideline that anyone who asks will not have their project even considered as a highlighted project for the next 6 months. Anyway, just something to consider.

I would like more news, even if not endorsed by TLG. For example the modular building creator set is due in just a few months yet nothing is reported. You don’t have car magazines just reporting what the manufacturers say and approve. So why does LEGO get a veto on reporting things.

I’d prefer the "browse" tab to have all themes rather than just the current best sellers.

I think you should try to find more under the "alternate builds" section of each set in the database

Keep doing what you are doing! It's fantastic to have a site like this with great reviews of sets across the Lego range, insights on Ideas, conventions, and AFOL happenings, and coverage of contemporary Lego culture in general. Thank you!!!

It'd be great if sets had the "price guide" and "catalog entry" links that minifigures do. Also for some reason the BrickLink link in the "other databases" links section doesn't work for any CMF (full set) entries.

It seems like some content doesn't make it to the front news page- especially set reviews, so I have to go looking for them. Otherwise I love this site- I probably check it daily.

Don't know if it's doable, but would be nice to be able to tick off owned/wanted sets on all search results, instead of just getting picture/review/minifigs listing

I cannot think of anything. Brickset is one of the most useful lego sites and I cannot think of an added feature.

Set reviews would benefit from a few more pictures.

not a lot of news

when new pictures for a set come out , the set should come back on the site updates with the latest picture
Really nothing could improve it. It is well designed and has active members and my wife is happy to have my user name and password because it allows her to surprise me with a new set every now and then without having to ask me if I need it or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can't think of anything. Keep up the great work!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I think the forums are a little ugly compared to the main site. I understand they are a different server and hosting service, just the only thing I would think about doing different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For new sets released by LEGO (available S@H), I often see your notation still as &quot;not yet released.&quot; For Buy Lego In USA, I don't know if you store release dates in your database but I would enjoy being able to sort by release date (not date added to your catalog).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nothing, I like it just the way it is.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing, I like it just the way it is.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More complete list of sets from the past. Knights Kingdom and others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I really enjoy the site. I think its great and I don't have any complaints or suggestions at this time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>very easy site to use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some of the news stories are too trivial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm pretty happy with it as is, sometimes I wish the reviews for new sets appeared faster but I totally understand how time consuming it would be!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Show pictures of upcoming sets sooner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The main design has more white than I prefer. In seriousness though, I'm not entirely sure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please finally give us an option to see all the &quot;Discounts at Amazon&quot; WITHOUT the marketplace entries!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give a + and - button for sets i want and sets i have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Give a quantity for sets i want that auto decreases when + is clicked on for sets i want</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perhaps it might be possible to control the number of site updates, forum posts, and set reviews that appear in their respective sections on the homepage. Also, while it was not exactly a necessary feature of the site, I always enjoyed the "random set" feature on the older version of the site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I would enjoy a featured &quot;set of the week&quot; of past sets that has the same level of analysis that you provide new sets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
I find myself having to log back into the site a lot - I'm unable to see the Uk buying part of the forum without logging in and although I have Brickset set as one of my homepages, I'm often logged out. If you're able to add a 'keep me logged in until...' feature, that would be great.

The latest news should come up automatically

I am pretty much satisfied with the Brickset site.

I miss the classic site because of the darker colour scheme and the speed of the simple features it used to have. I have an older machine and all the scripts make it struggle. It works, but it's a bit slow. I know I'm in the minority.

Import/Export/Share buttons for the set collections etc need to stand out better to see them.

I am new to Brickset so maybe have just not found this info, but it would be useful to know what is retired vs. not retired.

The ability to add the same ACM data to multiple sets. eg. When I add 16 different collectable minifigures to my collection I have to put in the ACM data individually for all 16 even though the date, price, and condition information is the same. If there was an 'add ACM to multiple sets' option it would save time.

More complete parts lists.

A way to count your pieces, and see how many pieces you need to build a LEGO set.

I think there is a shortage of Good reviews on the homepage, so many great reviews I see go unnoticed, maybe once a week have a weekly pick for a review to be chosen to show on the homepage

I'd love to see New Zealand Lego store in the "Buy" section but I understand being a small country and user base, it's best to cater to the masses.

Not sure if it already exists but do users get notified when a set they "want" is on sale in the buy section? Maybe a user could set a desired price and get notified if it is for sale below that.

Other stores other than ebay and lego might also be good. Maybe outsource this to users (web developers like me) who might be interested in helping to get local store prices. Push them up to your website via an API?

Easier navigation

I think that overall, everything is great. However, I have encountered some issues, specifically when pressing the "MORE" button under the "sets added to the database" column. On multiple occasions, it has sent me to every set in the database, rather than sets that were recently added.

I feel the search bar should be fixed but other than that this site is the best on the web 🌟🌟🌟🌟🌟
I use the chrome browser on iOS and occasionally encounter a bug that causes the articles to not appear on the home page.

I haven't used the site more than a couple times so I'm not sure at this point. So far so good.

It would be great if the Application was able to function as solidly as the website.

Either an app or a mobile site would be nice. If one already exists, then maybe better advertisement! :P

I think it's a great website. I can't think of any way to make it much better. You guys do a great job!

Can't get in. Problems being won't recognize my Username/Password. I send a "Forgot Password" but no reply issued. My email is correct: "scralings.raymond@gmail.com"

when you create your list of set, it could be cool and usefull to follow on the same one your sets and those of your children; counted apart from your collection

Have more information about unreleased sets.
Try to include images of prototype versions of sets (including preliminary images AFTER the sets are released and it doesn't matter if the preliminary prototypes are seen any more). It is very interesting to see what some sets looked like in earlier stages.

allow for broader search if possible. When a particular character is not included in the name when searching, such as a hyphen, no results appear such as "AT-AT"

I love the site-
I'll probably like anything you add/change...I'm easy to please.
thanks for your hard work and expertise.

The preferred images for the modern sets should be the boxes images.

More set details, possibly going step further and having piece data too

I find it frustrating that Collectible Mini-Figures will often not show up in my Mini-Figure inventory because they are listed as a "set", this can be confusing.

Maybe more pics?

You have to put the review for 60097 City Square!

Update the Facebook page

You may not realize it but a lot of your visitors are in the US, and it would be nice to somehow filter out the UK-specific news you publish that, sadly, is irrelevant to me.
My only disappointment with the site is the often incomplete parts list for many sets. I often have to switch to other sites to find accurate information about the parts contained in a set. Otherwise, your site is very useful and appreciated. I'd be lost without it. Thank you :)

I'm pretty happy with the entire site, generally speaking. I love the customizable categories for the sets and the ability to keep my collection details online. I know you have no control over BrickLink's naming of new minifigures, so I won't complain about their slowness to you. :)  

Nothing I have on this site has been problematic for me. The only problem I had was the pictures slow response, but other than that everything was great! You guys have done great job. You deserve a pat on the back :)  

One thing I wish I could navigate better is trying to find the articles that were written on some of the various Lego themes over the years (I think there was one on castles, pirates, etc), and also find some of the book reviews. It's a great site, but I can't always quite find something after it disappears from the news page.  

Also, as a potential AFOL who just started with Lego again as my son gets into Duplo (and now Lego) - it's a bit sad that some of the database on older Duplo sets is sparse (e.g. Duplo Toolo). I know it's not your main readership though and I imagine the info on sets/pictures for some of these older sets is hard to find, though in these cases I can often find a little more on some other websites. Congratulations though - I think I'll have Brickset to thank if I make the switch from mom of a Duplo loving kid to full AFOL status!

When you go and put in the figures you have. I think that you should make Marvel and DC separate for the people who only like to collect Marvel or DC figures so they don't feel obligated to have to get both.

Brickset is an excellent site. I can't recommend any improvements.

Ability to add quantity to tags.

Some of the set images are not so good. Especially those from instruction book scans. Also, I view Brickset as an AFOL site so why review sets that are in no way of interest to most AFOLs (e.g. Mixels)  

I would enjoy it if the articles highlighting new Lego ideas/projects occurred every month on a regular basis.

I think that y'all are doing a great job providing info we need. Unfortunately I am not interested in many sets LEGO introduces these days because I (like many other seniors) already collect too many themes and we have run out of room to buy new sets. Maybe we could provide more and easier ways for members to sell off batches of their collections so they have room for more. Most of us don't want to become Bricklink, eBay or Amazon sellers, but need to unload lots of sets if we are to buy more.

As the members age, it might be a good idea to create a new area in the forum for them to address their special concerns, which could differ quite a bit from that of those under 50 or so. We tend to be more interested in the builds of other seniors more than those of teens, etc. Just an idea.

Again keep up the great work! We really appreciate what you do, Gray
Can't think of anything, Brickset is an awesome site and you guys do a great job!

The site is great. The app is coming along. That is the place that needs the most attention. There has been much feedback given already on itunes, so I won't reiterate here.

The app came in handy today at the Lego Store at Disney Springs. I had created a Want list and used it today to pickup several items!! Thanks!!

The forum section could use some work. Something about it just seems a bit lacking, too simple? I wish there was an option to remove the Lego collectible Minifigures bag 'sets' from the sets view and put them in the minifigures view only. I like using the gallery view to view all my sets and I don't like all my minifigures cluttering my sets view. Or at least it would be nice to have a division so i can divide my brickbuilt sets from the figures. Great site. Thanks a lot!

one thing that would improve the site is if there was a function to change the database display back to the classic white and blue database homepage.

Increase the custom flag limit (4 is too few). Allow users to create their own custom database tags for their own private use (my custom tags will only be viewable to me; will work similar to flags). Sets containing minifigures must have all of the figures present in the minifig gallery (I have multiple sets in which there are minifigures yet they don't appear in the minifigures owned section; Set 7667 is an example of this - It says that I own the set but the minfigures are nowhere to be found in my owned minifig gallery). I would like the Advanced Collection Manager edit tool to be more streamlined and easier to use (I would prefer to not click "edit" for every set, especially when you own a lot of them; it would be easier to just click on the part that you want to edit directly - i.e click notes and you can immediately start typing some info). Add 'sales and deals' for store websites (i.e. Target.com USA currently has Set 60078 for a 30% discount).

For some reason, under "themes" I can't ever find "Disney Princess".

More pictures and descriptions of the individual features of each set - perhaps links to youtubers who review sets like the brickshow

Add a feature where we can see a breakdown of the parts we own like rebrickable and peeron. I know that you haven't done it because they do it but it would be nice to only have to use one site, not multiple sites. You would have to add a feature that allows people to put in their loose parts too.

Better set images for older sets

Inventories are often incomplete. Some pieces are absent from the database as well.

Make things easier to find

It would be great if we could share lists via url/social media in messages etc. It would also be nice if more MOC's were shown. It would also be better to see more reviews of different themes on the front page, even if a new wave is spread out over a period of time, or we get different reviews of the same sets on the homepage to compare opinion.

I love it the way it is
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You could update the new this year section in &quot;Browse&quot;. Other than that, nothing else. This is a great Lego site!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For a few days now I have been trying to find a website where you can keep a personal inventory of the Lego pieces you own.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing its perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes news on Brickset is a bit behind than other sites like the Brick Fan and BZP, perhaps speedier and more news would be nicer :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have no suggestions at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brickset has been around for quite a while and has always concentrated mainly on the US and EUR markets. Not sure if it is possible to also include ASIAN market news ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None, pretty good the way it is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More reviews across all product lines. Less reviews that haven't fully explored the full content of the set or video game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix hashtags on the mobile side of the forums. Something must tweak able for set searches to function they way you intend. Don't let someone like SMC come in and try to setup Eurobricks-Lite. What a cluster.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't fix it if it ain't broke.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Download speed can be poor, especially from mobile. The blue font used for links seems to be the slowest loading component and makes the site unusable unless on an unusually good connection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honestly? Nothing. You guys are amazing, so just keep up the good work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be great if the home page had more articles more frequently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing pictures on Flickr is very annoying on mobile devices. I'd also like my minifigure list to be updated when I lost a new set as in my collection, but I haven't checked to see if does in a while, other than that it's a great site with great articles!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>update top 40 biggest lego sets and subscribe to my channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under the Sets You Own it would be nice if we could have retail values of the set particular to the country you live in. In my case New Zealand rather than US dollars as this means very little as prices here are very different.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve the user Lego data bank more user-friendly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep up the great work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For us old users, go further back in time and add more of older Sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm one of those people who likes to read news in the order that it comes up, without having anything “spoiled” before I get to it. I find that the “In the News” section tends to either spoil the news for me or simply sits with old news in it for a few days. It would be great to have the option to modify the home page by disabling that particular banner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles published more frequently would be great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe add a MOC page so we can share our creations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing and contrasting new sets that come out in detail could help users make more educated buying decisions. Also, a brickset score of each set would be less objective but more interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom &quot;my sets&quot; (so I can keep track of the kids' Legos).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasionally I see articles go missing. I've scrolled through recent news to check back on something and couldn't find the post again, that's happened a few times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where people have more than 1 quantity of a set, it would be nice to introduction a trade/swap feature (or the option to sell).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing the parts of two different sets is somewhat difficult and the partslist could be better (tabular).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts of the website functionality is unintuitive and could be better explained, e.g. if I sell/lose one minifigure from a set then the suggested way of recording this is very clumsy!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would be nice to have instructions in a flip book type of format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update news more often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better set inventories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile access to the ACM info doesn't display properly on my mobile phone. I even request desktop, but still I cannot see all the info or update it. It is a great site where I can track most of my sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The site is excellent (both mobile and desktop). The mobile forum could be improved technically but I'm not sure how much control you have over that. It would be good if the mobile forum had some of the functionality that is available on the desktop forum. Particularly the ability to see your drafts and the discussions view. Hitting back on the forum also loses where you has scrolled down to on the home page. Other than that, I think it would be good to be able to edit posts for longer than a few</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
minutes. I doubt many people would abuse that privilege and it would allow people to make minor edits and corrections without having to ask a mod.

One thing I can think of is a better way to get to Your wanted list for send it to friends. Now it is hidden away in the user settings. In the beginning I did not use it much but forgot from time to time where to find it, Was not a logical Place find it under settings.

Link the book reviews directly to the single books without the need to search the news archive. Give me a chance to shop books also in other Amazon stores not only the one picked(?) by my IP. Do you know guys that shopping English books at Amazon.de is much more convenient than Amazon.it - even if you have to pay shipping cost?

Add the RETAIL prices for the sets in their information.

some set images are bad or just scans of the instructions.

Some of the reviews lately have been "draw a circle, now draw the rest of the fucking owl" type of reviews, where I believe a little more time/space could be spent on intermediate states of the build(s).

While I like the tag-system for sets, I wish that users could tag sets, unless I just haven't figured out how to use it, yet. Other than that, not much. It's a really great system.

I don't know

I have no interest in star wars or superheroes so in an ideal I would prefer less focus on those themes but appreciate that I'm in the minority!!

As always, a great site for LEGO information.

I like that you respect LEGO's wishes in keeping watermarked images off the site until they are officially released.

I do find most of the current LEGO events and leaks offsite (i.e. Reddit and YouTube), but I always come back to Brickset as my hub for LEGO. The quality is outstanding, and importantly... official. Good work!

Quite a lot of old sets have wrong photos

old sets do not have good photos of them. same with polybags. Would prefer photos of the sets themselves instead of the box design.

I don't know
It's a good site, guys.  
But maybe make a separate bar in the menu for reviews?  

Price evolutions of sets  

more european information (discount, business, shows, ...)  
more information on the old sets; even if peeron interface is very poor, it is a gold mine for older sets  
coming back to this page:  
you cannot even put a mark on germany or france when identifying your country; just recall UK doesn't pay in euro and may quit!  

all in all a great site but the forum could do with being a bit clearer and have more theme sub sections, i.e., creator, star wars etc. a bit like eurobricks. I really enjoy the site and appreciate the work you guys put into it, cheers  

Release calendar link on homepage  

Alerts in the form of emails to notify us when a set on our wanted list is at a discount on Amazon/other stores.  

Not keen on the forum. Find it quite hard to navigate.  

Honestly I like the site and don't really know how to make it any better.  

Add a news-editor or two so that the site doesn't appear dormant when you guys are away.  

The news and reviews are excellent, could possibly do with less 'who's selling what cheap' on the front page all the time.  

I'd like the character numbers listed under set listing. Also the latest (or first) set number listed on front screen of mini figs data. You have done this more recently with many mini fig characters.  

S ell better shirts. I have two of the short sleeved polo shirts. They are not good quality.  

S ell tee-shirts. If they were nice I would buy them.  

S ell magnets for the back of my car. I would be Paying You to put Advertising on my car for Your Site!  

S ell exclusive sets. Small runs for others. The ones not picked up by Lego Ideas. Sell them. Give a portion to the creator. To you. And to Fairy Bricks. Heck. I'm willing to be the one to do this from the USA. I can get the manpower and the bricks. I just need the sets and permission!
**Sell** better shirts. I have two of the short sleeved polo shirts. They are not good quality.

**Sell** tee-shirts. If they were nice I would buy them.

**Sell** magnets for the back of my car. I would be Paying You to put Advertising on my car for Your Site!

**Sell** exclusive sets. Small runs for others. The ones not picked up by Lego Ideas. Sell them. Give a portion to the creator. To you. And to Fairy Bricks. Heck. I'm willing to be the one to do this from the USA. I can get the manpower and the bricks. I just need the sets and permission!

Nothing I find it so useful, esp love the way you can record what sets you own, maybe if you could allow a part for price paid for items owned, good for insurance purposes perhaps.

Seems a lot want the transient sales info. So do I. An RSS feed is easier to follow than watching the forum.

Newsletter more often

Be able to sort my sets by accending & decending

Would love to see some added functionality to the ACM such as the ability to generate reports based on the data we've entered. It would also be great if the value of our collection was based upon the prices we enter in the price paid field (or an option to do so).

You are doing definitely an excellent job! Maybe some more on MOCs but there are other Lego sites which are covering that issue of course.

It's fine!

Database that shows images of all the sets you own would be very cool.

It's pretty good as it is.

Easier navigation between subthemes.

I am only using this website for a short period, but I already love it compared to the other brick websites out there. And you have an app that syncs with the database here! Keep up the good work!

I would like some links to be able to order in the Netherlands, Belgium or Germany.

Maybe additional language information of the set names.

Maybe additional language information of the set names.

I think you've done a really good job on the site. I can't recall getting frustrated with many things.
Nothing, it's fantastic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>There are missing info/data on non-lego sets such as gears (watch, video games, books, etc.) which good for collectors to view their collection inventory. I dont have any manual inventory hence Brickset is my only source for my own list online that I could not afford to lose it. Brickst has done a super awesome job for us Lego collectors to keep. Hope that Brickset team will not fix what is not wrong and keep improving on the database and the ease of use for all users. Kudos to Brickset!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Not much. Seems everything is still good

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>You could... Show us more pics.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>:)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moc alternativa guides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A more robust design.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I don't go to the site often, but even with the update (which looks pretty slick, by the way) I have a hard time navigating exactly to the current going prices for my specific sets. It would be nice to see this when I select Owned sets. Right now it only shows RRP and details where to buy it, but not how much I paid, the difference, etc. That all seems to be in the overview, but is very specifically an OVERVIEW versus a set by set breakdown. What happened to that? Also, it would be nice to see an option for a mobile app that would focus on specific info like pricing, sets owned, etc. Some of the graphs you have could be in it as well. I would suggest not having site information on it, on an option to navigate to the site from the app if more info was desired. The app would be a very basic breakdown of the user's specific wants/needs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to do the italian version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More news and reviews.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nothing, I love your site.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I have no suggestions to add at this time.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generally, I'm happy with the site, so I don't have any specific suggestions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The different tabs in the set pages (on top, near the reviews) are a bit confusing. Some can be consolidated, e.g. I'd like the extra images on the main page, not in a tab.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>There wasn't a report on the appearance of Series 6 Mixels at the end of September in stores, so perhaps look at getting more sources for news?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Not much. I would love to see more news on upcoming sets and exclusives (Doctor Who! :) ) but that's nothing you can really fix without the Lego group being less secretive :)

One minor remark: some of the review (especially for the licensed sets) tend to focus very much on the look of the set and the minigigures. While this is important, I personally like to have some info on the build itself too: time, complexity, interesting techniques, small surprises (such as the moment you have to twist the blocks while making Wall-e's eyes).... These are important reasons for me to consider buying a set and is info that cannot be derived from the box. Huw's reviews are excellent in this respect. (Lego is about building and creativity, not about the print on a minifig torso, no? ;-) ) It's a minor pet peeve, considering the great work you guys are doing!

It might be nice to have some additional locales for links to the online LEGO Shop. For "en-NL" (Netherlands), I have to go to the shop page manually every time. And maybe an account setting to change the default retail price and price per piece in lists (to show in euro instead of dollars, for instance). Also, some tagging or category system for the collection of sets I own (or maybe just multiple lists).

RSS feed without pointless 'top news articles this week'

Can't think of anything at the moment

Show RRP for EU countries as well in €

Keep up the great work the latest mods have been great

Clickable buttons could be clearer. Extended set numbers sometimes confuse.

For me nothing life threatening to improve.

I don't know. I like your site the way it is.

Not much to add really. Happy user here.

Reviews for licensed sets can be less nitpicky about their similarities to the source material: it's not fun to read and bogs things down.

I don't use it enough to make too many comments

Forum is a little untidy in its sprawling front page.

nothing

I can't think of anything! The site is already excellent!

Really great site, not much to improve! I'd just love to be able to use wildcards for searching, e.g., 7503? would return all sets from 75030 to 75039.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The figures could use more customization. When I say I have a set, the figures are automatically added, but I don't always have the figures, and when I do have figures, it ends up being vice versa.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'm from Ireland and find the news about offers and promotional kit tends to be very UK or US centric, which I would like more of a broad news section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I've often thought that a simple ability to add a image of my MOCs to my set database and perhaps a brick list would further help me to keep track of what I have. Mainly because I source new bricks for my builds to enable them to be built without using pieces from existing sets, therefore my collection grows not only from set purchases but also BRICKLINK &amp; BRICKOWL purchases so I have thousands more bricks than Brickset calculates me having. If simply to keep tabs on the bricks that I have and see my MOCs as part of my whole collection... I could be really wrong here, it's just a thought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd be interested to read more reviews of unusual sets that your readership might not otherwise consider (eg 70008, 41074, or even 10577!), not just the typical AFOL-fare. Having said that, thanks for the many excellent reviews by CapnRex101!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like the option to disable the social media buttons, in order that they do not appear anywhere if disabled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some people in the forum can get really mean. It makes people hesitant to comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard to navigate through multiple LEGO sets. Not always full information on LEGO sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full satisfied with site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. I love your site and would be lost without it! 2. I sent a suggestion before about the ACM (custom entries). I never got any kind of response so I don't know if it's under consideration. It would be nice to get feedback on ideas submitted. 3. Why are the inventories not 100% accurate? It would seem like this should be knowable with some type of feed from Lego.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the site background - plain white is to sterile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference between Brickset.com and MyBrickset (phone app), where is category with CMF minifigures (owned,wanted). But on Brickset.com CMF are in category sets. Otherwise MyBrickset and Brickset.com are great! Thank you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More guest reviews and photos from various Lego events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's a excellent site, keep up the good work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Several sets (only a few years old) do not have very many images such as rear of box or the images LEGO had on their website back then. It would be nice if those images could be included for the older sets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brickset is the primo Lego resource on the internet; I have nothing to suggest.

Good the way it is.

Submenues sometimes are difficult to handle

Get more complete piece list.
Get more news from Denmark.

Can't think of anything! It is great! Maybe make it more mobile friendly or create an app based interface?!

The discounts shown for Amazon are often out of date when you click on them.

Please try to update database for old 1980 and 1990 products.

More news and more review! :)

I'd drop the Top 10 news stories of the week! I'm sure most users look every day.

I enjoy the latest database changes, but sometimes wish the search function could be delineated by a year range, not just a single year.

Nothing really needs improving. As a Technic collector I would like more coverage, but as Lego is so diverse I realise you have to cover all the various sets.
The Amazon price compare site information is very good but maybe there should be a note that what at first glance may be a bargain is not when exchange rates, price differences to those stated and Paypal Euro to £ conversion charges are added in. This can easily add 10% to the list prices.

It would be a lot better if you close the gap of timelessness of news or a review. I check this page a lot because I love to learn something new about Lego or a read a review about a set I might want in the future. So can y'all try to do a extra review?

Forum is a basic layout which is really good, but seems a bit uncoordinated. Custom sets featuring with guides would be good.

The pictures of the older sets might be more accurate. Often there are pictures of instructions.

I think the frontpage is kinda excluding. Doesn't really invite you to all the great stuff thats on the site. I think also more news and bigger pictures would be nice on the frontpage.

Besides news I use the site manly for taking track of my collection with the ACM, an that integration is still quite poor.
Other than that an option would be nice in piece search to get results solely based on the shape first and see the color options later (Kind of like the Expert Mode in LDD).
And for the extended search option a NOT parameter would be nice. Like everything NOT Duplo.
For what I want, it odse the job correctly, I would also like real time release dates of sets but that's just hard to do because, LEGO but, your doing a good job

- Even more reviews  
- more subjective reviews  
- more news (and speculations)  
- more non-news (e.g. reports about collecting, storing, selling..)

More Reviews. More about Members and their builds

Only thing I could suggest is make your app for smart phones a bit better...but that is all you all do a great job.

Just great as it is

-reduce occasional downtimes of the site (rare, not critical)  
-response time for clicking "have" button on sets is sometimes slow, sometimes number field is unresponsive

Brickset's the best Lego resource I've found, more postings would be nice!

I have no recommendations at all.  
For me, the website is away of indexing my own LEGO collection and to look up information regarding sets I might want and you guys do a fantastic job of maintaining and organizing it.

N/A

It would be great if you could get access to or take pictures of older sets. The newer sets starting in the mid 2000's have multiple pictures (official images from Lego) of each set. The older ones only have a couple. I know there probably aren't official images of those, but the old boxes used to have all sorts of different pictures if you can get a good copy of those.

You could create some partnership with some stores to give your users discounts. That would be amazing!

I miss the function just like the old peeron.com site that you can see if you can build a set whit the bricks (of all the sets) you own

home page to be more simple

In my opinion, parts database needs improvement. Some elements are lacking in set's parts lists.

to be able to see the number of sets you need to make the set that your looking at with links to buy (different from can I build this set)

I wouldnt change it tbh
Everything is already very good...

Nothing

a unreleased sets section

Reduce the clutter

Video reviews get with the times. On a more serious note sometimes news is a little slow to filter over to here I see leaks/new set news a lot faster on other sites than I do here.

I wish that more of the Lego Product Collections were shown in the database. I have several "value packs" or "bonus packs" that have multiple Lego sets packaged together, but that do not appear to be listed in the Brickset Database (mainly from the 1990's).

Drop down menus for searching by year, theme. More information on sets right when you search, or a quick view option.

a personalised front page - so you can set your own preferences for news etc.

search function occassionally does not pick up - searching through google sometimes finds the page better.

I like it the way it is now

My only real wish is that I could go directly from one subtheme to another when browsing sets or looking at my own collection. I love everything else on the site!

I like everything ,but when I see a specific year of steps with a specific theme then it shows all the themes in that year.

- Even more reviews
  - more subjective reviews
  - more news (and speculations)
  - more non-news (e.g. reports about collecting, storing, selling..)

Huw, many thanks.
You always implement new features like the "like" or the possibility to filter the sets.
I was browsing in the parts and could first not found what I was searching.
The categories especially the one for the figures are difficult to browse and to understand why a part is in this category and not in another there they are related parts.
Here I wish it would have also tags or excluding filters.

And may be the reaction time, but I know this is not always related to brickset, but to the lego site there the pictures are from.
I like the web page the way it is because it is simple and quick to navigate. Making it too overloaded ... I think not a good idea. Just little tweaks, for example it could be easier to maintain the set information for owned sets (like purchase price, date, etc).

A videos page, and an updated logo.

Faster loading speeds
Make it easier to find individual bricks (more categories or less colors)

Make all sellers send final quote before sale complete.
Postage and packing etc sometimes high.

Maybe collecting guides, classic set guides

Perhaps a larger display of search results, maybe the option to view results as a grid of images instead of just a list.

German retail prices (€) in the data sheet of sets often don't match the real suggested retail prices by LEGO for Germany. That's a point to improve.

Drop down menus still don't work with Firefox. Or there is an other issue with it, that prevents some browsers to use them properly.

When I'm trying to locate the sets based on a part, I find sometimes your database isn't complete. Or for some reason, a parts number that should pull up something doesn't pull up anything. I then find myself going to Peer, Rebrickable or BrickOwl to find the information I need. I'm not sure there is a suggestion in there, but it is an issue I face at times. :/

You should try to get more staff members from around the world so while some are sleeping, some are awake. This can help by giving users information before any website does.

It would be nice to have a filter to exclude Amazon marketplace vendors vs Amazon itself when listing discounted sets.

Sometimes the news is a bit late than other sites, such as The Brick Fan. Other than that, this website is perfect!

I would love to see part numbers, colors, and organization in the parts database somehow linked with the database used by Bricklink. Some parts are easy to cross reference, while others are not.

I frequently use the Amazon discount viewer, and it would be awesome if it would cross reference with my wanted list.

Maybe trying a mobile friendly solution, for those using tablets and smartphones.

Honestly not sure how it could be better; seems like the best LEGO site out there!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continue your good work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faster inventories of new sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A suggestion for the forum - Alerts with a yellow 'new' box show up indicating new posts in forum topics people have read before. However, it would be nice to be able to 'deactivate' the topics that are no longer of interest. It would help highlight the topics that we still want to follow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also, photos with a light blue background -- such as the review of the new Millennium Falcon -- sometimes appear discolored due to the perceived 'white balance' being off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other than that, Brickset does a great job and is already the best.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easier Access to older News Articles on Brickset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve scrolling on iOS / mobile browser. Sometimes it will scroll the tables n not page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to see the European prices with every set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am not really sure how you could change the site, it's already near perfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAKE IT EASIER TO SET A AVATAR FOR YOUR PROFILE !!!!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loading time on some pages, instructions, and such take a while to load up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be fine to add links to Lego.es in the news about new sets available in the Lego store, besides the other countries you use to include.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Really like the site as it is, most of the issues I used to have were solved completely in the last redesign. I would quite like to get email alerts relating to news and current discounts on specific themes. My collection is pretty much all star wars, and it would be great to have email alerts for just this theme, like if a new poly bag has been spotted in a supermarket or such like.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>its awesome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to search for themes by year - can't see how to do it - you either have themes but only for 2015 or choose the year but not have the option to apply other filters eg themes...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be able to select by genre across years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perhaps negotiate some deals for Brickset members with the Lego company ;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please make statistics available for flagged set lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The only comment/suggestion I have is for the database for the parts lists for older sets. I love how you state if a set is not complete and missing pieces, for instance &quot;this set is 78% complete&quot;. However I have found Peeron.com to have a more accurate database when it comes to older sets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and perhaps you can cross reference yours against there, or something along those lines? It is only a suggestion, also the site rocks, thanks very very very very very very much for everything you guys do! Makes the hobby a lot easier.

I duno

organise any reviews dependant on their theme so if anyone is after a set belonging to a certain theme, they can easily find it

You could add more images for the some of the sets.

I think it's great I just didn't find it before my child starting growing out of lego a bit. Was definitely helpful though.

I visit it every day an I think there isn't much to improve.

I would like to be able to check off each piece that I have in a given set so that I can track what I still need. I'm big into piecing older sets back together. I'm still very new to the site and haven't explored everything yet, so I apologize in advance if this is already a feature.

There are often kit part lists that have multiple listings for the same part. A means of deduplicating those parts would be very helpful.

It might be equally helpful to link from kit listings directly to the Lego support instruction PDFs. When building a kit my partner and I often use both at the same time.

It would be great if there were ways to promote more user reviews, particularly of old sets. Maybe highlight good quality user reviews.

the prices sometimes get switched up

Do more set reviews.

More news involving Lego eg. Danish Lego stamps published earlier in the year.

Show the prices in other currencies than $ on Lego set miniature (when searching).

Improving the images of old sets.
Reviewing more sets with more collaborations.
Adding the possibility of personal comments on the database, for example: "Set bought at Toysrus"
"Present of my parents"

Reduce the frontpage space for site updates and amazon/ebay on the right side of it.

Inventories for some sets are incomplete or have duplicates of specific pieces/elements or have missing pictures of some elements; to me, as a person who uses this inventory feature quite much, this can be somewhat annoying. At times I see myself forced to go to bricklink.com due to the greater consistency of the set inventories there.
| More reviews and news updates.  
And keep going with this awesome site! |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better images, new design, etc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| A suggestion,                         
I have not seen in the database items like the Snap-On tool box, built by Certified Professional Adam Reed, while not an actual set. I know the certified professionals do build items, for sale or for show show, from time to time. It would be interesting to have a category for those items too. |
| Maybe make it a bit easier to get to sets and the years as it can hard to find and get right. |
| The only thing, that I have is the "browser", where I would like somthing like the old on, where you could see all the LEGO(R) themes. |
| More competitions?                    |
| With any review, there needs to be a little more in the way of images of final builds. Also the news on the home page seems to happen in waves of almost no news to a sudden flash of news and reviews then back again. |
| Another tab for when the set was built last would be helpful, not just a space in the notes or the pull-down menu |
| 3D rotation of reviewed sets kind a like the lego.com page would add a modern sensibility to reviews. This may be hard to do with older sets but moving forward would be great! |
| More older sets information as possible. Like I searched for a set from 60s of Samsonite theme but couldn't find it |
| Would love an area with what is currently going free on the lego website - such as the xmas bits or starwars etc |
| love all the reviews.  
really like the new way to display the upcoming events. |
| There is nothing that needs improving! The Reviews are great and I love that there's no language anywhere. |
| Nothing |
| News seems to have been lagging behind other sites recently |
| I miss the default to this years sets when using the the Browse Sets feature. |
When browsing sets it takes a while for them to load and the move around until the page has fully loaded.

keep up the great work!

I view, but don't post to the forums, but I'm always surprised at how belligerent people get if someone posts something that is considered somewhat superfluous or silly, but they are clearly not being a troll. I understand trying to minimize the number of posts for clarity's sake, Sometimes, it's just fun to see what people are thinking or try and stimulate a discussion.

Hey guys, another year, another survey! Well done with the site - looks great. Last year I advised there could be more photos and so glad that there are now. One minor critique might be the reviews (well, some of them) seem to skip the building process. One, off the top of my head, is the Star Wars one for the Millenium Falcon which seemed to jump from minifigures (brilliantly photographed) to the completed model. But that's it really. Great, dedicated, easy to navigate site that keeps the thirty year old boy I am up to date! Well done

Ability to manually change themes

Easy to use feature to search own pieces for MOCing

Maybe an easier way to see articles that were posted a long time ago?

I miss the sticker counter parts of minifigures :(

I think the site is spot on. Keep up the good work.

n/s

The ability to edit a post after 5 minute or delete it all together. This might already exist, but can't find it...but the ability to go right to our post within a thread and not just to the thread for us to search for our own post.

better set images for some sets

Love the reviews. The more Creator and Technic reviews the better, especially the midsized sets.

Would be great, if it was possible to register, which brick(s) one is missing in a specific set.

The search facility should be more error tolerant and suggest options if names are misspelt.

The Forum sometimes needs better moderation. It is quite off-putting for newcomers and I've seen people log on, who aren't absolute Lego obsessives, treated in quite a rude way by Forum regulars. It's a poor advert for the site.
The browsing system can be frustrating at times

Having a way to duplicate the last entered ACM data (across all your sets) when editing on "I Own" sets would be helpful.

For example, after coming back from a purchase of a set of collectible minifigures, I am entering the same data across 16 different sets but no good way to copy that same data to each. Same happens whenever returning from a LEGO haul from one store and the only difference between sets is the price. Having a shortcut to this process would speed up the tracking of my collection.

Another feature would be collection sets inheriting the contained minifigures of the sets it contains. For example, I own http://brickset.com/sets/66512-1 which includes vehicle sets with minifigures, however those minifigures don't show up as part of my collection in sets I own. Not a huge thing, but it is an inaccuracy in the stats of my collection.

I really appreciate Brickset and use it, amongst other things, to log my Lego collection and I would like to be able to create a second account to do the same for my kids.

The only complaints I have are the forums. They just feel difficult to navigate and they look old fashioned.

Maybe a feature that automatically collapses all of the images in a thread too? Especially for mobile. Lego is a highly visual subject so it would be handy for a lot of threads.

Interviews with set designers!

The reviews are far too positive, no matter what kind of flaw a set might have, the verdict is pretty much always a recommendation to buy the set. I tend to at least check other reviews too, if not exclusively because of this. Be a bit more critical! :)

well sometimes the pictures of the set reads something and the database is something else e.g. Set no 70155 Inferno Pit which reads 78 pieces on the package and the website reads 74 only.

I like this website and I use it a lot and would like to see it flawless. Good job there and my best wishes and regards.

S Shinewi

I enjoy using your site above other lego databases. I use brick picker for up to date pricing but I always come back to your site for all other inquiries. I also like that I can keep track of the sets I own on your site.

Some websites such as Blackboard (an educational tool) provide modularity of website design: different modules such as Class, Homework, Events, etc. can be moved around. This could be replicated on Brickset, with categories such as Forum, Reviews, More, etc., and make it possible to delete sections which you have no interest in: example, collector might not care about forum; MOCer might not care about set reviews and want to delete this respective locations.

Also, on any non-mobile device I use (PC, etc.), the website only fills about half of the page (the other half is blank space). If someone doesn’t like scrolling, would be nice to be able to redesign website’s modules (see above).

These are only ideas, not things which are necessary- I have only seen the modularity on
Blackboard- but it would be a great additional update to Brickset design.

Page describing modularity of Blackboard:
https://blackboardhelp.usc.edu/administering-your-course/customizing-your-course/adding-modules-to-the-course-home-page/

Would love an app for android, and for instructions, keep the old name as "shadow" instead of showing "no longer referenced on lego.com"
Overall you guys are doing such an awesome job, thanks for the great content, I try to review all the sets I own when there are not enough reviews for that specific set.

add more buying options add a market value as well as retaining the regular pricing section when looking at sets archive.

Is it possible to set up an email service so that when new entries are made for a theme which is pre selected a mail is sent to everyone who wants to know?

The mobile version of the main page has been a bit wonky lately, although this might be more due to recent changes in Apple's IOS 9 than anything else.

I first stumbled on this site this year as I re-discovered my enjoyment of Lego. It's been a great re-introduction to Lego sets & themes, old & new - I've spent countless hours getting "caught up". I really appreciate the news, reviews and discussion.

I have a few minor suggestions/comments:
-News updates tend to slow down when Huw or CapnRex are attending several events (or otherwise gone for extended absences), which makes complete sense! But it might be a nice opportunity to feature a guest writer/reviewer to keep news/reviews flowing more consistently. There was a month this summer - maybe July or August - where there was mostly radio silence
- I sometimes have trouble drilling down filters without resetting - for example, choosing a theme, and then a year, which goes to the entire year themes, making it necessary to choose the theme again
- Parts inventories (even for recent sets) are sometimes incomplete, but based on past surveys it sounds like that may not be fixable

As far as suggestions, I'd love to see features on unique MOC building techniques that people have discovered - almost like a tutorial. I have a greater appreciation for Technic now and would love to learn new ways to incorporate them into the Lego System, for aesthetic or functional purposes.

Overall I want to thank you for your efforts in managing this site - it's fueled my re-discovered enjoyment of Lego and opened my eyes to a larger world.

I think that the site is a really great source of information for Lego fans. I particularly like the ability to record the status of our collections, and I believe this is the area that I can see more opportunity for change.

Make everything better it's a horrible site
As I once wrote you a mail (but you have not acted upon it), it might be very interesting to get know, that a special set is no more available in US/Europe. The other party could then act on this info a buy it before it disappeares from the market.
I also tried to post a comment of a special discount/promotion in the Czech republic, but you did not evaluate it as interesting and have not posted.
I am in no relation to any of the shops having the discounts. I am just trying to help my fellow AFOLs.

Pics for early sets

Should add a function to app showing what pieces are need for each set, improve the PDF of the instructions and improve the news function the app to include links and pictures

More news

I would like better integration with the forum.

better overview over mini figures - list view for set owner

- faster news sometimes
  - more review pictures

The work flow to manage personal sets and associate list should be smoother with less options a long the way.

I love the site & have no issues ever

Better interface and features for maintaining my collection on your site. It's too click cumbersome to add sets one at a time and too difficult for me to do it myself in a spreadsheet and then upload it.

Make older articles easier to find

I feel like Brickset's editorial stance (like many AFOL hangouts) tends to favor some themes more than others. In practice, this means that themes like Bionicle that the site's staff disapprove of get less coverage, and the coverage they do get tends to come with a certain degree of dismissal (with phrases like "they all look the same to me" or "for those of you who like XYZ theme").

The database is great overall (perhaps my favorite Lego database on the internet), though the picture quality and selection for older sets varies greatly and categories occasionally make little sense (such as Speed Racer being categorized as a subtheme of Racers while other licensed themes like Pirates of the Caribbean and Lord of the Rings are treated as distinct themes from Pirates and Castle).

The userbase of Brickset is also much less orderly than other AFOL communities, from my experience. On news comments, the lack of age restrictions or much of an integrated community leads to a predominantly vitriolic and negative attitude in a lot of cases. The forums, on the other hand, seem to draw collectors/investors more than anyone else, and as such MOC discussion, story discussion, and many other subjects of discussion tend to languish.
Really don't know :)

I can not think at the moment of anything that could be improved. It is a great site and I use it for anything Lego! :D

There is nothing I can pin point that you could do better, the site is my go to site for everything lego related from news to forum and more. It's a great community and I'm honoured to be a part of it.

There is not much to improve on! I think the overall experience is great. My only complaint is the search tool, I feel that could be a bit better.

I would like to go back to the old way in which you can see which sets you have and want per theme on the same page, rather than having to move from wanted to got everytime

hardly... good job!

To be honest, the site's appearance is very bland and boring.

Another thing is that the site is down quite a bit. I checked my internet connection, but it was fine.

Using the search feature does not always work. works best when you know the set/part name. Maybe an improvement where it can search better for key words. Some of the categories for parts are not intuitive. Overall, it is one of my favorite parts of your site.

Hard to quantify...but some page layouts and design seem clunky and hard to scan.

Nothing to do, good like this since the last changes

Its good for me

Sometimes its frustrating when you click on an image and you need to click on it again to zoom it back. Clicking elsewhere on the page to zoom it back would be great.

Easier access for all current themes (not just selected 'new this year' themes) from the main page would be nice.

Piece count, minifig count and RRP displayed during gallery mode would be nice. Or at least some of that information.

Faster speed

None...very pleased

The UI and presentation of the forum is not very good. Perhaps I'm using it wrong or am unaware of settings that I should change, but it should be easy and intuitive without me having to do anything. I would love to post on the forum, but I take one look and back out. Otherwise the site is fantastic.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oportunity to make a &quot;list&quot; of minifigures.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can't think of anything. Maybe more minifig picture galleries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There isn't much to improve on, Brickiest is an excellent website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can't think of anything really! There is nothing that immediately jumps out at me as in need of improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly add a feature to change the &quot;Sets Owned&quot; retail price by including data from the ACM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some inventory of the sets have more than 100%. For sure some parts were uploaded twice. need to check on this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no improvements needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>So far, great. Impressed with the graphic data representing my set collection, and impressed, with the ease of use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't see any particular need for improvement. I really enjoy the RSS feed, so I don't have to go looking for the latest greatest news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parts list is rarely complete, there are always few parts missing. Fortunately they can be found on rebrickable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like it the way it is, Great job!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design could get pumped up a little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old sets need more info</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When viewing set pages on the mobile site, scrolling down to the eBay listings pane often causes the main page to get stuck - swiping up &amp; down causes the phone browser to scroll through the pane, rather than the entire page, and it's easy to get stuck!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better integration with Bricklink (secondary market)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More user reviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile app for accessing the database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Australian news and prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A more mobile friendly design would be great. A couple issues I believe I've had from a phone is ease of searching (on the go) and scrolling through news, clicking through and coming back, and coming back to find myself at the top of the queue.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'm sorry but I can't offer much here, I really like the site. It's modern, bright and easy to navigate with lots of information to find and use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pictures - Restore previous pictures for sets till 2007 and 2008. The ones with white backgrounds that are on Bricklink database yet and that were on the brickset database until 3 or 4 years ago before they were substituted with the current ones.

Forum - It needs a serious renewal and improvement cause it's slow and it gives too many errors connections timed out.

Thank you.

I often get confused about what icon to click to look at a set, as opposed to going to the shopping site, when browsing the sales page.

I do not find the forum layout convenient, but I cannot really explain why.

N/A

I don't think the eBay links are a very good idea because a lot of the time it has no relevance to the set in question. I think it should either be improved or removed.

Updating of sets database eg. photos of 30283.

I think it is good for now no changes needed

Everything is looking really great right now. As for suggestions, one of the biggest I can think of is a change of topics in the forum. I feel like things like “collecting” and “buying and selling” are so vague, and then adding “everything else LEGO” doesn’t make anything clearer. I like the way Eurobricks is set up, with specific groups of threads. For example, instead of just having random posts titled “Superheroes 2015 question” or “What do you think of the new Star Wars sets?” they have a thread for every theme of the year, tucked away in a specific forum. This just cleans up the front page and makes it easier to find specific threads. So basically, I love the forum and the discussion, I just wish there was more organization.

The only other suggestion is a wider variety of front page reviews. I know you're thinking this is a complaint every year, and that's not to say it hasn't improved. Quite the opposite actually, it would seem that this year was more diverse than ever. I'm simply advocating reviewing at least one set of each theme. That way, for more popular themes, you can keep pumping out those reviews, but fans of other themes can still stay involved. For example, this year Ninjago had two amazing waves, but only an Airjitzu Flyer and the D2C made it to the front page. Even if this means bringing in guest reviewers (like you did for Friends, which I thought was awesome), it would be cool to see more than just licensed sets reviewed.

Again, I want to make it clear that those are just two minor complaints. Huw and Chris, you guys are doing an excellent job, as always. I love that Chris has been more involved, as his writing is fabulous. Keep up the great work, both of you!

Brickset is not a market place, but sometimes I am missing more information on where to purchase a given set (apart from eBay, Amazon and LEGO.com), even on BrickOwl or elsewhere (from private sellers). The promoted sites have restrictions, like countries to where they ship, so many sets are not readily available to me. One can browse through Forum, though, and try to accumulate the data on various shops, but I am talking about including more offers (from more sellers) under “Buy it now on...” header. Of course, such feeds would have to come from very reliable sellers (well established online).

It is excellent, but perhaps there might be a way to show the parts for minifigures? Although I know you use the Lego database so this might not be possible.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum could do with facelift but overall the site is excellent and easy to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The parts listings for sets are incredibly useful though it's sometimes a challenge to find the piece you're looking for especially for more unusual/decorative elements (though this may just be my inexperience of using classifications like this and Bricklink)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I look at my sets wanted, it shows each mini-fig separately as a set. To me, because there are so many, have the mini-figs as a separate category. Not everyone is into collecting the mini-figs. I only buy the ones that fit into the scenes I will build one day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please don't concern yourself with changing anything regarding the mechanics of your site. Although it isn't perfect, it's effectiveness &amp; relevance is. Change for the sake of change isn't necessary. Keep doing what you're doing &amp; thank you for doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mejorar el buscador.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far fetched idea: Price history of older sets, info pulled from Bricklink and eBay sales for example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'd like to see piece lists for older sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know you guys focus on the latest news, but I am interested in older sets too and would love a few articles looking at great older sets, what made them and their themes good, and how to go about procuring them, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Please more pictures of sets, when it is 2 in 1 or 3 in 1 set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More news on new sets and maybe some news featuring some of the best MOCs from forums or around the web.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get a white background/ better lighting for set reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More accurate tagging of minifigs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe a notifications panel that would show if a review was posted for a set on your wish list. Overall site is killer. Love it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some sets are missing information such as piece count, often a UK retail price or quality images. Also of note, Modular Buildings are not listed under Creator, which seems an odd choice given them being labelled officially as Creator Expert sets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be great if we can have a chart to show a particular set owned sorted by country. It may not be 100% accurate but it would be a nice info to show the popularity of the set in certain countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I cannot think of anything offhand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love everything about the site. I really like that you added the &quot;like&quot; button to articles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I really enjoy your site, and it's very useful in helping me catalog all my sets.

Add option to export csv from query or search. Add more fields on export such as date added and date updated.

The Amazon price tool doesn't seem to be all that accurate. I used to use it often, but have been ignoring it for some time now as the prices reflected in the tool seem to never match the price at Amazon. Other than that, I think the site is excellent and do not have any specific ideas for improving it. Keep up the good work!

I think you run an excellent site, I don't use any other. Maybe sometime I wait on a review for ages like the Scooby Doo lighthouse but I understand you can't review everything.

More functionality for exporting data and adding data tags. Easier interface for accessing ACM.

I like the reviews but can you make some reviews of the sets you think are the better ones.

Get more pictures for Jokerland

I'm very happy with Brickset! It's a great resource for many things. I didn't actually know there was a forum until I took the survey... Probably because I haven't been on forums in years and use Brickset for other purposes. It's great for looking up sets.

Biggest thing, and I don't know how feasible: Upgraded search. I can type in "Y Wing" and get 0 results, but Y-Wing gets me 9.

Perhaps a MOC of the day, pulled from the Flickr Lego pool? Other than that it is a great site.

I would like to see how my collection compares to the other members.

Often times when I open the Brickset webpage the speed of my internet decreases considerably for a few minutes. I'm not sure if it is caused by the advertisements on the site or by all of the material loading at once? I'm sure you may have heard of something like this before. This is just to reiterate the issue. I have never had any problems or issues with this set before (with the exception of the previously stated comment). I just wanted to say that I have greatly appreciated the dedication and hard work you guys have put into this website and that this is the only site I go to for Lego news. Thanks for my favorite Lego website!

Forum, hard to find topics that I'm interested in.  
Link/Page to upcoming Lego sets?  
Save "My Sets" to a PDF format?

I think the site is great, I can't think of any possible improvements...

However, I think I said that last year and you still managed to make improvements...
I thing that the site is perfect, except it is quite slow on mobile. However, it is just a minor gripe.

I think this is a great website on its own, with the admins working hard to keep everything up-to-date and accurate. Being an almost daily visitor, I can say that I'm happy with the way things are at the moment. Perhaps if you'd like to make it more attractive you could hold periodic contests and giveaways, and preferably open to those outside America? It would then make the site both informative and rewarding.

Anyway, good job on keeping up the quality so far. Hope it'll always stay this way!

Unless I've missed them, more reviews. Even some pictorial reviews that show some neat features or angles that the box art doesn't show. It would interest me more when I'm considering if I should buy certain sets.

Fix bricklists. When reordering them using the up/down buttons, the order gets messed up.

Recently timeliness seems to be an issue. Brickset used to report news first but other sites are beating you to it and I am not referring to items that are enforced by Lego to not be released until a certain time.

I would like to see the set search themes broken down visually via timeline to make searching easier.

give me free lego

The attitudes of the mods in the forum are unacceptable. Not being a LEGO snob should be ok. I choose not to use them because the snarkiness is unacceptable.

Perhaps this exists, but I would like to be able to add tags and add notes (kind of a wiki element subject to review/moderator approval).

ACM for loose figs

i think that you guys are doing great

I don't know at the moment.

Review new sets quicker.

There is not much more you need to do but if I could change one thing it would be more and better pictures of older sets (I know, this is probably an impossibility.)

When clicking/tapping into a certain set, it would be great if there was an "x" or a way to get back out to the rest of the menu.

More set reviews, more news on video games
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If I can filter the &quot;Collectible Minifigures&quot; choosing the Series would be fine.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>im not sure of anything needing improvements. I think this site works great!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More rapid reviews and perhaps a &quot;upcoming sets&quot; listing on main page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like it just fine. You have a terrific website and i appreciate the efforts of all your contributors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think the most needed feature is part list for selected sets (owned sets ...etc). because sometime I want to know which parts I have and theirs sub total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the set collection and minifigures collection databases so any improvements there would be a big plus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can find images for rare sets that are now missing or find better for those the few that have not so good.You can also make a more accurate part list in some sets,except of these your site is excellent,easy to use,colorful,and with have superb graphic design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile compatibility. ACM window does not come up properly in mobile portrait orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Since I visite the site couple of times a day it would be nice to see more news and reviews, I liked the articles about the history of some themes published here last year, also reviews of some older sets would be nice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As my primary source of Lego news/info, I don't mind if more things get reposted from other sites to beef up content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I absolutely love this site. I always read the news section ad use the site a lot as a reference when bricklinking. Keep up the good work!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set reviews, more, please.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i would like a few more reviews of older sets. I loved the features and guides to collecting you did on old themes. But generally the site is perfect, right amount of information in a simple format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better search function ie, if I search &quot;han solo&quot; it would be good to show sets with han solo in. etc, etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have an option to mark sets as &quot;unwanted&quot; and have a section where they don't count towards my collection info I can see how far along I am collecting sets of a particular theme I have that I want (e.g. marking all the polybags and smallest sets of a theme as unwanted so I have 75% of what I want from a theme instead of 40% of everything in the theme)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I really enjoy your site and it's simple layout. Only thing I would add if possible is the end of production for sets. You have what year they are released but maybe we could see when it was retired or production came to a halt.

- more and detailed images on the sets

Keep on keeping on!

Closer ties to BrickLink - matching part numbers, names, colour descriptions...

Nothing needs improvement

The minifig collection could be easy to manage

nothing to say, all is very good!

I don't like the new browsing system which include tags. I liked the old one better because it was organised by "themes", like Action, SF, Licensed etc.

For my use the site is more than adicate

Not a lot... sometimes it appears not all buttons showing which information is available for a set (reviews, pictures, alternative images etc.) seem to show up when browsing from my mobile. It could be that the information just isn't available but sometimes I feel like I have seen it before and now it's gone. Maybe grey out the boxes when there is information missing? It could stimulate site users to add missing information...

The forum is very "A4", -kinda hard to use. Wish it was more like the one in Eurobricks. Too little focus about news and offers (S@H) in EU.

I think more news articles and reviews would be great.

It might be cool to see how one's collection ranks next to everyone else's on the site? Idk. That's not a feature already, right?

We need a better page design.

Please maintain the site's current high quality design and performance. I like the 'try it and see' approach to your small improvements and your responsiveness to feedback.

More to draw you into forums would be good. Maybe LinkedIn style, trending discussions?

Please add more pictures during reviews especially the expensive sets.

Would love to see bespoke models with instructions on the site
Les ebay and amazone more different shops.

perfect Thanks

More reviews.

More detailed instructions, better quality scans.

Love this site which has been a massive help to me over the past 2 years. I was clearing out my loft 2 years ago and had a large crate full of Lego pieces. Having some 10,000 plus pieces including around 100 mini figures, I saw your website which helped me identify what sets these Lego pieces came from. Using your comprehensive database, I was able to build many themed sets from 1985 to 2005. I was able to sell these on eBay generating around £2000 worth of sales. Your site has given me a new hobby of collecting many rare sets from around the globe. I don't think your site needs any improvement at all, simply the best! Love your email newsletter too!

The block "Collections" inside the set details should be reachable without scrolling down. Each time I add a new set to my list I search it, click on it and have to scroll down to adjust the status.

Can't think of any.

I don't now

- improve search engine

Needs some coverage for the Asian markets. I know this could be tougher since it depends on user feedback and info, but it would be great if such was available to us (me at least, since I'm based in Asia)

I think there is way too much emphasis on the minifigs compared to the 'actual' set, especially with licenced sets. And all the stickers should be applied in the reviews because they are part of the set.

More accuracy in sets. Also it would be great if the site told you the dimensions of sets/models.

I think the last version of the site was a lot more easier to understand

I would love to use your forums but since I am 15 I can't this is frustrating. Also the events are a bit cluttery.

Specify better in which parts of the world the sets are sold. The rest is perfect!

nothing
Reviews sometimes feel as though a bit of research or historical context should be considered before posting.

Sometimes have problems with speed of logging in

Using the site on smartphone, there is a lot of advertisement and the consultation of the site became hard.

I cannot really think of any improvements that can be made. As an AFOL, this is a good resource that has been well put together.

Email alerts when prices of certain sets on Amazon etc. are reduced would be nice.

The reviews are to opinionated from a first person perspective. Example, the review of the latest blocks magazine was positive but admitted the previous few were poor though this was not acknowledged during their reviews. That admission alone was really disappointing

If anything, maybe a "My count" tally at the top of the home page under your user name that has number of sets, minifigs and total pieces?

That is just being totally picky though. I think the site is wonderful and I visit at least once per day.

Thank you for the amazing amount of work that you all put into the site.

I don't know if you have this already, but it would be nice to be able to export a part list in a format that easily can be uploaded to Bricklist.

I'd rather see older sets on the homepage instead of new or soon to be released sets.

Simply amazing site, my number 1 most visited site by far. I really appreciate your continuous improvements. The only thing I can think of to improve is around getting timely information to the best deals. I find the "Buy" function a bit confusing with the different options underneath it. Sales alerts in your inbox would be great. Sales information from top retailers such as Toys-R-Us and Walmart. I'm in Canada.

Nothing I can think of. Perhaps the ability to add links to relevant shopping page of your own country's Lego.com store in the list of 'Availability at lego.com' countries. (Netherlands in my case)

Maybe this is already possible without me being aware of this.

more information about product or promotion

Hi! it's really a minor issue, but I would like to have the possibility to put the "like" thing also to reviewers comments I fully agree with (certainly easier to say than do).

This site is flawless. FLAWLESS! cheers from Italy
Hi! it's really a minor issue, but I would like to have the possibility to put the "like" thing also to reviewers comments I fully agree with (certainly easier to say than do).

This site is flawless. FLAWLESS! cheers from Italy

ACM stats even I know there're not so many ppl using it

* 

Happy with everything

I don't think there's anything that needs to be changed, you're doing a wonderful job and I enjoy being a member on your site. Other than YouTube, e-mail, and sports sites this is the number one website I use :)

Sometimes when using the browse drop down by year, and you go to a theme, you can't just switch to another theme without going back, reloading the entire year's images, and then selecting another theme. It would be great not to have to do that, but honestly I am so grateful for this site I can deal with it!

Keep us up to date on when items are available on Shop @ Home.

Reviews of every set? Maybe get submissions from users if you don't have time to review. Or build a portfolio of willing volunteers that could be sent the sets to review?

Everything is just fine. The pictures aren't bad, I ticked 9, because some sets don't have them, from the old times. The reviews though are not so fun to create as it was before, because at one point it was like a huge poll to be filled in order to get a document, rather than an impression of building a set.

More articles per day.

the possibility to export own database collection with images and data and not text only

Nothing, please keep Brickset as it is

More news coverage (although, I understand that news isn't the main focus of your site)

I feel that the site is doing well and doesn't need improving.

The minifigure picture are often blurry and some sets like 40123 Thanksgiving Feast (2015) are missing the minifigures when you view your minifigure collection.

In general the review of new LEGO sets is overly positive, as if you would be working for the company. We are all AFOL no issue, but I would appreciate a bit more objective and if needed a more critical review of new sets.
User community engagement. I really love the site for information, but I'm struggling for any sort of community feeling.

I wish you would post news and reviews more often.

The set is just about perfect.

You need to design surveys better in order to avoid these subjective and difficult to quantify text sections.

Get a better mobile version

It'd be nice to reply to specific comments in articles, instead of just adding a comment to the pile.

- More classic set reviews and pieces, to nostalgic AFOLs like me :)

It would be nice to be able to filter by sets that are still in production by LEGO, and for sale by reliable sources.

Everything is great

I quite enjoy checking the main page 2-3 times a week. I can't think of any improvements! :) 

Menu: New this Year actually doesn't include all this year's new series - for example, Jurassic World or Pirates are missing in the actual year's list, last year it was The Hobbit etc. I don't know how it works, but it should work as it says - as new this year...

Faster update of the number of minifigures in the sets database.

That's all,

Keep up the good work :)

The addition of the little blurb of information about the set/its story that is present next to and below the sets on the LEGO website would be a nice edition to the online database, also the ability to comment on particular sets when viewed online.

Go on with the site. Perhaps create a marketplace like Bricklink.

n/a

Some of the really interesting 1995-2005 parts from the weirder themes (slizers/roboriders, drome racers, etc.) aren't in the part lists for the sets they're in, which is a pity, because they're all really cool-looking. :C
More reviews. The photos and evaluations of the builds really helps me determine whether a set is a good purchase for me or not.

I would love to see a search engine that allows unofficial names of parts to be found as sometimes the official names the LEGO uses for parts can be a bit obscure.

Recently a review was posted for the LEGO Dimensions videogame. I know this is not a gaming site, but I think it would be great if there were more LEGO videogame reviews. I am sure there are Brickset occupants who share interests in gaming and LEGO who would be willing to contribute reviews. I feel it would be good to have more reviews on LEGO games, especially as the reviews here would give a more LEGO-focused review than could those at gaming sites like IGN, GameSpot, Kotaku, etc.

I’d like to see a bit more content, maybe more articles. Thanks for all you do.

Email alerts for price drop of all sets with n% or for specific sets.

It's an awesome page! every day i enter to this page but sometimes in news are late, groove bricks have always the recently news in the instant, that's the only thing that you need to do, gather news instantly but everything is fine! :) congratulations

Being a registered user for only about a month or so, I think this is a fantastic website!!
If there was anything I would like to see different that would be the font type used and some changes in the color schemes.
But, as stated before, I am very happy with the way it is, with thanks and compliments to the webmasters!!

Nothing to improve. I'm very happy with everything.

Break up a lot of the prevalent issues in reviews and just the Lego community in general. For example, all the reviews of Galidor sets, minus one or two, are from people who don't own the sets who just give it bad reviews. I expect more from a website like Brickset and as a community we can't just do things like that.

I have no complaint.

Great site to track what sets I have bought my for my daughter

More options on the Sets I Own tab and the Sets I Want tab, such as current used prices, and and original price, etc.

Hard to think of new things to do better when most of my answers and resources sought can be accessed through this comprehensive site. This reminds me that I should check the LUG sections again as well...

I would like to see a section with Lego catalogs (old and new) in PDF format for example.
Links to other database sites (Bricklink, Peeron etc.) seems to often lead to wrong sets for older items that have official numbering that was used twice and received an 'unofficial suffix' like -2, -3 etc. Which seems to be caused by the lack of some general consistency in usage of these suffixes by different fan sites. This also tends to lead to wrong information in set description (mostly piece counts) when they are acquired by these external sites. It would be nice if a workaround could be found for this issue.

More in depth reviews and breakdowns of upcoming/newly released technic sets.

Integration with Brickpicker

You can put "theme" and "year" filters on same level in browser. I mean if I choose for example year "2015" and theme "Creator" it shows me all 2015 Creator sets. Then if I wanna see 2012 Creator sets I can't just change year to "2012" because browser will show me ALL 2012 set instead of those out of Creator theme. This is only one thing that bothers me.

Tough question. Maybe an event calendar?

One thing I can think of is the Amazon prices on the main page I think are still showing the % discount that Amazon says they are giving (using their sometimes very inflated RRP) and not the discount from the actual RRP, like you have on the different country amazon comparisons.

I think the site is great - one of the best I've seen - keep up the great work

In the last few years the site has improved immensely. The last new must have feature was tags. I don't think you're missing anything now.

A minor improvement would be the quality of ads - you're already aware of some malicious ads earlier this year - but I think this is largely out of your control. I know I could log in to avoid ads but I'm happy to give you the small ad revenue.

Perhaps, in a French version, it would easier !!! but it's good in English too !!

As an American, seeing the ads about Argos, and other non-American store discounts, just clutter the news on the page home page, IMO. I would also like to see video reviews.

JangBricks does a good job with his reviews, he is exhaustive in his scope and volume of review, he is thorough, frequently updates, and evaluates the sets based on their release year (if reviewing an older set) and also evaluates based on the target market. I personally find his diction, manner of speech and cadence of speaking slightly annoying, but he does such a good conducting the business of his reviews, I check blog daily.

I would love to see similar quality, scope, and timeliness of reviews here. I just might stop checking his blog if that happens.

Regarding searching sets, I would like to be able to say, browse to Duplos, and type in "Train" in a search field, to bring up all of the train etc.

When tracking minifigs owned, I have a few sets I have purchased second hand. I would like to track that I own them, and currently going into the ACM and making notes, I don't own LOC001, etc. However, when I go back and browse my minifigs, it will show I own one LOC001. If I go try to find that minifig, it does not exist in my collection, and I need to reference my ACM, to see why I can't
I Frequently check MSRP from my phone (iphone 5S). When browsing a set description on my phone, http://brickset.com/sets/41062-1/Elsa-s-Sparkling-Ice-Castle for example, I will scroll down, and have to be very careful, to ensure I drag the page up, touching the options (Ebay, Buy, News, Reviews...) to the top of the page. If I am not very careful, I end up dragging up the ebay listing, and then find myself scrolling past all of the ebay listings, to get to the MSRP. It would be great if the Set Details came first, or if "Links" was the default tap, as opposed to "Ebay".

Nothing to add. Looks perfect..

Can't really think of anything. The site works great and is already extremely easy to use.

This is a catch-22 but 'smarter' searching. For example, if I search for 'planes', i may miss some sets listed as 'airport'.

Also, a noob to trains, it's hard to go through the historical train sets.

all good

The site is a bit slow to refresh - can we do something about it to improve that and speed it up a bit?

It wold be nice to be able to really zoom in on a photo

Just pictures of sets, which I know are hard to obtain, but everything else is fantastic!

the website is amazing because sow us the all the Lego sete have good deals in stores and Lego sets coming soon after in store and more about the Bricksset.

research pre numbered sets, sets from the start of Lego

feature to show videos

Perhaps it might be easier to actually number some of the booklets under the instructions of bigger sets and also not have duplicates of the same instructions booklets

I'd be interested in articles about unique build techniques.
No real arguments here. I use the web and iphone app. It really does help me catalog my sets better than any app for other hobbies I have

I find the menus a bit confusing

There's absolutely nothing negative about this site. It's one of the best sites I've used. Can only give you phrase for an excellent job.

Perhaps more reviews on the home page

show more article in the mobile version homepage, or add a "next" button for people like me who want to read some older posts but don't wanna open a new page.

You guys are doing a great job. Fun to see a global look at Lego as someone in the US. Love that I can catalog my sets on the site.

make the search better. minfigs double for each time they appear in a set.

Have users be able to submit a set if not in database, and then have a process to verify it.

Allow zoom on your mobile site. I have to switch to the desktop site in order to zoom for my old eyes.

Sometimes articles that feature lists are tedious to scroll by when browsing the front page. Perhaps include an in article scroll bar? Also, I would love to see a calendar of the release dates for upcoming sets. I know this is sometimes impossible, due to the lack of information on the part of Lego, but even estimated release dates would be helpful.

RRP for more countries. Perhaps an option to set your preferred currency. At the moment I can only see the value of my collection (in my used currency) on one particular collection table.

The 'Own it' checkbox allows you to add how many sets you own, this would be a good feature for the wanted checkbox as well. Quite often I want more than 1 copy of an upcoming set (baseplates etc)

how to get hard to find lego sets or a forum to put seller and buyer together for classic sets / sets that user "I want" vs. "want to sell" (I haven't seen this if it is already an option)

Love the site. Have recommended it to many other people.

Be able to search by price.

perhaps a more accurate database on pricing etc

I think you're doing just fine. I find load times on my mobile devices can be slow, or don't even finish at times. That could just be on my end but I do use more than one device and have the same issue on both.
Doing a great job with new set information and images. Good reviews. Keep up current work.

Better Picture of each set from diferente ángeles will help a lot

Try to make connections to other sites easier. I have a lot of trouble keeping my rebrickable and brick picker accounts up to date with my briskset account.

Brickset could be improved by being a bit more up to date with news, especially new sets. The site could also be a tad bit faster and have better set browsing options. The forum needs a bit of a face-lift as it looks old.

Go back to the old format of the homepage, listing upcoming new sets. Don't make the shopping links so dominant.

This site is amazing but it can sometimes be really slow, which is a bit annoying but I understand that there is so much on the site that it makes sense. I would like to see a parts collection page (similar to how you calculate which minifigs I have based on what sets I own) and the ability to add loose parts. (again, similar to the loose minifigs) I am currently using the site to track my sets and I am trying to find all the pieces to everything and this site is very useful for doing that. Thank you for having such an awesome site!

For me, I need the 'friends' function to communicate with other guys

User sign up is still very sketchy

Site is great (for common user as I am) and I think it doesn't need improve.

move the location of the online set sales from ebay amazon etc to below the info sheet on the mobile version, maybe drag in the rebrickable inventory as a standard rather than the lego.com inventory?

Sometimes I look up a set and when I want to see detail images, I only find the box image. Of course that's not easy to "fix", so I don't mind that much.

More set reviews. More local news.

I might recommend additional moderation to ensure tight and thoughtful discussions, both in the comments and the forum.

In addition, it might be helpful to continue expanding the relations between Brickset and other sites as regards the particular set/product pages. For example, placing graphs imported from BrickLink, BrickPicker, or others with primary and secondary market pricing information over time might be helpful for many.

I honestly don't know how you can do better!

When searching the categories are still very difficult to use.
I love the site because the instructions are a great backup when I buy second hand sets and the manuals are missing

Nothing needs improving

I think the site is really great, and it does what it does really well. If there is a certain feature I would suggest, it would be a way to link YouTube Reviews to Brickset Users. I'm not sure how we could prove that they are the same person though. The reviews link to a page with all other reviews by that same person, but not to a Brickset profile if that is the same person. I feel there should be some way that the two are linked. I know there is a section on a user's profile that says "Reviews by [Insert Name Here]" so there could be another that says "External/Video Reviews by [Insert Name Here]" or at least as a subcategory of the first one.

I love your site and I use it almost exclusively to manage my Lego collection and to investigate and look at reviews of sets that I don't own yet.

The one thing that is missing is to provide some indication of market values for retired sets, something similar, but perhaps scaled down, to what BrickPicker does.

Some kind of queries can't be created via the gui, you can only use them via a direct link. But those links are not easy to find in the site, so in the past I had to bookmark the page.

Can not think of any thing, all works good for me.

Best Regards

Burra

I love being able to record all the family's sets - brilliant!

Creating custom advanced searches for non-technical people.
Adding more content to the site (like building tricks/techniques, new LEGO fan/user related information, new focus MOCs).

Perhaps unclutter the design a little. Currently it is sometimes a little hard to navigate to the options you need (like sets by year) if you are not used to it.

I cant think of anything specific at the moment. The main thing would be not to undervalue the respect and trust that Brickset has amongst its users. Things like the email newsletter being used, lets say unfortunately to promote another product could backfire. Linking up with all kinds of LEGO themed companies can be a benefit to both brickset and its users but could also damage that trust and value we place in brickset when those third party companies turn out to be less professional than brickset.

That said, Brickset is an amazing site that I use even more the BBC website. It looks professional, its content is (almost entirely) of a highly professional quality and Huw and the entire team should be really proud of not just the website and its content, but also the community that it has cultivated around it.
The site is bloody good. I use it primarily to discover upcoming Lego sets.

Honestly can't think of anything

direct menu mapping on the first page.

I really enjoy using the website. The only problem is that sometimes the inventories for sets are incorrect. Many thanks

The minifig series 14 took way too long to be updated. I still see issues with some of the counts.

Keep up the good job!

maybe look into option to downsize the number of sub-themes. I'll mainly look in the star wars section and there is a rather large number of sub-themes. I filter based on what I need and can easily work with the database but can imagine it to be a bit confusing seeing many sub-themes. An example could be, stop with the UCS sub-theme and include those sets in their "normal" episode sub-themes.

The way the photos stay opened after you press them, it's quite annoying. Should make a carousel or something like that.

cancel set reviews, inform only about planning or availability of particular set. Let users choose if they want the set or not. If I see new upcoming set which I want, never read the review to become more surprised at unpacking & building at home. But it's recommendation for advanced collectors imo.

It is difficult to look for items based off of set or mini figure. If you combine it, it may be easier than having to switch to each category. Great pictures, good reviews for each set. Like the dates of release.

I'd love to see more hi-res images of sets from different angles, along with a layout that can give quick snapshots of reviews and other direct info - without having to click on the tabs. These are minor issues, however, and the site is by far the easiest to use.

There might be opportunity to have increased relevance and info coming through from fringe regions outside of Europe and the USA.

Your "Top bargains" lists are handy, but, with Argos in particular it seems, lots of results lead to a "Sorry, we are unable to find the catalogue number(s) highlighted in your list." page. I assume they've sold out. Ideally I'd like you to keep your list up to date, and only show items you know are available.

I have the book versions of chima and ninjago brickmaster and should get them for the site, as an AFOL i don't play with lego and really am only interested in trucks, and I am a lego purist but maybe the non lego sets should get accounted for either as a 'my collection' or if people want to review them, because really they are not going away
More images of sets.
Instructions of rare sets.

- In the last couple of years, the specifications of sets have been very well documented by TLG, both in photos and numbers (part count, prices etc.). Consequently, you can find these data 'everywhere'. Brickset could really stand out by offering the same level of detailed information for older sets. For me personally, reliable set inventories are very valuable as I would use these to check whether the 2nd hand sets I buy are complete and if not, what I have to order on Bricklink.

- I admit I don't visit the forum very often but one of the reasons is, it does not have the same 'feel' as the main site, it doesn't feel like an integral part of the site, you even have to log in with a different user name! And though the main site was completely redesigned, the forum still has the same old appearance, it even still features the old logo. I'd prefer a better integration of the forum: one login for database and forum, same user interface, same design.

Add older sets. I still have to use peeron to keep track of some older sets. Thanks for the good work!

The forum layout.

I am satisfied with the features that are already present, although some more information on the video games would be interesting.

You could be a bit more timely on new but I get that you folks tend to get busy.

The Ideas Birds set was a poor choice for the prize.

Nothing.

Even more news!

add more pictures

Include more sites in the US category for sales. It can be tiring sorting through everything, if Brickset had a comprehensive viewer for that, I'd be really grateful.

Make more categories like modular buildings instead of that you placed the modular buildings in the advanced models

I love this site.

I am a new user of your site, so have not used all of features yet. But for logging my current sets and looking up new sets that I am interest in is excellent. sometimes the links through to the suppliers in yr BUY section are out of date. It would also be nice to have a current approx value of sets owned. But overall an excellent site well done!

Steve
I would recommend adding something to the homepage that requires user response. A "set of the month" like idea would work.

If and when pictures of a certain set are not available, in my opinion, it's better to mention that, then to just have a link with image and then a (pardon my language) lousy picture that is to small and or in bad quality.  
Further more when I look at the parts list, over more than 75% of sets contain at least on ore more parts that are double mentioned and thus are parts missing in the list. When I check the latest sets, I like to look at the parts, and so I'm a bit frustrated with this. As to the rest, keep up the good work, respect for putting in the time and effort.

Great and useful site! I am not a big fan of the Minifigures Series - "Minifig only Entry" pictures in the minifig collection, though. I would prefer the same Minifigure Series pictures as in the set collection, just because they look more "polished"/"clean" and have a similar style...

I miss the previous old school style, so my opinion does not drive you forward : )

A setting which suggests the cheapest sets currently available on eBay for a specific theme.

when you go into a theme and click a year then you click a different year it only shows that year.

Keep doing what you do! I primarily come here to catalog my collection and to read your reviews of new sets as they come out. The database of all the older sets is also great to go through. Keep up the great work!

More alternative builds using one set. Especially for reissued sets like the winter village toy shop

Post more reviews!

Rather than list the events have an interactive calendar that tells us when events and sets are due to be released.

I found nothing wrong.

My collection filters could be made more obvious. I only just discovered the not-owned filter today when looking at the analysis tables and clicking on the not owned number in the table. Can we not have these types of filters available right on the My Collection landing page?

I do not have any special wishes with regard to the site.

Just a thought would be to explore if there is more room for MOC's bases on sets? I do not know how yet, but I mostly use other means (Google) for inspiration on building...

Commenting system that allows for replies to individual posts. Better integration with Brickset Forums.
It seems the availability of when sets are available to buy, is either much harder to find/ or it not available so much any more?

2) I personally would welcome more Lego news on the main homepage feed, and less reviews of actually Lego sets.

There seems to be a heavy balance of the branded Lego kits (e.g. Star Wars / Avengers), but that may be because I don't care for those themes that they seem prevalent. Personally I would like to see more of the Lego own themes, especially set reviews of new sets to help me decide on where to spend my pennies.

I still think that a better system for looking through the different years when you are browsing a theme is needed. You had such a good one years ago and then changed it and made it more difficult to find.

Set part counts aren't always accurate, especially with older sets.

Consistent types of images of the sets (built model vs. picture of the box)

Maybe improve the Mobile interface.

Speed of updates and links on parts list can be slow

show newest Lego set pictures

Some other sorting ways would be nice. Also there should be a way to sort aaaaall the sets without choosing a specific theme; for example, there's no "default" way to sort all sets by piece count. :)

I really like how the latest news is displayed and correlated into a best bits for the previous week, perhaps there could be a way to differentiate / customise the top news 'ribbon' to show not only the news / big events (say if you are not logged in) but more relevant news to you (say more Technic sets / latest info if you could choose that range as a news preference). I understand that sometimes there isn't much news about certain ranges but perhaps an overview of previous articles along the top could be a good use of the space, or maybe even the highest rated sets from that particular range?

The tags system still seems a bit clunky.

I would like more reviews.

Often i have to log off after adding some new stuff to my owned collection to see it on my "own" page. Would be nice if you fix that. Thanks!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think that the way to access older articles should be easier.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think that the way to access older articles should be easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get rid of mini moderating which is such annoying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I mean when users who are not moderators moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>they're too cheeky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like the reviews of themes over the years. More (please).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ehhhh!?? I do not know, all is great!! Really!! Thanks a lot for your great work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfonso (aka: osnoflahc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the moment no suggestions. I am happy with this site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actually, for me the site functions very well. I'd wish the app functions that well too. For now I mostly use the mobile (or responsive) website, because it excels the app by far.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your site is clean, concise, and easy to navigate. I use it often and refer all Lego fans to it. Thanks for all you do!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just fill in the missing info on older sets. Maybe add an option to include price one paid for sets to gather a more accurate look on how much is spent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Can't think of anything, it has all i need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is the only Lego site I use. You guys do a amazing job with all the Lego info. I can't think of any improvements. Thanks!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage more sharing or MOCs and Techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find out more information on sets, for instance the older ones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum looks like a different site. If it could be branded the same to make the experience more see less this would be nice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>well, since it's lego.. more pictures :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not have any special wishes with regard to the site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just a thought would be to explore if there is more room for MOC's bases on sets? I do not know how yet, but I mostly use other means (Google) for inspiration on building...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is pretty much nothing wrong with the site. It is very easy to navigate around, and the home page news is excellent. The reviews are also very well done.

It's great!
I especially love the Forthcoming events section as it means that if I am going overseas I might be able to go to a LEGO show! Also having the link to the info makes it that much more user friendly. The suggestion from someone of adding another column showing the flag of the country in which the event happens to be held would be great too!

Members weekly challenges?
Build something maybe voted for on the forum

Have a simple way (à corner X would be perfect) to close the images

Forthcoming events list, interesting but of little use.

On mobile, zooming in is still not possible. Picture quality, especially for older sets is lacking; perhaps you could add user photos, but only if they are of high quality. Think something like the Jang Bricks videos, just in HD photos. I still find the design of the site a bit clunky when browsing through old sets, but I'm getting used to it. However, home page news is often late and the quality is dipping. Often, news for themes that you like are posted sooner and have better articles, whereas, if you don't like the theme, the news is late and the article seems thrown together. I think coverage could greatly be improved, if news is more objective and less biased. Set reviews are decent, mostly, but picture quality could be improved. It would be easier to see the sets if a white background were used. Anyways, overall, Brickset is still a great website and my favorite way to browse through old sets.

Love it.

Maybe more quality images, but that's it

Love the site but one thing that has bugged me is that I really love your official set reviews but it is very difficult to find ones from the past. When I browse to http://brickset.com/reviews it is only searchable for user reviews, however, I would like to see all official reviews from people on your team.

I cannot think of anything to improve. It works great in its current format

I think the site is absolutely amazing; a wonderful tool for LEGO enthusiasts, but if I were to make any changes: while browsing sets, it would be nice to be able to add them to one of my lists (the same way I can add it to my “have” and “wants”); and the forum software is not that great, IMO. It would be nice to link Brickset general and forum accounts, so there is only one, but I can also see the problem with that.

Bricklink part links
Posts by Huwbot for upcoming events and Amazon sales chew up a lot of the screen real estate for the front page of the site. This detracts from presentation of the reviews and news, which I think are the main drawcards for the site.

It'd be nice if Huwbot postings were made into sidebars or something, that allowed them to remain accessible, but reduced the "clutter" they bring to the page.

Also, as an avid Star Wars lego collector, I've noticed that quite often official set reviews (by CaptainRex and other admins) don't get mentioned on the front page. I'm sure that this is also the case for other themes reviews.

I think it would be great if there was a list somewhere on the front page, of all of the recently posted reviews, as you guys put a lot of effort into them, and it's a shame for them to be hidden away.

Remove ads and also the "In the News" section on the top of the front page.

Put the price on the popped up pictures (click on picture) that's it the rest was amazing...cant delete minifigs that I said I had the sets of thanks.

Having the same username/password for both the forum and site would be ideal.

Finding some kinds of information can be tricky.

Now that the site is settled in its new design, I recommend something I did with my own website: take a step back and approach the experience of finding various things from the point of view of someone unfamiliar with the site (or even recruit a newbie for the job). Might pick up some pain points.

Parts lists for sets

keep improving the app - very good
some sets are not obvious that you need to buy instructions

You can sort the minifigures by theme, and organize the browse content.

I like the site just the way it is. :)

I can't find any flaws this time, Great job!

It's good how it is

Put the top news articles on the side, and not in with the articles. Same with the discounts and forthcoming events.

I'm new to the site, so not sure what needs to be improved. I have found it somewhat confusing, but that might be just because I am new to it. Not sure. It took me a while to figure out how to work with My Sets.

Also, I use AmazonSmile versus regular Amazon, so how do I do that from your site?
As mentioned before Huw I would like to see a data base of hi resolution sticker sheet scans that we can access from the set details like pdf instructions. I am already collecting many such scans I could easily send you.

I would like to see the ability to build sub accounts with the same log in... for instance I want fuelbreak as my main log in but then allow me to have other accounts within... Like having multiple bank accounts with the same card, a savings and a checking account. This way I do not have to log in to different accounts to access say my smaller "wish List" for my wife to see what I want for Christmas vs my personal massive "want list"... the same goes for having another login to access my new in box sets i own etc...

Other wise great job! you know it!

My only real complaint is the lack of accuracy in the parts/pieces database. I understand that you pull that directly from LEGO's website, but it'd be nice if you could augment it with Bricklink's database in some way. Other than that, the site is fantastic. I use it daily!

Ignoring the Lego video games line is disappointing.

Would like to see news headlines factually based with a little less slants/opinions by the writer. That's what the forum is for.

Still finding gaps in listings of minifigs in some particular sets.

I need to see old instructions and old inventory just like on "toy s period "and "peeron" but your site is very easy to use, clever, and is one of my favorite. I also need to come back more easily to inventory after seeing a specific part of him, each time I need to click of the count parts and wait and searching once again where I stop before. (sorry for my english)

- English is spoken throughout the world, but not everyone knows English. make it possible for machine translators to translate all the pages and options, or create the website in other languages. thank you

I would really like an AUD$ on the RRP for each set. However, I am not sure how that would work.

I really enjoyed the Bricklists created by actual Lego Designers - and their respective comments. I didn't realise however they existed until a front page item directed my attention to them.

Apart from that I think the site is excellent and visit it frequently. I certainly use it to record my growing set list.. and wanted list.

Thank you for your hard work - it is truly appreciated.

When browsing for sets I would like to see something like this:
http://demo.webservices.picturae.pro/mediabank/

So right away some images of sets and the facets next to it. I find the drop downs currently on the page less user friendly. But that could be just personal. It would be a great improvement to just show the sets when going to browse->sets.
But overall brickset is really great!

the minifigs wanted section needs work. there isn't an option to say if you want minifigs from any set.

Your site is so awesome that I use it anytime I want quick info on the sets. I do not use the site so extensively (I am not such a pro) to find any big faults. What I found lacking sometimes is that there is not many links to external reviews.

Thank you

Often with older sets the picture quality can be poor, especially evident when zooming in, rendering incoherence upon closer inspection of specific bricks used.

Perhaps users could suggest a better URL or be prompted to upload their own images?

Bigger and clearer pictures. Need to update the sets information more often.

Get the app to work again as I dont want to keep going to the web site again.

In the comments last year it was said not many people use the ACM, but if more people do now, it would be great if that system could be a bit improved. I do like that I can put in in Excell, change things there and then import it again. It's great to be treated as people who can sort out things themselves as well.

I do love the forum, I think it's great it's a small community and it feels like you get to know people on there, it's like a bit of a family, friendly and welcoming.

I think Huw and the Cap'n, you put an amazing website on, and I am so grateful for it. I know the news is not always 'hot' but in my opinion it does not need to be.

I think you are being very upfront about the affiliate scheme and when there is sponsoring involved, much more than other sites, which I think is good, it shows your honesty.

One thing I'd personally like, but not sure if this is adaptable, is the prices in Euro. I know when you go into the overview of a set you can click at the bottom and see the prices in your country. Would it be possible to put into preferences that the price in Euro (or dollar, or whatever interests you) is the one in your country? I mean, in the overview. It's just that when you are in the shop, deciding if you see any deals, it would be great to have a quick overview of your wishlist and the prices of the sets normally. I hope I explain this okay... Basically, I would love it if, when I am in the shop, I would whip out my phone, see my list of things I want and the official LBrickset prices in my own country and be able to compare.

Thanks again for all your great work! Brickset is one of the reasons, apart from the bricks itself obviously, that I became a fanatic AFOL!

wikipedia like cross-referencing (parts, minifigs, sets, etc.) is working on the site, but could be more intuitive.

Image viewing, browsing is a little old-fashioned, not working well in a mobile browser.
Nothing!
From my opinion all is working fine and accessibility is perfect.

nothing i love you guys so much if i forget the name or the prize of a set i just go to you in fact you should make an actual free app

When using the site on smart devices (phone and tablet) the site constantly reloads. On the computer, it sometimes takes a while for the images to display (this is understandable because you have a ton!!!), but when they're up they stay up.

Try to include A4 size printable building instructions that can be viewed and downloaded. Would be a great help to keep people on your page as well.

N/A

Not much.

IMHO, it's very close to perfection! Great work.....

When going into a play theme I would like a timeline feature where you can just continually keep scrolling down to view sets further in the past. You can literally draw a timeline in the middle of the screen with the sets shown per release date on either side of the timeline depending on space

I think one of the biggest issues is not having a decent way to search within the Brickset Forum. Because finding past information is so difficult, a lot of questions get asked repeatedly. It would be good to be able to search using AND, OR, or EXCLUDE conditions. It would also be useful to search ONLY within a single Forum thread; not the entire Forum. For example, I can never find stuff that I've posted in the past that is relevant to a current discussion in a thread. I would like the ability to search by a given user-name in a specific thread using certain key words. That would save me so much time and frustration (as I think it would others).

Every thing is really nice, but I think the old design was better.

Earlier reviews if possible however dont compromise quality over release.

Nothing

Site is very well organized and designed. No improvements needed.

I think the front page news should be filtered more. Too often there are news stories that are not relevant to Lego and appear to be nothing more than sponsorship for monetary gain.

maybe update the site to include some new sets, and update the pictures

perhaps pull in the current value of the set in addition to the original value
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrate the site with the forum! :)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The argos pricing feed appears to be out of date. The RRP price of set would be helpful on the listings view where you can select if you own a set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without a doubt, the ACM needs upgrading and made a premium option :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I'll simply ask you to put some old set. The one from the 50's and 60's. Otherwise, the web site is excellent. Thank you for helping me to keep track of my collection. I'm from France, sorry for my english.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glad you now have a summary for events, now you need to do the same thing for sales/discounts/specials, region specific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=) use your incredible streetcred to convince Lego to lower prices =)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seriously don't improve anything I'm already spending too much time on your site and too much money on Lego. Cheers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easier way to get a shareable link to my collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maybe instructions for the sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions for the sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The difference in piece counts for sets bothers me. I'd love to see those sets with 100% accuracy. When over 100%, the deviation should be made visible in some way. When less than 100% can be achieved, I wouldn't mind being asked whether I could solve that count issue when owning the set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall quite good. I find the Top News Articles very annoying when it is included in the list of news articles. As someone who visits daily, it is redundant. The only other improvement to the news is to include other Lego general interest news bits, such as MOCs, etc. Otherwise great.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very happy with the database. It is quite handy when I am looking for something. I recommend your site to other enthusiasts quite often.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like more images of the sets. You do a good job with the new sets, but the old ones sometimes only have one stock image. I know those are harder to get. Maybe enable user-uploaded photos with approval?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brickset becomes one of the most important websites about LEGO, in my opinion it must beging to traslate to other languages for more new users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don't know? More giveaways?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make the connection to the forums more obvious.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there are a bunch of updates for 2016 products, put in a link to a forum thread discussing it (if there is one, if there isn't - create one).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link your sources, allow 'following up'/&quot;flagging'/&quot;favourites'/&quot;star' on new products to alert when there's an update (new listing, new images, new reviews, new prices, whatever).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make article responses follow nested/threaded views. Allow email notifications when a reply is posted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When reviewing products, apply the stickers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not sure that you can - meets my expectations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Better surveys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don't really care its cool now</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| The site is very solid. You have many ways of navigating and viewing your items. I prefer your old organization so props to you for giving that option and many more. |

| Great Job |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>More articles and news :-) It is a great site, but I just want to see more! Keep up the great work!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>About the only thing beyond more set reviews and related information would be stuff on Lego collections in general. So how to manage big collections, keeping sets together or splitting by pieces, what sort of piece groupings make sense, the containers involved, managing instruction books and so on. A big topic, but one that I am finding to be more and more of a challenge, so any quality information you were able to provide would be appreciated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel the forum is a bit disorganized but I haven't really spent a lot of time in it since signing up so it may be mostly unfamiliarity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| its seems fine to me |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Make it quicker to access the new site updates page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collectible minifigures can be a little confusing when adding to &quot;I own&quot; or &quot;want&quot; sections. They show up as individual pieces and also as sets. Their descriptions or titles as it were should be more uniform, i.e. Series, number, and name should all be listed in the same order for all collectible minifigs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I love all the features on the brickset website, I use it regularly. I would like to be able to find more external reviews of older sets via bricklink. Usually the only external reviews of sets I find via bricklink are for newer sets. I understand there are not always external reviews for all sets so this is a VERY minor problem. Thank you.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I can't really say that you'd need to do much. This site has gotten consistently better over the year's I've been here. It's one of the daily go tos for me.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I think the only thing I'd really like to see is updated retail value of sets in My Sets. I have retail values for most of them, but not all - especially the older sets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It would be nice to have a "population" report of the all the sets on file. As in how many sets were known to be made. Im not just suggesting the limited or numbered sets, but the average retail sets as well. I spoke to lego and they say no such record exists. I find that hard to believe. How lego not know how many set #30303 they allowed to be made. Rare coin sites have this sort of thing in place and it allows collectors to understand how common anyone set is. Obviously the more rare the more value it could carry.

Well. 5 minutes trying to think up a criticism and all I could think of was how much I enjoy all the features. Its a great site.

Nothing :-)

News are sometimes old

Dunno

This is a GREAT websi. Nothing really needs to be changed.: )

Enlarging and then scrolling through set images would be easier if it was like some sites where you click on the image to enlarge then click on the right or left area to scroll rather than having the hit a text field such as 'Previous' or 'Next'

expand the sets database . need to have information about old sets

create an iphone/ipad app, that allows me to see the sets I own, select one and view the lego instructions on how to build them (pdf) so that my kids and I can follow. (needs to be better than what Brick By Brick offer).

Maybe you could make a new forum design (something like Brickset site design). I love the rest of the page (the site itself, the design, quality of images, etc.).

Plus, maybe it's a little bit complicated or silly thing, but I'd like to see one more function: adding parts to "my collection". Like you can add sets and minifigs to your collection. If you buy for example a Pick A Brick cup in a LEGO store, and count the pieces what you got, you can add those pieces to your collection on Brickset.

A few new articles seem to pass by without mention, like the Force Friday midnight shop openings to sell the new SW toys - I guess it's assumed that we already know this sort of thing happens.

A side bar/panel/something showing the current/next S@H promotion would be nice. I sometimes think, "Is it a good time to buy", and struggle to find if there's a promotion around the corner.

I am not all that good on the computer, so maybe you have the feature of what the cost would be approximately of the sets I own? Is it on there?

The site design is a little dated, it is not very intuitive. Your use of the site should be more friendly. Download area would be a pleasant thing, to be able to download CAD programs as the LDD. A rendering service for files created with LDD I'd really, because not everyone has a fast PC. Apart from some small detail I consider that your website makes a great service.
I occasionally find that after reading a news article and going back to the news page, the order is jumbled for the articles. Not sure what causes this. Refreshing and scrolling back down resolves the issue.

to be honest, ive been using brickset for about 4 or 5 years, and i dont know how you do it, but you keep improving. your pretty darn amazing!!

I can't think of anything to improve the site. This is where I come for Lego information and/or research. What you have done is simply excellent!

Perhaps having a button option that brings up all of the Lego themes for the year not just a few of them.

Maybe make the colours names clearer, or include the name of the colours used by other websites such as BrickLink (it's confusing when BrickSet lists a brick as "Br. Purple", for example, when BrickLink calls it "Dark Pink").

Update sales and deals more often

nothing

I have found a bot of confusion when it comes to polybags. Soemtimes they are only minifigs especially when they are LEGO store or TRU exclusives. They show up both as sets and minifies in the Database.

Overall a great resource - not sure how I would track my sets without you - especially as I've gone a little overboard recently ;-)  

One thing that I really enjoyed, but then was tempered on, is the Amazon Shopper/Price Comparator. I know it's a work in progress and isn't fool proof, but I have found it's not always accurate. I don't mean minor price differences, but whether a set even exists on, say, the US Amazon site. Again, I think it's great and rely on it to get a sense of what a set should cost, but on occasion I've misled myself based on information there. Also, though this may be due to my inexperience purchasing internationally (outside of the US, for me), but I often cannot get the price shown in say the UK or Germany. I go through a variety of sellers on the set to see if I can get it as listed, but it only seems to work out 10% of the time. Perhaps an idiot's guide would be helpful. I do appreciate the 'read these notes' section.

Thanks to you and DrDave for bringing this resource to us all.

Otherwise, my only other thought on the site is one I'm not sure you can address easily. I've found myself reading some entries and finding references difficult to understand. But I think it's baked into our upbringing, local sayings and items that seem commonplace in one country but are completely absent in another. A total nit, I know ;-)  

If there is one thing I don't see often on bricksites is something that I focus on a fair amount in my recent binge of Lego purchases. That is, strategy for getting the most out of purchases. I mostly do this to justify my purchases as some sort of deal and to feed the 'thrill' of getting new sets. As an example, the current run of double points at shop.lego.com (which, incidently, I found ran through the 14th, not the 4th, as you pointed out on your site) overlaps with the 'Free' Exclusive Holiday Train on Oct 13th and 14th. Also, using an offer through a credit card, like the Discover Card, which gives 5% back on purchases through shop.lego.com.
Those sort of things interest me - but they may not interest you - just a thought.

Again, I appreciate all that you do and just wanted to give you some thoughts for all the effort you put in. Seems like the least I could do to write up some ideas.

Thanks,
LordEnder

there is noting to make better

there isnt really much, maybe talk more about online lego events, where you can get cheap lego sets, and other things like that

Brickset is awesome, my only suggestion is to keep up with the good work!

Well Brickset is a great site and I love it, I believe improvements will come spontaneously. I have nothing to complain and I'll just say : keep up the great work everybody and thank you !

All seems fine to me

I think that more pictures of each set would be nice. If there were a way to include pictures of a set that were submitted by users, that would be helpful.

Maybe add a "location" option to the home page so you only see articles/deals relative to your own area.

Just started visiting your website a few months ago on the recommendation of Lego Employees at the Peabody, MA store.

So far, no suggestions. I collect other items and can say this is one of the best sites I have visited.
The pictures, you can't zoom in on them in my computer. Also, add a chat page to see what bricksetians think, and what you should add.

The overall standard of writing by most contributors is fairly low, with non-existent editing and weak understanding of sentence structure. In particular, commas should not be used to join two halves of a sentence that would stand as sentences on their own. Indeed, a lot of the content appears to have been written by and for children. I would rather tighter text, edited for brevity. Also, front page content should not assume any special knowledge, nor make blanket assumptions about what kind of themes readers are going to like and dislike - this is alienating.

But aside from the low quality of writing, everything else about the site is absolutely brilliant. I just would like to see a site that felt like it was written by adults who knew how to write.

I think that the site is fantastic I can't think of anything that needs to be improved on great work guys keep up the great work :)

Would be nice if set listings included both set pictures and box pictures.

one login for the main site and forum.

Having an area on the main site for custom printed and manufactured parts, sets, etc. have links to providers, examples of work, etc this could also be used to show off various MOC but only if the builders present them in the style of a brickset review with good, clear images highlighting key areas and detailing interesting points on the build, the inspiration and lessons learned, etc. this should not become a free for all. Uploading to be done by brickset admin only.

Brickset is a great website however the 'parts' inventory could be improved; bricks that have appeared exclusively in 'Collectable Minifigures' blind bags often claim that the piece is 'in 0 sets'. A calendar for the current month (with all of the future events and release dates) would be a nicer addition to the sidebar and would be an improvement over the 'Upcoming Events' update.

Easier to search/list 2 themes at once like all doc and marvel superheroes.
Less eBay and other listings when in mobile mode - just want the set picture and set info like pricing and number of parts.

Many picts of new sets are uploaded on other websites and forums. I know the problem with TLG but sometimes it's posted really late compared to others....

If there is a way to continue to add to the element database with older elements pre 2006 and such, that would be most helpful. Although some older sets are listed they lack complete element databases. Although it is handy to have a link to rebrickable, is there any way to expand Brickset's element database?

Correct minifig names and an easier piece identifying system

Please enable zoom. On my Android tablet the text is too small.

It is awesome, but I think that it would be really cool if there was a feature where you could add a background picture.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Many set inventories do not include the baseplates that come with them, such as the Space Center set whose inventory lacks the 32x32 baseplate with a row of two studs down the middle.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Right now, I can't think of anything that is in dire need of improvement. I think things are easy to find!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More comprehensive database of bricks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would find it helpful to see price per piece on the deals page, so I know when a set's price has entered a range I feel comfortable with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would also love an easy way to search for single-set alt-builds and MOCs using pieces only from a single set. I know this is more like the functionality offered by ReBrickable but they don't offer this exact type of search and I'll be happy with whatever site offers it first :)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last thing: the &quot;View more articles&quot; link at the bottom of the home page is not the most prominent button at the bottom. I often get visually distracted by the items underneath it (especially on mobile) and miss it. Just a minor usability thing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love the site!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There's lots of white space on the sides when viewed 1920x1080 on a 22&quot; monitor in firefox. I don't know if it would look better extending outwards or scalable to screen size. Mobile version (Tried in chrome and adblock browsers) lacks pinch to zoom (or I'm doing it wrong).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like what you've done.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some set inventories need improving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a &quot;my bricks&quot; section where you can find your bricks and see if you have lost any. Also add a &quot;buy &amp; sell&quot; section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have more articles on lego sets especially upcoming new sets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No need to improve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really enjoy your site. The only thing I found difficult is finding the LEGO books, like Star Wars Character encyclopaedia. In the end I managed, but this took some figuring out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be great if you could add the extra parts from sets (like the 1x1 plates, round plates, tiles etc.) to the official parts list (of the corresponding set) in the database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mobile site is inconsistent. It works for catalog but not really for news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cross referencing sets in terms of price and availability</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publishing when sets were discontinued</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better export facilities of mySets data, ie rss feed or as standardised data sets (ie csv, tabbed data or something similar) that can easily be imported into Excell or other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better export facilities for search results/lists of data in general. Example: I'd like a list of all the sets I want as exportable data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection checkbox preferences: Possiblity to &quot;Add new flag&quot; - instead of now where I can only add 1 extra field, it would be great to add as many as I need, personal flags so to speak. I realise this could get pretty hefty on the db ;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other than that, I'm so impressed with this site and its functionality. Keep up the good work and know that you have created a kick ass, functional site. Period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| I wanted there was some more things of the frist smal Lego cars |
| I while be happy if there was an app to my mobile. |

| A way to set your avatar directly uploading your own profile picture (limited in size and weight) or to choose from other platforms. |
| A way choose is you want to show or hide your country in public. |
| To show prices in euros in the news and in 'Set Details' section. |
| To include more countries in 'Availability at lego.com'. |
| A direct link to customized 'Collection checkboxes', in 'My Sets'/Sets' or another way to quickly access to, for example, a 'Sets you maybe want' for the 'Maybe Want' in addition to 'Own' and 'Want'. |

| Different Languages |
| I've visited the site daily for quite some time. Every day the news is current and interesting. I also appreciate the collection DB, which I connect to when shopping to make sure I don't double up. Thanks for all your time and effort! |
| Overall, I cannot think of any suggestions for this site. Its arrangement and usefulness are excellent, and I check here at least once a day for updated news. |
| I quite like the site as it is and would like it to stay in this form. It is easy to use and informative. I like using it and will continue to do so. Thank you for producing a very informative web site on my favorite subject! |
| I'd like to see more LEGO sets/themes reviewed. Since I'm a member the majority seems to focus on licenced themes (which isn't bad at all) but some seem to be left out a bit, like the original (e.g. City) themes for instance. I do understand that LEGO releases loads of sets each year, and licenced themes appeal more to the collector/adult side of public. But I wouldn't mind to see/read a wider variety of sets being reviewed. Understandably such would need a bigger staff, and would beef up the amount of webspace... But in my humble opinion it would make 'BRICKSET - Your
LEGO Set Guide' (!) somewhat more "allround" regarding info & insights about LEGO sets...

...Just a thought...

I have a family, and would love to see a multiple have or want button because we don't share too well

when lego movies are coming out on dvd

If you added a Keyword option in the search box that would be nice.

Ability to search something and have all sets of it in different versions, and sets it may appear as part of (not so much the "virtual sets").

over all we really like this site. If you could zoom in on the pictures more that would be great. Keep up the good work!

Pretty good overall!

I know you have heard it before but, the thread search feature sucks. It often comes up with irrelevant results because it searches all type and not just thread titles.

I will also say that some members are impatient and overly rude to new members who don't know the unwritten rules of the forum.

The website could have space to users send their own set pictures.

Lego is happy, colored and fun, sometimes I felt the website to cold. It can be hotter, coloured and friendly.

rig things so that I win a giveaway?

more reviews!!

The only thing on the site that I struggle with sometimes is if I am trying to use the price checking service for anything other than Amazon. Often the Argos information inaccurate or out of date it seems. However it might be how I use it that is wrong as the site overall is astounding and my go to site for all things lego. Well done and keep doing what you do!

I love it. No ideas for new features